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Abstract 
A simple, low-cost, broadband (100-Mb/s) multimedia network is proposed for 
residential subscribers for provisioning of multimedia services over the existing 
tree-architecture coaxial cable CATV distribution system. A Fast Polling Pro-
tocol is employed to provide collision-free media access in the Media Access 
Control (MAC) layer. The protocol is based on the Binary Exponential Backoff 
Polling (BEBP) algorithm to improve the throughput efficiency and to guaran-
tee the performance of connection-oriented isochronous services�The protocol 
is compatible with the Hybrid Fiber-Coax (HFC) architecture, which is a very 
promising architecture for bringing broadband services to the residential sub-
scribers. Experimental demonstration has been performed based on the TAXI 
chip datalinks, and the performance in throughput, fairness and network access 
delay have been demonstrated satisfactorily. The proposed network can be used 
as a low-cost ATM traffic concentrator at the hub. 
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Network has become part of our daily life. As Internet continues to grow ex-
ponentially in recent years in access speed, number of servers and number of 
subscribers, the information superhighway is no longer a dream. Internet access 
may be as simple as telephone access in a few years. But the network alone 
cannot provide everything, it needs a partner - multimedia information�Many 
multimedia information services has been provided on Internet in recent years, 
from simple still pictures to full multimedia documents with motion video and 
sound. 
As in many other industries, the existing information infrastructure cannot 
satisfy every desire of the customers. Most of the existing networks cannot 
support multimedia services. In a campus or office environment, most of the 
available LAN solutions such as Ethernet and Token Ring can only provide 
around 10- to 20-Mbps of bandwidth. Network access for residential users is 
even worst. Most of them can only use a 14.4 Kbps modem line to retrieve 
information. There is a large market force to develop a low cost highspeed 
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network access for the end users. 
1.1 Multimedia Network Requirement 
The first requirement for multimedia services is large bandwidth. Most of the 
images, video and voice in multimedia service consume a lot of bandwidth. 
Although many compression algorithms have been developed successfully [1, 2, 
28], the bandwidth required is still very large. For example, 1.5Mbps is required 
for MPEG-I, px64 Kbps is required by H.261 video conferencing for p frames 
per second. Experiments show that the existing Ethernet cannot support more 
than four MPEG-I simultaneously. 
Another important requirement for multimedia service is real time guarantee. 
Services like video conferencing require the voice and video data to arrive in real 
time. Excessive delay will result in packet loss. CCITT specifies that the delay 
for voice cannot be larger than 25ms. Thus, the delay guarantee for real time 
packets is one of the major concerns in the design of a high speed multimedia 
network. 
1.2 100-Mbps Network Proposal 
Many high-speed network proposals have been suggested, such as the FastEth-
ernet, ATM LAN [3, 4], Demand Priority MAC Protocol (IEEE 802.12) [5, 6], 
FDDI/CDDI[7], etc. Some are extensions of existing protocols, and some are 
new proposals. 
FastEthernet (also called 100BaseT Ethernet) is the 100-Mbps version of 
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lOBaseT Ethernet. It was designed to run on existing UTP Cat.5 cable plant 
without having to rewire the network. Although the specification for Cat.5 
cable is 100m, only 50m can be reached in most FastEthernet products. Since 
the protocol still uses the CSMA/CD protocol, it cannot provide a guaranteed 
delay. 
CDDI is the modified version of FDDI, which can run on copper wires. Both 
FDDI and CDDI follow the Timed Target Token Protocol. The protocol is more 
suitable for the provisioning of guaranteed service, but the delay can only be 
bounded to a relatively large value and the throughput performance depends on 
the round trip delay time of the network. This is the major drawback of using 
FDDI for multimedia services. 
ATM provides a high-end and complete solution for multimedia network-
ing. The small packet (53 bytes) can provide a very short network delay, but 
it creates a large protocol overhead. ATM was first suggested by telecommu-
nication companies. As bandwidth scalability was the major concern, a large 
number of network vendors have designed ATM switching networks rather than 
shared media networks as have been done in most of the LAN environments. 
On one hand, switched networks can fully increase the bandwidth utilization of 
the network, on the other hand, it is not very compatible with Internet which is 
a connectionless network more suitable for shared media network. As a result, 
a lot of extra work has to be done to run IP and ARP on ATM [37, 38, 39 • 
The IEEE 802.12 Demand Priority MAC Protocol for the lOOBaseVG - Any-
LAN can run 100 Mbps on the existing UTP cable plants of lOBaseT Ethernet. 
Four pairs of wires have to be used to transmit the 100-Mbps traffic, so as to 
reduce the bandwidth required in each single pair of wires. Since the bandwidth 
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is shared by every node, it is di伍cult to guarantee a very small delay. So, dif-
ferent priorities are assigned to different connections. Higher priority traffic is 
served first in order to reduce the delay for real time services. 
However, none of these proposed schemes is capable to work with the CATV 
tree architecture or the hybrid fiber-coax (HFC) architecture, which is a very 
promising architecture for bringing broadband services to the residential sub-
scribers. 
1.3 Broadband Network on HFC Architecture 
There is a strong interest in the study of Hybrid Fiber-Coax (HFC) architecture 
for local loop distribution recently [8，9]. First, the HFC architecture has abun-
dant bandwidth which can also be made compatible to the existing analog TV 
啤 \ 
system, thus allowing a graceful evolution and introduction of broadband ser-
vices while supporting existing CATV customers. Second, the split and branch 
HFC architecture naturally serves as a traffic concentrator, reducing the num-
ber of cabling wires going into the hub offices of the service providers. Third, 
broadband interactive multimedia services can be provided on the HFC archi-
tecture very cost-effectively by subcarrier multiplexing. As such, the unification 
of this multimedia LAN proposal with the HFC architecture provides a low-cost, 
evolvable solution to the broadband, local distribution problem. 
It is very important both technically and commercially to develop a new 100-
Mb/s multimedia LAN standard that can work with a tree architecture so that 
residential end users can enjoy the broadband services through their existing 
cable. 
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1.4 The BEBP M A C Protocol 
Based on the above consideration, a new multimedia LAN (Fast Polling MAC 
protocol) is proposed. It is compatible with the existing CATV network archi-
tecture and physical media. In order to improve the polling deficiency when 
the number of active nodes are small compared to the total number of nodes, a 
binary exponential backoff polling (BEBP) algorithm is proposed. Using such 
an algorithm, a high throughput and guaranteed delay multimedia LAN can 
be easily implemented over the existing CATV cable or the hybrid fiber-coax 
(HFC) architecture. 
1.5 Scope of the Thesis 
This thesis is separated into six chapters. Chapter 2 will go through all the 
important concepts and protocols of the proposed network. This include the 
fast polling MAC protocol, the BEBP algorithm and the Protocol Data Unit. 
A simulation evaluating the performance of the BEBP algorithm is presented 
in Chapter 3. Major factors affecting the performance of BEBP will be covered 
-and evaluated in this chapter. 
Chapter 4 will talk about the network architectures for the MAC protocol. 
. Since BEBP is very flexible, it can be implemented on star, bus or ring networks 
with different physical media. Most of the issues in the chapter is on the compat-
ibility of BEBP with the existing network wiring. Chapter 5 covers the design 
and implementation issues of the network. All the design of different layers will 
be covered in details, including the physical layer, MAC layer, network interface 
card, and software driver. The design of the hub and its integration with the 
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higher hierarchy network will also be found in this chapter. Finally, some of the 




The M A C Protocol 
In this section, the MAC protocol of the proposed multimedia network will be 
discussed. First, we describe various existing MAC protocols. Then we describe 
the proposed Fast Polling protocol which is a collision-free protocol that can 
guarantee real-time services over arbitrary network architecture. 
Existing solutions on MAC protocol can be divided into three categories: 
random access, token passing and polling. The first random access MAC proto-
col was the Aloha proposed by the University of Hawaii [10]. It was then further 
developed to become the well-known Ethernet [11]. Additional algorithms, like 
"Carrier Sensing”, “Collision Detection" and "Truncated Binary Exponential 
Backoff, was later added to improve the throughput of the protocol, which is 
also called CSMA/CD. CSMA/CD provides a very simple and low cost solution 
for LAN connection, but it is never a good MAC protocol for high speed net-
work. Collisions occur frequently at heavy traffic so it is difficult to guarantee 
service quality under those circumstances. This is also why CSMA/CD has a 
network access delay that is unbounded. 
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Token passing is another very popular MAC protocol. It can be implemented 
on a ring network like the FDDI[40] and the IEEE 802.5 Token Ring[32], or 
on a bus network such as the IEEE 802.4 Token Bus[31]. Fair access can be 
guaranteed even under high traffic, and the maximum delay is bounded. On the 
other hand, the protocol will become very inefficient when the number of active 
nodes is small. The token has to pass through all the inactive nodes before the 
active node gets the token to transmit. Another drawback of the token passing 
network is its large delay under high traffic. For example, the network access 
delay of FDDI can be as high as 8 ms, which is not suitable for multimedia 
traffic. 
Polling is different from the above two MAC protocols for its centralized 
control over distributed control of the media. In a polling system, a central 
master called the hub control all the activities in the physical media. Polling 
systems have been used in many electronic systems for a long time, especially 
in the design of computer networks, and have been extensively studied by many 
researchers [12] [13]. However, there are two major limitations of the polling 
system. 
First, a polling system requires very intensive communication between the 
hub and the nodes. The hub has to send out a lot of polling commands in 
order to control the traffic in the network. The polling commands are not very 
complicated but they have to he transmitted at all times. Most of the existing 
transceivers are not suitable for handling such short-length messages effectively. 
For example, in the Ethernet transceivers, 7 bytes of preamble has to be added 
in front of every packet in order to provide enough time for the receiver's PLL 
to lock onto the signal. If polling commands of only 10-bit length are used, then 
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a lot of bandwidth will be wasted on the preamble. Unless we can handle short-
length polling commands effectively, polling system has a rather poor efficiency. 
Second, traditional polling systems (such as the round-robin polling systems) 
share the same drawback as token passing systems. When the number of active 
nodes is small compared to the total number of nodes connected, the protocol 
will become very inefficient. The active nodes have to wait for the hub to poll 
all the inactive nodes before they are polled. 
In the following section, we shall discuss a very effective polling system which 
can be implemented on the MAC layer with very high throughput efficiency. 
By using the state-of-the-art transceivers, short polling commands can be sent 
very effectively. Then we propose a new polling algorithm called the Binary 
Exponential Backoff Polling (BEBP) algorithm, which will provide a fair and 
efficient media access even when the number of active nodes is small compared 
to the total number of nodes. 
2.1 Fast Polling Protocol 
The Fast Polling Protocol is based on hub-polling to guarantee collision-free 
access. It is a simple "master-slave" protocol: the hub acts as the master which 
broadcast commands to every nodes, while the nodes act as slaves which respond 
to the commands accordingly. 
For a general LAN architecture, we can assume the hub to have access and 
control of two shared media, one for uplink and one for downlink. The two media 
serve as concentrator and distributor of traffic respectively. This assumption is 
sufficiently general, because it covers the case of switched architectures as well 
9 
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as multi-access architectures. The two shared media can be multiplexed onto 
the same physical media, for compatibility with architectures that employ only 
one single cable. Alternatively, half-duplex operation can be employed similar 
to IEEE 802.12. 
For downlink, the hub simply broadcast any data packet and control messages 
to all the nodes. No scheduling issue has to be considered in the downlink 
transmission because the hub is the only sender. But in the uplink transmission, 
many senders may want to send their packets at the same time. So, a scheduling 
algorithm is required to resolve the multiple access problem. 
Many polling algorithms can be implemented at the hub. However, the 
complexity and efficiency can be very different. First, we shall describe a very 
common and simple round-robin polling algorithm. Since the simple round-robin 
polling algorithm suffers from a poor throughput efficiency when the number of 
nodes in the network increases, therefore, we propose the Binary Exponential 
Backoff Polling (BEBP) algorithm to improve both the throughput efficiency and 
delay performance. Furthermore, the algorithm can also guarantee the service 
time of a connection-oriented isochronous service, which is very important for 
multimedia networks. 
2.1.1 Round Robin Polling 
Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.2 illustrate the polling events and timing for four nodes. 
Each node is assigned a unique polling address, node 0 to node 3. A data transfer 
cycle is started by the hub sending a "Poll Node 0" command to the downlink. 
If Node 0 does not have any packet to send, it simply ignores the command. 
Node 1 to node 3 will also ignore this command because the poll command is 
10 
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i k ikA ik Figure 2.1: Polling Events of the Round Robin Polling 
not addressed to them. Since the hub does not receive any data after a certain 
period tgu, called the guard time, it can go ahead to poll the next node, which 
is node 1. 
A "Poll Node 1" command is sent to the downlink. Now node 1 has a packet 
to send out, so it responds to the polling command by sending the data packet 
through the uplink immediately. This time the hub detects a packet arrival 
before the guard time has elapsed, so it will wait for the entire packet to be 
received completely. Thus it will wait for a packet transmission time plus the 
guard time {tpkt + tgu) before polling the next station, node 2. The same polling 
procedure applies to all nodes on a round-robin basis, before the polling comes 
back to node 0 again. 
2,1.2 Binary Exponential Backoff Polling 
As the number of nodes in the network increases, the efficiency of round-robin 
polling may be very low. This deficiency can be improved by the Binary Expo-
nential Backoff Polling (BEBP) algorithm. The polling procedure is same as the 
round-robin polling, but the polling frequency depends on the activity of each 
node. An active node will receive more polls than those inactive nodes. 
11 
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Figure 2.2: Timing of the Polling Events on the Downlink and Uplink 
The BEBP algorithm is inspired by the truncated binary exponential backoff 
algorithm used in Ethernet and IEEE 802.3. However, unlike the latter, BEBP is 
collision-free, and only the polling frequency of a node depends on its activity in 
a binary exponential backoff manner. Only the master node (hub) needs to keep 
track of the activity information, all the other nodes (slaves) simply responds to 
the poll command as in the round-robin polling case. 
The hub keeps two counters for each attached node, the wait level counter 
(WL) and the count down to poll counter (CDTP). In the beginning of a cy-
cle, all the CDTP counters will decrease by 1. Those nodes with zero CDTP 
counter value will be polled in this cycle. The hub will send "Poll Node xxx" in 
the downlink for those nodes with zero CDTP counter value sequentially. Ac-
cording to the response from node xxx, the hub will update its counters. If no 
packet is sent back, the node's WL counter will be increased by one fold (binary 
exponentially increasing). If a packet is sent back by the node, the node's WL 
counter will be reset to the initial value, 1. In both case, the CDTP counter will 
change to the same value as the WL counter. The same procedure goes on for 
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every nodes with zero CDTP counter value, then a new cycle starts. The flow 
chart in Figure 2.3 summarizes the procedure. 
With this algorithm, if a node is active in the current cycle (i.e., the node 
has sent a packet), it will be guaranteed to be polled in the next cycle. On 
the other hand, if a node does not respond to a poll in one cycle, it will be 
skipped by the hub in the next cycle. If the node continues to ignore the poll 
addressed to it for n times, the hub will skip polling the node for cycles until a 
maximum number (e.g. 256) is reached. This algorithm also guarantees that an 
isochronous connection will be served in a definite period of time independent 
of the bandwidth of the connection. 
The performance analysis of the round-robin polling and BEBP algorithm 
will be discussed in the next chapter. 
\ 
2.2 Protocol Design 
After an efficient MAC layer is built, the next task is to interface the MAC layer 
with the network layer. To simplify our demonstration, we choose to support 
only the most common network protocol, the Internet protocol, rather than 
providing the most generic design to support all possible network protocols. 
Thus, the design of the MAC layer supports IP packets directly. In order to 
have a better understanding of our MAC layer design, we will go through the 
MAC design of IEEE 802 LAN and Ethernet first. 
13 
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2.2.1 Lessons learnt from IEEE 802 LAN and Ethernet 
Figure 2.4 shows the IEEE 802.2 LLC layer [29] and 802.3/4/5 MAC layer [30: 
.31] [32] Encapsulation. All the 3 different MAC protocols use the same LLC 
layer for compatibility. The design of the LLC is based on HDLC, which is a 
very reliable MAC layer protocol. 
There are two reasons for splitting the MAC layer into two sublayers. First, 
it provides the flexibility for the users to choose different media for the network 
(different MAC) but sharing the same interface to the higher network layer (same 
LLC). Another benefit is to simplify the design of bridges among different 802 
LAN. Bridges can operate in the LLC layer rather than in the network layer as 
most of the gateways do. The standard is widely accepted and has already been 
used by other LAN/MAN standard, e.g. FDDI. 
Ethernet is a variant of the IEEE 802.3 and it can be compatible to IEEE 
802.2 LLC. However, Ethernet is not equivalent to IEEE 802.3. As shown in 
Figure 2.5, Ethernet is different from 802.3/802.2 for the MAC layer encapsula-
tion. The complete MAC layer header of 802.3/802.2 consists of 22 bytes (14 in 
MAC and 8 in LLC), while there are only 14 bytes in the Ethernet MAC layer. 
Both standards are accepted by the Internet Community as RFC 1042 [36] and 
RFC 894 [35] respectively. Although the 802.3/802.2 encapsulation is well de-
, fined, the Ethernet encapsulation is most commonly used. Detailed description 
can be referred to the two RFC documents. 
Direct encapsulation of IP over Ethernet becomes so common that the LLC 
has seldomly been used. In most cases, the IP packet is directly encapsulated 
by the Ethernet header (usually called the hardware header). As a result, the 
IEEE 802 bridge cannot work on the LLC layer because Ethernet does not use 
15 
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the 802.2/802.3 encapsulation. Bridging between two LANs (where one of the 
LANs is Ethernet) is usually done in the network layer by the IP gateway. The 
common LLC becomes an overhead to the 802 LAN. 
There is a big lesson learned from the story of Ethernet and IEEE 802.2 / 
802.3. First of all, the splitting of the MAC layer may not be necessary. Second, 
a simple MAC layer is very reliable in a LAN environment. Third, careful 
inspection of the Ethernet header will discover that the source address in the 
hardware header is never used. The protocol can work without this field. 
2.2.2 Protocol Data Unit 
In the design of the MAC layer based on BEBP, the following requirements are 
in mind: 
• The protocol should be as simple as possible, so as to reduce the overhead. 
• The MAC and physical layers are very reliable, with BER less than 10"^ • 
• Only IP packets are carried in the network. 
• The IEEE 802.2 LLC is not supported. 
In order to have an efficient MAC layer, we choose to use fixed size packet. 
‘ Fixed size packet can provide a better management in the polling, because the 
hub can always wait for the same time interval for a packet to return from the 
node before polling another. Also the length field used in the Ethernet header 
can be discarded. As discussed in the previous section, the source address is 
usually not used for routing, so the protocol data unit (PDU) does not contain 
the source address in the header. 
17 
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Figure 2.6: The BEBP 512+6 Byte Packet 
Since only IP packets are carried in the network, the TYPE field like that 
in the Ethernet header will not be needed in the PDU header. With only IP 
packets, different hardware address and IP address become a redundant design. 
So, we use the unique 4-byte IP address to replace the hardware address. As a 
result, ARP is no longer necessary in our network design. 
The PDU is shown in Figure 2.6. The DATA field is set to be a fixed size 
of 512 bytes, but different sizes can be used. Further discussion on the packet 
size will appear in Section 3.6. Together with a one-byte HEADER, a 4-byte 
DESTINATION ADDRESS and a one-byte TRAILER, the complete packet size 
is 512+6 bytes. 
The design of the 512+6 byte packet format is fully compatible with the 
CUMLAUDE NET designed by the Chinese University of Hong Kong [15] [16:. 
The integration of the hub design with the CUMLAUDE NET will be discussed 




In order to have a better understanding of the BEBP algorithm, a simulation 
is perform to study the performance. The simulation is based on the Simscript 
simulation language [43]. A detailed description of the simulation model and 
the program will be covered in the first section. Then the performance of the 
round robin polling and BEBP will be compared. Afterward, the performance 
of BEBP with different number of nodes connected (at different network size) 
will be analyzed. Finally, the different system parameters that affect the BEBP 
performance will be discussed: including the TxFIFO size, the host bus transfer 
time and the packet size. 
3.1 The Simulation 
In the simulation, N nodes are connected to the hub, of which some are idle 
and some are active. The network data rate is 100 Mbps, and the packet size is 
assumed to be 518 bytes. 
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The Simscript source code of the simulation is attached in Appendix B. The 
program consists of PREAMBLE, MAIN and 6 processes. Declaration and ini-
tialization is done in PREAMBLE and MAIN. Two of the processes, STOP and 
INFO.COLLECT, are used for the collection and presentation of the simulation 
results. The other four processes will be described in the following sections. 
In the following description, a character string enclosed by [ ] represents the 
variable used in the Simscript program. 
PACKET.GENERATOR Process 
The packet generation algorithm tries to emulate a UNIX machine transmitting 
IP packets. The IP packet generation by the host machine is assumed to follow 
an exponential distribution with deviation equals to 1. Arrival statistics for 
other special application, like an MPEG video connection, FTP, or a W W W 
connection can also be simulated, but they will not cover in this thesis. 
When the UNIX workstation has a packet waiting to be sent, the IP layer will 
call the network device driver (for detailed operation please refer to Section 5.5). 
The driver will first check the status of the transmit FIFO [PACKET.QUEUE； 
(TxFIFO) in the Network Interface Card (NIC). If the TxFIFO has already 
been filled by packet(s), the driver will reject the call from the IP layer. The IP 
layer will than buffer the unsuccessfully transmitted packet in its kernel buffer 
(mother board RAM) [IP.BUFFER]. It will then retry periodically every 50 "s 
IP.POLL.TIME] until the IP packet has been successfully transmitted. The 
kernel buffer [MAX.IP.BUFFER] is assumed to be able to store 200 packets, 
then it will kill any extra in-coming packets. 
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PACKET.TRANSFER Process 
If the TxFIFO is not full, whenever the driver is called by the IP layer, a packet 
will be transferred from the kernel memory to the TxFIFO. The time required by 
this transfer is called the host bus transfer time [PACKET.TRANSFER.TIME], 
which is a very important factor in the actual system behavior. Unless the 
packet has completely arrived at the TxFIFO, it is not allowed to leave the NIC 
even if the node has received a poll. This is to guarantee the continuity of the 
packet burst in the link (see Section 5.3). 
N O D E Process 
After the packet has been completely passed to the TxFIFO, it will be queued 
in the NIC according to a First-In-First-Out basis. It has to wait for all the 
packets in front of it to leave the NIC before it gets a chance to leave. The time 
between when the packet first entered the TxFIFO and when it arrived at the 
top of the TxFIFO is called the FIFO queuing delay [QUEUE.DELAY]. When a 
node gets a poll, the packet at the top of the queue will be transmitted and the 
packet will disappear from the simulation. The time between when the packet 
-arrived at the top and when it actually left the NIC is called the network access 
delay [ACCESS-DELAY]. Figure 3.1 gives a more clear illustration. 
HUB Process 
The BEBP algorithm described in the previous chapter is implemented in this 
process. For each nodes, the hub will keep a Wait Level Counter [WAIT.LEVEL 
and Count Down to Poll Counter [WAIT.COUNT]. If no packet is returned, the 
hub will wait for tgu [POLL.SHORT.INTERVAL]. If a packet is returned before 
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tgu elapsed, the hub will wait tgu + t,kt [POLL.LONG.INTERVAL] before polling 
the next node. 
PREAMBLE and M A I N Routine 
Input parameters to the simulation include: 
• The number of nodes connected [N.NODE], 
• The 皿mber of active nodes [NUM.ACTIVE.NODE], 
• The offered load [OFFERED.LOAD], 
• The host bus transfer time for one packet [PACKET.TRANSFER.TIME], 
• The Tx FIFO size [FIFO.SIZE]. 
The offered load is defined to be the ratio of the total traffic arrival rate 
from all active nodes relative to the total network capacity. For example, if 
the network capacity is 100 Mb/s, an offered load of 1 means that the total 
data arrival rate from all the active nodes is 100 Mb/s. Host bus transfer 
time is assumed to be zero, while the Tx FIFO is assumed to be IK bytes, 
which can buffer one 518-byte packet. Simulation time [END.TIME.SEC] is 1 
second, which corresponds to about 15 minutes of running time in a Sun Sparc 
10 machine. 
Other system parameters include: 
• the sampling time for the collection of statistics [SAMPLING.TIME], 
• the packet size [PACKET.SIZE], 
• the maximum throughput of the network [MAX.THROUGHPUT], 
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. t h e maximum value of the Wait Level Counter [MAX.WAIT.LEVEL], 
• the maximum IP buffer size [MAX.IP.BUFFER], 
• the IP layer retry period [IP.POLL.TIME]. 
The raw simulation results with different parameters are attached in Ap-
pendix C. They are summarized in the following sections. 
3.2 Round Robin vs. BEBP 
In the simulation, we assume that the average distance between the hub and all 
the nodes is 100 m, which corresponds to a round-trip delay time of 1 fis. A 
guard time tgu of 2 fis would be very safe. The processing delay at the hub and 
node must also be considered. Usually, it is less than 1 /xs. Assuming the packet 
size to be 518 bytes, the packet transmission time t^ kt is 41.44 /is in a 100-Mb/s 
network. 
Throughput Analysis 
The simulation result of the round robin polling is show in Figure 3.2. As shown 
- i n the figure, the total throughput of the network can be very high ( 95%) when 
all 64 nodes are active. This figure can be easily verified by simple calculation. 
‘ If every node has a packet to be transmitted in every poll, the total throughput 
is: 
throughputbest = - 二 二 95% 
ipkt + tgu 
But in actual practice, the number of active node is usually much less than 
the total number of nodes, in which case the efficiency would be very low. In the 
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worst case, when there is only one station transmitting packets in the uplink, 
the active node has to wait for the hub to poll all the other 63 nodes after 
sending one packet before it receives another poll again. So, the throughput of 
the uplink is equal to: 
throughput丽St 二 tpkt +、: X ‘ = 
For the downlink, the polling protocol only affects the bandwidth minimally. 
In the worst case, when there is no packet to be transmitted, a polling com-
mand has to be sent every 2 {is, the guard time. To insert a command in the 
downstream data, the hub has to switch off the downstream data temporarily by 
buffering the packet. The switching time (t,^) is typically less than 200 ns for 
High speed CMOS / TTL technology. Another 100 ns for command transmis-
sion (tcom) is required to transmit the one byte command. Therefore the worst 
case efficiency for the downlink is about: 
throughput down 二 — ^ — 二 85% 
tgu 
For the BEBP, the result is shown in Figure 3.3. As shown, nearly all the 
curves approach the ideal curve with all the 64 nodes are active. Even with 
only one single node is active, throughput of over 70% still can be reached. 
BEBP eliminates the major drawback of polling system: the same throughput 
can be retained even when the number of active nodes is small. Comparing 
with the traditional CSMA/CD, BEBP is superior. There is no collision over 
the media, all the resources (bandwidth) are scheduled on demands. Overhead . 
occurs only in the propagation delay (the guard time), which has been shown to 
be smaller than a few percent of the total bandwidth. But in the CSMA/CD, 
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Figure 3.2: Throughput of the Round Robin Polling Algorithm 
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Round-robin Polling with Different Number of Active Nodes 
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Figure 3.4: Access Delay of the Round Robin Polling Algorithm 
the throughput drops significantly when the offered load and number of station 
increases 
Network Access Delay Analysis 
It is also very important to provide guaranteed network access delay for multime-
dia networks. Delay in round-robin and BEBP algorithm is fair and guaranteed 
since every node suffers the same delay. The simulation results for round-robin 
and BEBP showing the average network access delay of a packet is presented in 
Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5 respectively. No significant difference found between 
the two algorithms. 
Under normal traffic (offered load < 1), the access delay is below 1 ms even 
many nodes are active (32 or more). Under overloaded traffic (offered load > 
1), the access delay is still less than 1 ms when the number of active nodes N 
is small (say 8 to 16). But when N grows large, the access delay increases and 
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Figure 3.5: Access Delay of the BEBP Algorithm 
finally saturates at 2.5 ms. 
A network access delay of less than 1 ms is very competitive comparing with 
many 100 Mbps LAN proposal (Table 3.1). With such a small delay, BEBP can 
be used for real-time multimedia network applications. For example, CCITT 
G.164 recommends that the overall delay for a voice packet should be kept less 
than 25 ms. BEBP can comfortably meet this requirement. 
The worst case delay is bounded to be less than 2.5 ms, which is also quite 
promising when compared to unbounded delay of protocols like CSMA/CD. 
Depending on applications, this 2.5 ms delay may be too long for some extremely 
delay sensitive packets. This deficiency can be overcome by using priorities. One 
of the possibilities is to assign priority to different connections, as in the IEEE 
802.12 Demand Priority[5]. Another suggestion is to reduce the packet size, as 
in the ATM. The performance of BEBP for different packet size can be found 
in the last section of this chapter. 
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II BEBP FDDI/ IEEE ATM LAN F ^ 
CDDI 802.12 Ethernet 
Native 
Network Any Dual Ring Star Star Star 
Architecture 
Native 
Physical Any MMF/UTP UTP Any UTP 
Layer 
Network <lms 8ms 0.5-0.8ms 0.8ms unbounded 
Access (L=l ) (worst) (high (queuing 
Delay priority) delay) 
Support Tree � 
Distribution Yes No No No No 
Architecture? 
Support Bus 
Network Yes No No No ‘ No 
Architecture? 
Support Star 
Network Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
_ Architecture? 
Table 3.1: Comparison of Different 100Mbps Network 
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Figure 3.6: Throughput of BEBP with Different Network Size 
Fairness Analysis 
Fairness is not a problem at all in polling systems. The hub does not distinguish 
one node from another. Every node suffers the same delay, and receives the same 
bandwidth allocation. All the resources are allocated according to the activity 
of the node. Therefore, both the bandwidth allocation and network access delay 
are fair to each node. 
3.3 Size of BEBP Network 
In the simulation, different number of nodes (N) are connected to a hub (N 二 1, 
2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128). All the nodes are assumed to be active. The simulation 
result is shown in Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.7. For throughput, no significant 
difference is found. BEBP works with very high efficiency for different network 
size. On the other hand, the network access delay increases with the number of 
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Figure 3.7: Network Access Network of BEBP with Different Network Size 
network nodes. 
, I f the network is small (N < 16), network access delay can be kept smaller 
than 1 ms even under the overloaded condition. But when N is large, network 
access delay is higher (1.3ms for N二32, 2.7ms for N=64 and 5.4ms for N二 128). 
Therefore, when the network grows too large, it would be better to separate 
the network into smaller groups by using more hubs connected to a backbone 
network (see Section 5.4.1). 
3.4 BEBP with Different T x FIFO Size 
The simulation results shown in Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.9 on throughput and 
network access delay do not indicate any difference when different TxFIFO size 
is used. Both throughput and network access delay of BEBP is completely 
independent on the TxFIFO size. 
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On the other hand, the TxFIFO size does affect the FIFO queueing delay of 
BEBP, as shown in Figure 3.10. With IK FIFO, which can only hold one single 
packet, there is no queuing delay at all. The FIFO queuing delay increases as 
the FIFO size increases. This is very natural, since a longer queue means the 
packets have to wait for a longer time to arrive at the top. Such an indication 
does not mean that a small FIFO introduce smaller delay, because the packets 
still have to wait in the IP buffer in the case of small FIFO. The overall queuing 
delay does not vary too much. 
In addition to better FIFO queuing delay, there are two more advantages 
for using small FIFOs. The first advantage is cost, and the second advantage is 
better management by the host machine. By being able to buffer the packet in 
the kernel, the host machine can easily manage where the packet should go. For 
example, time-outed packets can be killed, and a higher priority can be given 
to real time packets that arrived later at the queue. As a result, a IK-Byte 
TxFIFO is used in our NIC design. 
3.5 Limitation of the Host Bus Transfer Rate 
-The host bus is the interface bus between the NIC and the host machine. Since 
we are using Intel processors (486 or P5), the choice of the host bus for the NIC 
‘ design includes: 
1. PC Bus (XT Bus): 8 bits, 2 MBps (MAX) 
2. ISA Bus (AT Bus): 16 bits, 8 MBps (MAX) 
3. EISA: 32 bits, 8 MBps (Normal), 33 MBps (DMA) 
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Figure 3.10: FIFO Queuing Delay of BEBP with Different FIFO Size 
4. VESA Local Bus: 32 bits, 44 MBps (Normal), 132 MBps (Burst) 
5. PCI: 32 bits, 66 MBps (Normal), 132 MBps (Burst) 
The transfer rate of the above interface buses are obtained from [17]. For an 
actual system, the above stated theoretical transfer rate is always difficult to 
achieved. For example, we can only achieve about 1 MBps transfer rate using 
the PC Bus in our existing NIC design because of multiple lOs required per 
packet transfer. 
A suitable choice of the host bus is very important in designing a heavy-
traffic network adapter card, such as the NIC. The cost effectiveness is the first 
factor to consider. For example, in an Ethernet adapter, an ISA Bus's transfer 
rate is already faster than the network, so it may not be necessary to use a PCI 
bus for Ethernet. Secondly, as the CPU processing time is always faster than the 
interface bus, it is a waste of the CPU time when transferring heavy traffic over 
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a slow interface bus. For example, more than 5 wait states have to be added in 
an ISA bus transfer. Even for VL-Bus, one wait state is still required. A faster 
bus can reduce the waste of CPU time used in data transfer. 
Figure 3.11 shows the simulation result of BEBP throughput against different 
host bus transfer time. The packet size is assumed to be 518 bytes. As shown 
in the figure, if the transfer time is less than 100 //s, ideal performance (zero 
transfer time) can be achieved. 
In the first BEBP prototype, we choose to build the NIC on the 8-bit ISA Bus 
for simplicity (Section 5.3). The transfer rate achieved was only about 1 MBps, 
which corresponds to 555 fis per packet as indicated in the diagram. This is our 
major bottleneck of the prototype NIC. Although the theoretical throughput of 
the BEBP network is very high, it is limited by the NIC interface bus. The true 
capacity of the BEBP network cannot be shown by this version of NIC. 
The next version of NIC is being prototyped. In order to eliminate the 
bottleneck of the previous version, the bus transfer time should be less than 100 
fj,s which corresponds to 5.18 MBps. Most of the 32-bit buses can handle such, 
a transfer rate, all of the EISA, VL-Bus and PCI buses can be used. We believe 
the PCI bus is better for two reasons. 
First, PCI is a CPU independent interface bus. Other than its originator 
- Intel , most of the large computer companies have already joined the PCI 
Special Interest Group. PCI has already worked on the Intel P5 and Dec Alpha 
machines. PCI on Macintosh and Power PC platforms will soon be available in 
the market. A single PCI board can work on different platforms without have 
to be redesigned for a specific bus. Such an attractive compatibility drives us 
to consider building the next generation NIC on PCI platform. 
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Figure 3.11: BEBP Throughput Performance against Host Bus Transfer Time 
Second, PCI perhaps is the most well-defined interface bus ever occurred in 
the computer history. It makes use of the state-of-the-art technology because 
it is started from ground zero. Both EISA and VL-Bus have to consider the 
compatibility problem with the conventional ISA Bus. The specification of PCI 
.42] is very clear and well-defined for the designer to follow easily. 
Hopefully, the PCI version NIC will be finished by the end of 1995. At 
that time, the actual throughput of the BEBP algorithm can be observed and 
evaluated. 
3,6 Performance with Different Packet Size 
In this section, the performance of BEBP with different packet size is analyzed. 
The simulation result is summarized in Figure 3.12 and Figure 3.13. 
BEBP becomes very inefficient when the packet size is too small. For normal 
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loading (L<1), throughput can be retained at its saturated value even when the 
packet is as small as 128 bytes. When the network is overloaded, the throughput 
begins to decrease when the packet size decreases to around 400 bytes, and finally 
drops dramatically when the packet size is smaller than 100 bytes. 
The network access delay, on the other hand, depends on the packet size 
more linearly. Under normal traffic, the network access delay is more or less the 
same for any packet size. In the overloaded condition, the network access delay 
increases as the packet size increases. 
The simulation results are very natural and reasonable. A small packet size 
can result in a low network delay, but the throughput is also low. On the other 
hand, large packet size can provide higher throughput but large delay network. 
A suitable packet size have to be chosen to balance these two factors. 
First of all, the packet size should never be smaller than 100 bytes for worst 
case network efficiency. Second, a network access delay of over 3ms is too high, 
so the packet size should not be larger than 700 bytes. Therefore, the range of 
possible choice should be between 200 to 600 bytes per packet. 
In the actual system, there are two more factors affecting the analysis of 
the throughput efficiency. First is the hardware header overhead which will be 
a very significant factor if the packet size is small (as in the case of ATM). 
Second is the processing overhead on fragmentation and reassembly of packets 
‘ by the upper layer, in particular, the TCP layer. The IP layer have to fragment 
and reassemble the received message from the TCP/UDP layer according to the 
MTU specified by the network. The processing time spent in the transport layer 
will significantly increase if the packet size is too small. 
In the existing BEBP, we set the packet size at 518 bytes, with a 512-bytes 
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Figure 3.12: BEBP Throughput Performance against Packet Size 
data field. A packet size of 262 bytes with 256 bytes data field is also possible, 
but the packet size should not be as small as 53 bytes used in the ATM. 
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As we have discussed in the Chapter 2, the hub is assumed to have access and 
control of two shared media, one for uplink and one for downlink. This assump-
tion is sufficiently general, because it covers the case of switched architectures 
as well as multi-access architecture^. Below, we illustrate how the BEBP can 
be implemented for bus architectures as well as for star architectures. Then we 
will show how BEBP can be implemented on the most common existing net-
work cable plant: lOBaseT Ethernet, 10Base2 Ethernet, and CATV distribution 
network, without having to rewire any installed cables. 
4.1 Dual Bus Network Architecture 
In the dual bus architecture, one bus is used for the downlink while the other 
bus is used for the uplink. Access scheduling on the uplink is controlled by the 
hub through the Polling Commands at the downlink. A node will turn on its 
transmitter only after it has received a polling command from the hub via the 
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Figure 4.1: BEBP on Dual Bus Network Architecture 
downlink. After one packet is completely transmitted, a node will automati-
cally turn off its transmitter (completely isolated from the bus). This kind of 
transceivers is called burst mode transceiver [18]. For burst mode transceivers, 
the preamble used for synchronization should be minimized so as to minimize 
the bandwidth used in signaling. 
4.2 Star Network Architecture 
In star architectures, each node is connected to the hub by two links, uplink and 
downlink, and the protocol can be implemented either in burst-mode (similar 
to the dual-bus implementation) or in a continuous mode. For the latter, every 
link is synchronized at all time, so no bandwidth is required for synchronization 
establishment. The bandwidth required for signaling can also be very small. 
Packet is transfer through the synchronous link asynchronously. We have used 
the TAXI chip [44] to demonstrate the synchronous data link (continuous mode) 
implementation and signaling. 
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4.3 Compatibility with Existing Networks 
The existing networks can be classified into three categories: bus, tree, and 
star architecture. For example, the 10Base2 Ethernet is bus, while lOBaseT is 
star, and the CATV system is tree. None of the existing networks can support 
all these architectures. Different networks are usually designed for one kind of 
architecture in mind which is very difficult to be used with other architectures 
(see Table 3.1). Our network proposal is an attempt to provide a multimedia 
protocol that can be used with all these different network architectures. We will 
show how BEBP can support different existing network architecture. 
4.3.1 Compatibility with lOBaseT UTP Star Network 
lOBaseT Ethernet [34] is one of the most popular network in office and campus 
environment. Every lOBaseT Ethernet adapter card is connected to the concen-
trator, called Ethernet Switch, through a UTP cable. The UTP cable contains 
at least two pairs of cables (there are 4 pairs in UTP Cat.5 cable), one pair for 
transmitting data from the Ethernet Switch to the adapter and the other in the 
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reverse direction. 
BEBP can be implemented on the lOBaseT Ethernet by replacing the Eth-
ernet Switch and Adapter with the hub and NIC respectively. Continuous mode 
implementation using TAXI on the lOBaseT UTP network have been demon-
strated. The protocol runs without major difficulties, problems occurs only on 
the physical layer - the UTP cable. The physical link becomes very unstable 
when it is longer than 20 meters. Although the UTP Cat.5 cable claims to be 
able to carry 100 Mbps traffic over 100 meters, our experiment does not support 
it. Part of the reasons may be due to the improper connection between the 
cable and the device. More discussion on the physical layer will be found in 
Section 5.1. 
4.3.2 Compatibility with 10Base2 Coax Bus Network 
In 10Base2 Ethernet [33], each network adapter is connected to a shared coax 
cable by inserting a T-joint in the cable. BEBP can be implemented on such 
a shared media by replacing the Ethernet adapter with the NIC. The hub can 
be placed anywhere within the cable. The scheduling of the multiple access is 
controlled by the hub. Burst mode implementation can be used in the RG-58 
cable. No burst mode transceivers are commercially available in the market, 
so a burst mode version of the TAXI chip is implemented. Detail is found in 
Section 5.2.2 
The dual channel required by the BEBP can be implemented on a single 
cable system by two ways: (1) frequency multiplexing, (2) bridge circuit. In 
frequency multiplexing, the two channels are carried at different frequencies so 
a single cable can provide dual channel communication. This is a more expensive 
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Figure 4.5: Bridge circuit for bi-directional link (from AMD TAXI TIP No.89-09, 
Ref.l2330D-41) 
solution but it provides a very reliable channel. 
Another method to achieve bi-directional communication over a single cable 
is to used a bridge circuit, as shown in Figure 4.5. For the bridge circuit, 
the transceiver device should be able to drive differential signal output. Most 
of the highspeed (over 100 Mbps) transceivers, like TAXI [44], SONET OC-3 
45], 100BaseT Transceivers [46], or Hotlink [47] are already designed to drive 
differential pair output. 
In the bridge circuit, the +ve SERIAL OUT pin drives a bridge circuit in 
which the impedance of the cable and its termination is balanced by a resistive 
load Rl . The top two resistors (R2 and R3) are chosen to equal the cable 
impedance, R3 serves as part of the impedance matched termination for the 
cable, while R2 balances the bridge for both AC and DC signals originating 
at the top of the bridge. Resistors R4 and R5 serve as both part of the coax 
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termination networks, and as part of the bias network to set levels for the receiver 
inputs. Resistors R6 is a large value bleeder resistor to remove any accumulated 
DC voltage from the line, and is not intended for the cable termination. 
Input to the bridge is single ended for signals which originate at the junction 
from the coaxial cable, while the SERIAL IN receives differential signal from the 
bridge. Signals originated from the cable are referenced against the load pre-
sented by R1 (constant), which produce differential input signals to the SERIAL 
IN. If the signals are originated from SERIAL OUT at the top of the bridge， 
both SERIAL IN pins will act simultaneously. This is called the common mode 
input, which is functionally equivalent to the idle in a differential input pins. 
Such a bridge circuit design can provide bi-directional communication over 
signal cable but the trade-off is that only the single-ended signal of the differ-
ential signal is used, which result in a 50% lower power budget. The feasibility 
have been shown by AMD [48]. A 100-ft, 125MHz bi-directional data link using 
RG-58 coaxial cable as the media has been reported to operate successfully. 
4.3.3 Compatibility with the HFC Coax Tree Network 
The most important feature of the Fast Polling Protocol based on BEBP is 
that it can run on the existing CATV tree distribution network. Hybrid Fiber 
Coax (HFC) architecture is believed to be one of the most promising solutions 
to bring broadband services to the home. The coax part of the HFC system 
is basically the conventional CATV distribution system, consisting of taps and 
splitters / combiners. 
The key difficulty to provide interactive broadband services over CATV coax 
system is the multiple access contention over the uplink. Conventional protocol 
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like CSMA/CD is not applicable to CATV system, for the signaling in one 
branch cannot propagate to another branch. Many proposal are suggested to 
resolve this multiple access problem, like TVNet [19] and Homenet[20]. All 
these suggestions are based on circuit switch channel assignment or reservation, 
which is not suitable for data communication. Other suggestions like the Two-
hop CATV Data Networks [21] and SWIFT [22] are packet switched network 
which are more suitable for data communication, but the efficiency of bandwidth 
utilization is not satisfactory. 
The Fast Polling Protocol with BEBP is especially suitable for a Hybrid 
Fiber-Coax system. First, the protocol provides an efficient and fair multiac-
cess mechanism for multimedia communication in the local access coax system. 
Second, the central controller / hub provides a very convenient access point to 
the fiber network. Thus, the proposed network can be easily installed in a HFC 
system, by placing a high-speed optical network access unit at the hub in the 
local distribution headend, and a network Interface Controller (NIC) in every 
home. Third, since all the intelligence of the network is located at the hub, the 
design of the drop box in every home is very simple and low cost. 
BEBP can be implemented on the CATV tree-structure single coax sys-
tems. We can use the burst-mode design as discussed above because the signals 
are either broadcast downlink or transmitted uplink directly to the hub, so 
unlike Ethernet, signaling between any two nodes are not required. The split-
ters/combiners existed in a tree network will not affect the protocol. A tree 




In this section, the design and implementation issues will be covered. First, 
different physical layer is tested and evaluated. Then more details on the TAXI 
chips will be described. Afterward, the design of the major component - the NIC 
and hub will be discussed in the third and forth section. Finally, more issues on 
the software will be covered. 
5.1 Physical Layer 
.For 100 Mbps link, several physical layers can be used. Table 5.1 shows the 
performance of different physical layers. Only a rough comparison has been done. 
, The physical layer is tested by the TAXI chip. TAXI provides an indication in 
the receiver called the violation (VLTN), which will be active when it decodes 
an illegal bit pattern from its serial data. If the power budget is not enough, 
bit error may occur in the serial data which results in a violation. “Distance 
before violation" means the maximum distance that can be reached before a 
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“ II RG-58 RG-59 UTP STP MMF 
coax coax 
l ^ e d a n c e (H) 50 75 100 150 一 
"AUenuation at IQOMHz ( d b / l Q O ^ ' 16 12 28 16 0.04 
"Distance before violation (m) || 50 100 20 50 1000 
Table 5.1: Comparison of Different Physical Layers 
single violation occurred within the test time. 
As shown in the table, UTP Cat 5 cable can only reach 20 m. STP and RG-
58 coax have similar performance of about 50 m while broadband RG-59 coax 
can reach about 100 m. If MMF with LED is used, distance before violation 
can reach 1 km. 
The performance is not very satisfactory, especially for the UTP. Both the 
cable and connectors limit the distance. The frequency spectrum of TAXI spans 
from 5MHz to 50MHz with its 4B5B plus Manchester line coding. Since the 
attenuation of RG-58 cable at lOOMHz is very high (16db/100m), the theoretical 
maximum distance to provide enough sensitivity for the TAXI receiver is only 
80m. Thus it is not surprising that only 50m is reached in our test. 
Both UTP and STP claim to be able to carry 100 Mbps over 100 m, so the 
‘worst performance in our test is mainly due to the NEXT and FEXT effect in the 
connectors. In our experiment, conventional twist-pair cable connectors (DB-9 
or RJ-45) are used, both are not suitable for high speed communication. If 
high-end connectors (shielded RJ-45, or shielded DB-9) are used, better results 
may be obtained. 
This does not mean that the UTP Cat 5 cable has no problem. Although 
Cat 5 is designed for 100 Mbps application, not a single vendor claims that they 
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can let 100-Mbps signals run over a 100-m Cat 5 cable. 
Alternatively, many solutions are suggested to run high speed signal over Cat 
5 cables. Suggestions can be categorized into 3 groups. First is on line coding, 
ref. [23] summarizes the current work on that. Suggestions include the NRZ 
adopted by ATM Forum [41], MLT3 for CDDI [24] and SONET [25], and the 
three-level "partial-response" codes BPRl and BPR4. The second solution is 
to make use of the “spared” pairs of wires in the Cat. 5 cable, like IEEE802.12 
5]. That is, each pair of wires actually only carries part of the 100 Mb/s. 
Other people also think that the STP can be further improved to shield each 
single wire independently. As a result, every wire behaves like a coax, which 
can highly increase the bandwidth of the cable. Such kind of cables is called the 
Foiled Twisted Pair (FTP), but this suggestion requires the re-wiring of cables. 
If 100-Mbps data communication can be reliably run on the UTP cable plant， 
it is surely a better media in office and campus environment than coaxial cable. 
Dual channels can be easily obtained by twisted pair cables, but FDM or bridge 
circuit have to build on coax to achieve this. If dual coax is used, the cost will 
be higher. Also the laying of twist paired cable is far easier than coaxial cables. 
5.2 M A C Layer 
• In this section, we will show an implementation example of the MAC protocol 
discussed in Chapter 2. We will describe the datalink of our prototype, TAXI， 
first. Then we will show how the MAC protocol can be implemented on the 
TAXI datalink. 
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5.2.1 Continuous Mode Datalink 
In our network, we use the TAXI transceiver chips from AMD [44] as the datalink 
layer. TAXI stands for Transparent Asynchronous Xmitter-Receiver Interface. 
The transmitter is basically a parallel to serial MUX, plus a 4B5B encoder, and 
the receiver is a 4B5B decoder plus a serial to parallel DEMUX. One of the 
special features of the TAXI chips is its method of synchronization. When it 
is not transmitting data, the TAXI transmitter will automatically generate a 
special SYN pattern in the serial link, while the TAXI receiver can adjust its 
phase locked loop to get a better locking. TAXI is a byte-oriented protocol. 
After a byte (8-10 bit) of data is strobed into the TAXI transmitter, it will 
automatically encode, serialize and send into the serial link. The TAXI receiver 
automatically recovers the "encoded-byte" in the serial data. 
Other 100Mbps datalink layers are available, like SONET [45], Hotlink [47], 
Fast Ethernet Transceiver (100BaseT) [46]. We choose TAXI for its convenience 
to sent burst data packet over synchronized link. Much of the bandwidth used 
in synchronization can be saved. Another reason is to compatible with ATM 
physical layer, works have been started to integrate the BEBP with ATM. 
5.2.2 Burst Mode Datalink 
. A burst mode modification of the TAXI link has been implemented, which is 
shown in Figure 5.1. A ECL buffer is inserted in front of the TAXI serial output. 
Before a packet is' sent, the ECL buffer will be opened first. But doing this, a 
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Figure 5.1: Block Diagram of Burst Mode TAXI 
5.2.3 The 9-bit Polling Commands 
One of the major concern is the efficiency of handling signaling in polling sys-
tem. In order to minimize the bandwidth used for signaling, the commands are 
designed to be very short - only 1 byte long. Furthermore, we have designed the 
protocol such that whenever the hub wants to send a command, it simply inserts 
the command anywhere in the downstream data without having to wait for the 
idle time interval between two downstream packets. This reduces the polling 
time required substantially. We have demonstrated this signaling capability by 
on TAXI datalink. 
‘ There are two methods to insert the one-byte polling commands into the 
TAXI datalink. Since TAXI employs the 4B5B line coding, there are some 
‘ serial words which are not used by any data pattern. TAXI provides a special 
feature called the Command Transmission to make use of these "unused" codes. 
The hub can make use of these "unused" code to send the polling commands, 
which will not confused with normal data byte. Such an implementation have 
been tried by the other network, like METANET [14；. 
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Figure 5.2: The Definition of the 9-bit Byte 
We choose to use another special feature of TAXI to implement the protocol 
- . t h e 9 bit mode. TAXI chip set provides 8 bit, 9 bit and 10 bit mode operation. 
For normal packet operation, 8 bit operation is sufficient. In order to distinguish 
. between the control byte and normal data byte, we choose to use the 9-bit mode 
of TAXI. Normally, the 9th bit is set. If it is a control byte, then the 9th bit 
will be equal to 0. For command byte, the 8th bit is used to distinguish between 
packet header/trailer and the Fast Polling protocol. The definition of the “9-bit 
Byte" is shown in Figure 5.2. 
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Since the control byte have a special bit pattern, it can be easily recognized, 
filtered out whenever necessary. Every node will recognize its own poll command, 
and ignore any other poll commands. At the same time, it can filter those control 
bytes from normal data byte. The control bytes therefore is not necessary to 
place in between the idle time of two packets, it can be placed anywhere in the 
datalink. 
The use of the 9-bit mode of TAXI provides an extra convenience on packet 
synchronization. Every packets are encapsulated by a special pattern packet 
header and packet trailer, which provide an easy way to isolate corrupted packets 
(see Section 5.3). But on the other hand, it wastes part of the bandwidth of the 
datalink. For example, in our case, the serial bit rate of the TAXI transceiver 
is set at 110 Mb/s for the 9-bit mode, the actual data rate is only 80 Mb/s. 3 
bits are waste out of 11 bits for the 4B5B + 5B6B line coding, and the extra bit 
used for control byte. 
5.3 Design of the NIC 
The block diagram of the NIC is shown in Figure 5.3. TAXI Tx and TAXI Rx 
-stand for the AMD7968 and AMD7969 respectively. FIFO stands for First-In-
First-Out Memory, in our design, Am7202A (IK x 9bit) or Am7205A (8K x 
, 9bit) from AMD is used [49]. FIFO is a special function RAM which supports 
asynchronous and simultaneously read/write port accesses. Parallel data are 
strobed into the FIFO through the input bus by the write strobe. The parallel 
data can be retrieved from the output bus by strobing the read pin. In 72xx 
family FIFO, three flags are supplied by the IC indicating the statues of the 
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Figure 5.3: Block Diagram of NIC 
FIFO. They are the Empty, Half-full and Full Flag, which will be set when the 
FIFO is empty, half-full and full respectively. 
In order to simplify the design, Programmable Logic Device (PLD) is used in 
the NIC. We select the ispLSI family from Lattice, which stands for "In-System 
Programmable Large Scale Integration” [50]. The 84-pin PLCC ispLSI-1032 
.with 64 I/O pin is used. Most of the logic design described in the following 
sections are implemented inside the ispLSI. One of the special and convenient 
• features of the ispLSI is its "isp", which means that we can change the logic 
inside the ispLSI without plugging out or even power-down the system. This 
can largely reduce the hardware design return time. Since the I /O of the ispLSI 
is not enough to decode the address bus of the PC-AT Bus, a GAL20V8 is used 
for the base address decoding. 
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Figure 5.5: Components on board of the NIC 
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As a result, the board size and the number of component count can largely 
reduce. There are only 6 components: 2 FIFO, 2 TAXI, 1 ispLSI and 1 GAL. 
And the board size can reduce to only 4 inches by 6 inches, as shown in the 
Figure 5.5. The circuit diagram of NIC is attached in Appendix D.l. The 
CUPL program and the LDF program for the GAL and ispLSI are also attached 
in Appendix E.l and Appendix E.2 respectively. 
The following subsections will discuss the design of the transmitter and re-
ceiver modules of the NIC in detailed. 
5,3.1 Transmitter Modules 
The transmit FIFO (TxFIFO) is used to buffered the out-going packet. For 
flow control, the host machine will observe the status of the TxFIFO before 
transferring a packet to the TxFIFO. One of the possible way is to monitor the 
full flag of the TxFIFO, but it is not a very good scheme. Available space in the 
TxFIFO may not enough to occupy a complete packet, so if the host maclime 
start to transfer the packet whenever the FIFO is not full, part of the packet 
may be lost. Such a corrupted packet will cause a lot of problem in routing. 
So the half full flag of the FIFO is used instead. When the host machine has 
a packet to send, the host machine will check the half full flag of the TxFIFO 
first. If the TxFIFO is not half-full, the packet will be transferred, otherwise, 
the host machine will buffer it softwarely or just discard it. 
Control and Data Port 
According to the protocol, every byte is 9 bits. The ninth bit (D8) is set to 
zero for packet start/end and is set to one for the normal data. Such a special 
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signaling can be implemented on a 8-bit PC-XT Bus, by using two independent 
I /O ports. If the data is written into the TxFIFO by the Control Port (Figure 5.3 
) , D 8 will automatically set to zero. If it is written through the Data Port, D8 
will be one. 
Transmitter State Machine 
A transmitter state machine logic (TxSM) is placed in between the TxFIFO 
and the TAXI transmitter. The major function of the TxSM is to transfer the 
packet in the FIFO to the TAXI, but it will do that unless both of the following 
conditions are satisfied: (1) a complete packet is found in the TxFIFO, (2) a poll 
commands addressed to it is received. The first condition is necessary because 
the transfer rate of the host machine bus may not faster than the TAXI Tx. 
(But if the host bus is faster, as in the PCI, this condition is no more required.) 
If the TxSM starts before a complete packet is ready, the packet will not be 
in a burst, many idle time is inserted in the middle of the packet. In order 
to guarantee the burst of packet, a PollMask flag is added which is controlled 
by the host machine. Before the host starts to send a packet, it will set the 
PollMask. The TxSM will not response to any poll commands if the PollMask 
“is set. So it will ignore all the poll between the time where the packet is transfer 
from the host machine to the FIFO. The timing is shown in Figure 5.6 • 
. Under such scheme, the packet transfer to the TAXI can be guaranteed to be 
burst, but the first packet in the FIFO will suffer greater network access delay in 
case the poll originally dedicated to it may mask out by the second up-coming 
packet. It is really the case observed in the ISA Bus system, where the packet 
transfer time requires as long as 555 fis. But such a worry will be completely 
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Figure 5.6: Operation of the Poll Mask in Tx SM 
removed under PCI Bus System, experiment shows that the packet transfer time 
can be less than 50 ^s, which is faster than the TAXI transfer rate. Under such 
a fast bus, the TxSM has only need to consider whether the TxFIFO is empty, 
if it is not and it receives a poll command, it will start the transfer. No idle 
time will be inserted in between the packet, even the PCI bus transfer and the 
TAXI transfer start at the same time. 
5.3.2 Receiver Module 
As in the transmitter module, there is a TAXI receiver and a FIFO connected 
to the host machine bus in the receiver modules. A Receiver State Machine 
(RxSM), and a misalignment protection circuit is used to control the receiver 
module. 
Receiver State Machine 
, Data received from the TAXI receiver will not directly put into the Receive FIFO 
(RxFIFO), RxSM is placed in between the FIFO and TAXI as in the transmitter 
modules. First of all, the RxSM will filter out all the poll commands from normal 
packet. If the poll commands is addressed to this node, it will generate a signal 
to the TxSM. Also a packet filter is implemented in the TxSM which will filter 
out the packet with correct IP address or broadcast address and put them into 
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the RxFIFO. 
Depending on the destination address of a packet, the RxSM will decide 
whether to kill or forward the received packet. A five stage shift register which 
shift by a normal data byte, and reset by the packet-head is used to implement 
the packet filter circuit. If all the four address bytes in the first four stage are 
matched, either matched with the IP or the broadcast 255.255.255.255, the fifth 
stage register will be set and will not change till the packet-end. Depending on 
the fifth stage output of the shift-register, data received from the TAXI is either 
ignored or written into the RxFIFO. Packet written into the RxFIFO will have 
no header, but the packet-end is intentionally retained, which is very important 
in the misalignment protection circuit. 
Interrupt 
A successfully received packet (written into the RxFIFO) will generate an inter-
rupt (IRQ) to the host machine. The host machine will response to the IRQ by 
reading out one packet from the RxFIFO. Under normal traffic, such a mech-
anism is capable to handle the packet one by one. But under high traffic, the 
context switch of the host machine may not be fast enough to handle every 
packet. A second interrupt may arrive while the host machine is still handling 
the first packet. It will than miss the second interrupt, which in turn will miss 
the second packet. Little tricks can be added in the host machine's driver soft-
ware to solve the problem. Every time the host machine receives an IRQ, it will 
not only read one packet from the RxFIFO. Instead, it will read packets one by 
one, until the RxFIFO is empty. As a result, several packets can be read in a 
single context switch, which can reduce the time used in context switching. 
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Misalignment Protection 
In between the RxFIFO and the host machine bus, there is a misalignment 
protection circuit. Misalignment will be happened anywhere and any time in 
the network. It may be an accidentally one byte added-in in between a packet, or 
it may be a missing of any number of bytes in the packet. Without misalignment 
protection, a single byte-misalignment may cause a large number of packet lost. 
The misalignment protection can be implemented because every packet is 
separated by a packet-end, which has a distinct bit pattern from other data 
byte. The host machine will continue to read fixed-amount of bytes (512+1 
Bytes) from the RxFIFO, but the FIFO will stop pouring data out whenever it 
observed that a packet-end has been read. Under normal condition, that is the 
packet is exactly 513 byte long, no special things will happen. But if the packet 
is shorter, e.g. 500 bytes, the FIFO will stop pouring out data after the 500th 
byte, but the host machine will continue to read even there is no one responding 
it. The host machine will check whether the last byte is matched with the 
pattern of the packet-end, an incorrect matched will cause the host machine to 
discard the packet. In this case, the shorter packet just read will be discarded, 
and the next packet is aligned again. Similar case occurred in a longer packet, 
where the first two packets read by the host machine will be discarded and the 
third packet read by the host machine should be aligned. Figure 5.7 illustrates 
the cases. 
5.3.3 Serial Interface 
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This section will describe the interface circuit for the serial output of the TAXI 
transmitter and the serial input of the TAXI receiver. The circuit for serial 
output is shown in Figure 5.8. R1 and R2 provides the output loading for 
the differential ECL output (Tx+ and Tx-) of TAXI. The differential signal 
is transformer-coupled to the BNC connector. Cl and C2 are used to filter 
the DC signal, while R3 and R4 for impedance matching. With the transformer 
coupling, the differential signals can be transformed to single-ended signals which 
then pass to the coaxial cable. 
In the receiver (Figure 5.9), the single-ended signal is transformered to dif-
ferential signal by the transformer (T2). C3 and C4 will filter all the DC com-
ponent of the signals, which generated by noise. Resistors network R5 to R8 
provide two function, adding a DC level to the differential signal and matching 
the impedance. Their values should satisfied the following equations. 
R5R7 一 ^ 
m + R7 二 飞 
— 5 1 — x 5 y = 3.7V 
my^Rl 
In the first equation, R5 and R7 provide an impedance of exactly half of the 
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Figure 5.9: Serial In Interface Circuit 
impedance of the cable ( Z � ) for matching. The other half is provided by R6 and 
R8, which have the same values as R5 and R7 respectively. Second equation 
is come from the DC bias requirement for the serial input signal of the TAXI 
Receiver. Value of R1 and R2 should provide a suitable DC bias for SERIAL 
IN, which are a pair of differential PECL input. TAXI chip, and many other 
hybrid IC (TTL+ECL), shift the DC level of the standard ECL signal by +5V, 
which is the so-called Pseudo ECL (PECL). 3.7V is the midpoint of the PECL 
signal swing. It swings 士800mV around 3.7V. 
Values of the components are tabulated in Table 5.2. The transformer used in 
the NIC is a 16 pin DIP IC-liked component, which contains three transformers 
in one package. 
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Component Value 
"Rl , R2 330 n 
R3, R4 27 0 
CI, C2，C3, C4 0.1 /^ F 
R5, R6 33 a “ 
-R7，R8 100 ^ 
Table 5.2: Value of the components in Serial Interface Circuit 
5.4 Design of the Hub /Router 
In the demonstration, the hub is integrated with the CUMLAUDE NET router 
in a single PCB for better efficiency and integration. A brief introduction of the 
CUMLAUDE NET will first be covered. Then we will go into detail of the design 
of the hub/router. Since burst mode receivers are not commercially available, a 
concentrator is built to emulate the .HFC environment. We will go through the 
design of the concentrator in the last section. 
5.4.1 CUMLAUDE NET 
CUMLAUDE NET[15] is a Gigibit hierarchical ring network developed in the 
-Chinese University of Hong Kong. It is originated from the ACTA protocol[26, 
27]. The network architecture of CUMLAUDE NET is shown in Figure 5.10. 
. An operational dual ring, each running 100Mbps, has been developed (Level 1). 
The dual ring is formed by several routers connecting together. Each 100 
Mbps router has three ports, two for the dual-ring attachment (router modules) 
and one for local attachment (hub module). For a perfect integration, the BEBP 
algorithm is implemented directly on the hub module. The controller on the 
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Figure 5.10: Network configuration of the CUMLAUDE NET 
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Figure 5.11: Block diagram of the router/hub 
\ 
router board handles all the polling and routing algorithm. 
5.4.2 Hub/Router 
Figure 5.11 shows the block diagram of the router/hub. There are three inde-
pendent controllers on the router board, Ring A and Ring B controller handle 
the routing in Ring A and Ring B according to the ACTA protocol. While the 
hub controller will generate poll commands according to the BEBP algorithm. 
Packets received in any one modules are first examined by their own con-
troller, according to the destination address, packets will be router to the ap-
propriate output buffer for transmission. To avoid contention, all the possible 
paths are delicated path. Circuit diagrams for the hub/router are attached in 
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Figure 5.12: Block Diagram of the Hub 
Appendix D.2 to D.5. 
Hub Module - Downlink 
In the router module, packets in the output buffer will be transmitted following 
the ACTA protocol. While in the hub module, the packets will be transmitted 
in a round-robin basis. Other algorithm can also be used to improve the fairless 
and provide priority. 
Figure 5.12 shows the block diagram of the hub module. The BEBP algo-
rithm is handled by the DSP controller, which is the ADSP-2101[51] of Analog 
, Device Inc. The packets in the three output buffers will be directed to the 
TAXI transmitter in a round-robin basis. Whenever the DSP wants to insert 
poll commands in the downlink, it will temporary stop the transfer of packets 
from the output buffers. Which will be resumed after the transmission of the 
poll commands. 
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Timer Interrupt 
The BEBP algorithm is implemented by timer-interrupt of DSP chip. There 
are two registers in ADSP-2101 to handle the timer, TCOUNT and TPERIOD. 
The count register, TCOUNT, will decrease by 1 for every instruction cycle. 
When TCOUNT reaches zero, an interrupt is generated, and TCOUNT is then 
reloaded the value from TPERIOD register. 
In the beginning of the timer interrupt routine, TPERIOD will be equal 
to N-TIMER, which correspond to a period of 力卯.Then the packet transfer in 
TxFIFO is paused, a poll command is transmitted in the downlink, and then the 
packet transfer is resumed. If a packet is returned before another timer interrupt 
is received, this received packet will generate another interrupt, which will call 
the Packet Received Interrupt Routine. Such routine will change TPERIOD to 
P 一 T I M E R ， w h i c h correspond to tgu+tpkt. With this change, next timer interrupt 
will be delayed to allow enough time for the whole packet to receive completely. 
On the other hand, if no packet is received, the DSP will become idle until the 
next timer interrupt. 
Hub Module - Uplink 
When a packet is received from the TAXI receiver, it will be stored in the input 
buffer. Meanwhile an interrupt is generated, where the program will jump to the 
Packet Received Interrupt Routine. The DSP will read the first five bytes (the 
header) of the packet for address solving. If the destination address is within 
the same subnet, the packet will route to the local output buffer for downlink 
broadcast. If it is destinated to other subnets, the packet will forward to the 
output buffer of the other router modules (Ring A or Ring B) accordingly. 
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Figure 5.13: Block diagram of the Concentrator 
All the above circuit are integrated in two ispLSI-1032 chips. The DSP 
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Since burst mode receiver is not available in the market, a concentrator is built 
to emulate the HFC environment using continuous mode TAXI transceiver. Fig-
ure 5.13 shows the design of it. Every link is synchronized, the link selection is 
done on the circuit board rather than in the cable. On the passive backplane 
(Appendix D.6), there are two shared bus, the uplink bus and the downlink bus. 
All the hub-connecting module and node-connecting modules are connected on 
the backplane through the DIN41612 style connectors. 
In the hub-connecting module (Appendix D.7), all the data received from 
the hub is broadcast to the downlink bus, while all the data on the uplink bus 
are transmitted to the hub. In the node-connecting module (Appendix D.8), 
the uplink is isolated from the backplane by a 9-bit bus buffer. The buffer will 
be opened when the decoder on the node -connecting module detected a poll 
command addressed to it. With such a device, the hub will switch between 
different nodes according to the poll commands issued, which can emulate the 
environment in the HFC environment. 
5.5 Software - Device Driver 
Device driver is a kernel software for the Operating System (OS) to control the 
hardware. Usually, the device driver will define some API for the OS. Such that 
• application program can call the hardware through the API. 
We choose to develop a UNIX device driver for the NIC because BEBP is 
a native IP network. A public domain UNIX called Linux is used. All the 
source codes of Linux is available in the public domain which is very conve-
nience for development. In a UNIX system, device driver for network card is 
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called network driver. It has some special characteristics which differs from 
other character driver for other peripherals. A network driver should have the 
following functions: 
• Interface to the IP layer 
1. return a value to the IP layer whether the packets to be sent is suc-
cessful, failure or the network is busy 
2. pass the packets received from the network to the IP layer 
• Control of the NIC 
1. monitor the status of network for proper flow control 
2. reset the network card under request from kernel (e.g. bootup) 
3. generate warning to kernel in case of emergency, e.g. too many cor-
rupted packets, cable fault, etc. 
Nearly the whole UNIX OS is written in C. For convenience, the network 
driver of NIC is also written in C. The source code for the driver and header 
file is attached in Appendix G. One of the special characteristics of network 
-driver is that it does not have a main() routine. What a network driver has to 
do is to fill in a structure called device, by specifying the procedures for each 
, function calls. There are 6 major functions : nic�nit( ) ’ nic_open(), nic_close(), 
nicintrJiandlerO, nic_poll(), mc^tart-xmit(). By these functions, the kernel 
can control the NIC properly. 
nic�nit ( ) will be called when the system is first bootup. Many key constants 
f o r the kernel is defined by this function, e.g. NIC packet size, MTU, IRQ 
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number of the NIC, etc. The OS will check the existence of the hardware and 
detect whether the hardware configuration of several devices have be collided. 
n ic�nit ( ) provides all these critical information for the kernel. 
nic-open() will be called by an application program. It can be part of the 
bootup script of the OS, or a command enter by the user. Major function of 
it is to reset the NIC. All the FIFO, Poll Mask, IRQ and other status will be 
reset. The IP address is also loaded to the NIC hardware by this function. 
nic_close() will “turn-off' the NIC. All the IRQ, memory allocated for the 
NIC, and other system resources will be released. This function will be called 
by some system call of the OS like reboot, halt, etc. 
nicintrJiandlerO is the interrupt handler of the NIC. Whenever an interrupt 
which matched the IRQ number specified in the nicinit() is received, the kernel 
will call this function. It will first acknowledge the IRQ, check the IRQ register, 
then call the appropriate routine. If the IRQ is caused by a cable fault (VLTN), 
a message will prompt the user for the error. If the IRQ is caused by a received 
packet, an internal routine called netjx( ) will be called. In every net_xx(), one 
packet will be read from the NIC RxFIFO, and write to the kernel buffer. We 
use a while loop to read packet from the RxFIFO, whenever the RxFIFO is not 
‘empty, net_xx() will call once. With this approach, several packets can be read 
within one IRQ, which can solve the IRQ overlapping problem. Observations 
show that there can be as more as 8 packets received in one IRQ under busy 
condition. 
nic_poll() is the polling routine of the NIC. The OS will call this routine 
periodically. This kind of polling routine is especially suitable for scheduled 
application. In the final version of the driver, mc_poll() routine is nearly empty. 
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At first, we use polling rather than interrupt to receive packets. That is, the 
kernel will poll the status of the RxFIFO periodically, If the RxFIFO is not 
empty, packets will be read. We are afraid that there will be too many context 
switch for the CPU to handle if interrupt is used to receive packet. But in the 
final design, where several packets are read within one IRQ routine, the context 
switch are not so frequent. 
nic_start_xmit() is called whenever the kernel wants to send a packet to the 
network. Upper layer like IP will call this function for packet transmission. The 
T X F I F O status will first be checked for flow control. If the TxFIFO cannot 
occupy the incoming packet, this function will return a “busy” to the kernel 
When the TxFIFO is available, an internal function nic_write() will be called, 
which will send the packet to the NIC. 
For more details, please refer to the source code attached in Appendix G. 
5.6 Testing of NIC 
With the device driver for NIC installed in the system, many standard UNIX 
application can be used to test the NIC, which include PING, FTP, TELNET, 
—etc. Other than these application level tests, two more low-level testing program 
is written to test the NIC. They are the Packet Error Rate Testing and UDP 
. Transfer Rate Testing. The testing results are summarized in the following 
sections. 
All the following tests are run on host madiines with the following hardware 
and software configurations: 
CPU : Intel 80486 66MHz DX2 
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RAM : 16 MBytes 
IDE : IDE Add-on Board with 1 MByte Cache (VL-Bus) 
Display : Super VGA Card, 1 Mbyte RAM on board (VL-Bus) 
OS (DOS) : MS DOS Ver. 6.22 
OS (Linux) : Linux ver. 1.1.8 
5.6.1 Packet Error Rate Testing 
This is a self-to-self testing of the NIC. One packet will be sent out to the NIC, 
which will be routed back by the hub later. After the packet is returned, the 
program will compare the content of the packet byte by byte. The content of 
the packet is randomly generated for better testing. The program is written in 
Turbo C under DOS environment. The source code is attached in Appendix H. l� 
This is the typical result of the testing program: 
CUMLAUDE NIC Loop Test finished! 
No. of packets tested : 1142706 
No. of errors found : 0 
Packet Error Rate (PER): 0.000000 
No. of violation = 0 
Error occurred at loop : 
Violation occurred at loop : 
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No packet error is observed for over 1 million of packets. This corresponds 
to a Packet Error Rate (PER) of less than 10"^ Or a Bit Error Rate of less 
than 10-9. 
5.6.2 UDP Transfer Rate Testing 
TCP/IP is a very reliable protocol to provide high quality connection, which is 
especially suitable for computer network. Nearly all UNIX application are built 
on TCP/IP. But TCP/IP is not a very good protocol for testing of the network. 
The self recovery error routine, like retransmission, packet acknowledgement, 
will mask out a lot of network error. Therefore a UDP/IP testing program 
using datagram is written to test the network. 
The source code of the testing program is listed in Appendix H.2.1 to Ap-
pendix H.2.5. It is a client-server testing program, where a client program 
(udpcli) will run on one machine while a server program (udpserv) is run on 
another machine. The dgcli() and dgecho() provide an interface for the udpcliQ 
and udpservO to call the lower layer respectively. The function dgcliQ will con-
tinuously send UDP packet into the network, once the connection is successfully 
set up. The dgecho() will continuously receive UDP packets and do error check. 
, Data transfer rate is reported by the client - dgcli(). 
Different configurations are tested with the UDP program, like different size 
of network (4 to 64 nodes), both client and server on the same subnet (at-
tached to the same hub), client and server attached to different hubs which are 
connected by CUMLAUDE NET Router, etc. No significant differences are re-
ported. The transfer rate is always kept between 630 KByte/s to 680 KByte/s. 
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As discussed before, the major bottleneck of the existing NIC is the ISA Bus. 
600 Kbytes/s has already approached the limit of the ISA Bus transfer rate. 
5.6.3 Other Applications 
PING 
The ping application will send a ICMP packet to the network, and wait for the 
destination machine to echo back the packet. If the packet is successfully echo 
back, the delay will be recorded, which called the PING time. The PING time 
is around 3.2ms to 3.6ms for the BEBP. 
TELNET 
In a TELNET terminal, each key stroke will create four packets on the network. 
First, the client sends the packet to the server containing information about 
which key is pressed by the user. The server sends back a packet to acknowledge 
the reception. Then the server sends a packet to display the "key" on the 
client's terminal. The client sends back a packet to acknowledge the reception. 
Although the handshaking is rather complicated, all characters can be displayed 
_ immediately after the key strokes. No delay is observed for any key strokes. 
FTP 
FTP provides a very simple way to test the file transfer rate of the network. 
Basically, this can reflect the transfer rate of TCP/IP. Small file will produce 
unreliable data, so file of 2 MByte is used in the test. The FTP file transfer rate 
is recorded to be 200 KByte/s to 230 KByte/s. No significant differences are 
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Figure 5.14: Video Conferencing using X-window Remote Display 
observed for different configuration. 
Remote Display 
—With the remote display capability of the X-window system, a simple video 
conferencing system is demonstrated. As shown in Figure 5.14，one window is 
a local display, while the other window is a remote display. Due to the limited 
bandwidth of the ISA bus and the inefficient transmission of TCP/IP, only seven 
frames per second of video can be achieved. Better performance can be obtained 






A Fast Polling Protocol has been proposed to provide collision-free media ac-
cess in the Media Access Control (MAC) layer. The protocol is based on the 
Binary Exponential Backoff Polling algorithm to improve the throughput ef-
ficiency and to guarantee the performance of connection-oriented isochronous 
services. Both experimental demonstration (based on TAXI chip datalinks) and 
network simulations have been performed. The performance is found to be ex-
cellent. Bandwidth efficiency up to 95% can be achieved in the uplink, while 
over 85% efficiency can be maintained in the downlink even in the worst case. 
Network access delay for packets is guaranteed to be less than 1 ms under nor-
mal loading. In addition, both bandwidth utilization and the access delay is fair 
‘ for every nodes. 
We have also demonstrated a low-cost, 100-Mb/s multimedia network (LAN) 
that is compatible to most existing network architectures. Thus, broadband 
services can be easily provided without having to reinstall the existing cables 
/ wires. For example, it can provide a simple method to upgrade the existing 
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10 Mb/s Ethernet-based LANs to 100-Mb/s multimedia networks. This is very 
important since 10Base2 and lOBaseT Ethernets are very popular in commercial 
offices and campuses, and a large volume of coaxial and UTP cables have already 
been installed in most commercial buildings. The proposed network can also be 
used as a low-cost ATM traffic concentrator at the hub. 
Most importantly, the Fast Polling MAC protocol and the Binary Exponen-
tial Backoff Polling algorithm is compatible with the Hybrid Fiber-Coax (HFC) 
architecture, which is a very promising architecture for bringing future multi-
media broadband services to the residential subscribers, and a large volume of 
coaxial cables has been installed by the CATV company, reaching a large per-
centage of homes. Thus, the Fast Polling Protocol provides a low-cost solution 
to the unification of LAN services and CATV services, and it works on all of the 
mentioned network architectures and physical layer media. 
We believe that Fast Polling protocol with the Binary Exponential Backoff 
Polling algorithm will play an important role in the future integrated multimedia 
network. Further development work is still in progress to resolve the issues on 
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Appendix A 
Abbreviation 
ACTA Adaptive Control Tunnable Channel Multiple Access 
ANSI American National Standards Institute 
ARP Address Resolution Protocol 
ATM Asynchronous Transfer Mode 
BEBP Binary Exponential Backoff Polling 
BER Bit Error Rate 
CATV Cable Television 
CCITT Consulting Committee International Telephone and Telegraph 
CDDI Copper Wire Distributed Data Interface 
‘ CDTP Count Down To Poll Counter 
CMOS Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor 
CPU Central Processing Unit 
CSMA Carrier Sense Multiple Access 
DEMUX DeMultiplexer 
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DMA Direct Memory Access 
DSP Digital Signal Processor 
ECL Emitter Coupled Logic 
EISA Extended Industrial Standard Architecture 
FDDI Fiber Wire Distributed Data Interface 
FDM Frequency Division Multiplexing 
FEXT Far End Cross Talk 
FIFO First In First Out 
FTP File Transfer Protocol 
GAL Gate Array Logic 
HDLC High-level Data Link Control 
HFC Hybrid Fiber Coax 
ICMP Internet Control Message Protocol 
IDE Intergrated Drive Electronics 
IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers 
I/O Input / Output 
IP Internet Protocol 
IRQ Interrupt 
ISA Industrial Standard Architecture 
ispLSI In-System Programmable Large Scale Integration 
JPEG Joint Photographic Experts Group 
LAN Local Area Network 
LLC Logic Link Control 
MAC Medium Access Control 
MLT3 3-level Multi-Level Transition Coding 
MMF Multimode Fiber 
MPEG Motion Picture Experts Group 
MTU Maximum Transfer Unit 
MUX Multiplexer 
NIC Network Interface Card 
NRZ Non-Return to Zero 
PCB Printed Circuit Board 
PCI Peripheral Component Interconnect 
PDU Protocol Data Unit 
PECL Pseudo Emitter Coupled Logic 
PLCC Plastic Leaded Chip Carrier 
PLD Programmable Logic Device 
PLL Phase-Lock Loop 
RFC Request For Comments 
RxFIFO Receiver First In First Out Memory 
RxSM Receiver State Machine 
SONET Synchronous Optical Network 
STP Shielded Twisted Pair 
TCP Transmission Control Protocol 
TxFIFO Transmitter First In First Out Memory 
T X S M Transmitter State Machine 
UDP User Datagram Protocol 
UTP Unshielded Twisted Pair 
VESA Video Electronics Standards Association 
VGA Video Graphic Array 
VLTN Violation 
WWW World Wide Web 
Appendix B 

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































R e f . P o l l i n g N o . o f N o . o f ~ ~ O f f e r e d F I F O H o s t B u s P a c k e t 
A l g o r i t h m N o d e s A c t . N o d e s L o a d S i z e T r a n T i m e S i z e 
M R o u n d R o b i n M 1 0.25-1.5 1 KBy tes 0 fxs 516 Bytes 
i n t2 R o u n d R o b i n 64 2 0.25-1.5 1 KBy tes 0 ^s 516 Bytes 
in t4 R o u n d R o b i n 64 4 0.25-1.5 1 KBy tes 0 516 Bytes 
intS R o u n d R o b i n 64 8 0.25-1.5 1 KBy tes 0 MS 516 Bytes 
i n t l 6 R o u n d R o b i n 64 16 0.25-1.5 1 KBy t e s 0 MS 516 Bytes 
in t32 R o u n d R o b i n 64 32 0.25-1.5 1 KBy tes 0 辦 516 Bytes 
in t64 R o u n d R o b i n 64 64 0.25-1.5 1 KBy tes 0 516 Bytes 
^ ^ ^ ^ 0.25-1.5 1 KBy tes 0 ms 516 Bytes 
b in2 B E B P 64 2 0.25-1.5 1 KBy tes 0 辦 516 Bytes 
b in4 B E B P 64 4 0.25-1.5 1 KBy tes 0 f^s 516 Bytes 
b i n s B E B P 64 8 0.25-1.5 1 KBy t e s 0 ms 516 Bytes 
b i n l 6 B E B P 64 16 0.25-1.5 1 KBy tes 0 ^s - 516 Bytes 
b in32 B E B P 64 32 0.25-1.5 1 KBy tes 0 ^s 516 Bytes 
b in64 B E B P 64 ^ ^•25-1.5 1 KBy t e s 0 516 Bytes 
B ^ 1 1 0.25-1.5 1 KBy tes 0 ^is 516 Bytes 
n2 B E B P 2 2 0.25-1.5 1 KBy tes 0 ^s 516 Bytes 
B E B P 4 4 0.25-1.5 1 KBy tes 0 fxs 516 Bytes 
n8 B E B P 8 8 0.25-1.5 1 KBy tes 0 516 Bytes 
n i 6 B E B P 16 16 0.25-1.5 1 KBy t e s 0 ps 516 Bytes 
n32 B E B P 32 32 0.25-1.5 1 KBy t e s 0 fxs 516 Bytes 
n64 B E B P 64 64 0.25-1.5 1 KBy t e s 0 /xs 516 Bytes 
n l 2 8 B E B P m 128 0.25-1.5 1 KBy tes 0 516 Bytes 
n B ^ ^ 4 0.25-1.5 1 KBy tes 0 fis 516 Bytes 
B E B P 64 4 0.25-1.5 1 KBy tes 0 f^s 516 Bytes 
fg B E B P 64 4 - 0.25-1.5 1 KBy tes 0 ^s 516 Bytes 
” B E B P l _ _ J _ K B y ^ 0-600 叫 516 Bytes 
^ ^ 4 0.25-1.5 1 KBy tes 0 辦 516 Bytes 
t200 B E B P 64 4 0.25-1.5 1 KBy tes 200 p 516 Bytes 
t400 B E B P 64 4 0.25-1.5 1 KBy t e s 400 f.s 516 Bytes 
t600 B E B P 64 4 0.25-1.5 1 KBy tes 600 MS 516 Bytes 
~ ~ ^ ^ M 4 0.25-1.5 1 KBy tes O p s 32 Bytes 
p64 B E B P 64 4 0.25-1.5 1 KBy tes 0 a^ s 64 B y t « 
p l 2 8 B E B P 64 4 0.25-1.5 1 KBy tes 0 辦 128 Bytes 
p256 B E B P 64 4 0.25-1.5 1 KBy tes O p ^56 Bytes 
p512 B E B P 64 4 0.25-1.5 1 KBy tes 0 /^s 512 Bytes 
‘ P1024 B E B P 64 4 0-25-1.5 1 KBy tes 0 辟 1024 Bytes 
^ ^ 0.25-1.5 1 KBy tes 0 辦 32 Bytes 
pp64 B E B P 64 64 0.25-1.5 1 KBy t e s 0 叫 64 Bytes 
PP128 B E B P 64 64 0 .25-1.5 1 KBy tes O p s 128 Bytes 
. PP256 B E B P 64 64 0.25-1.5 1 KBy tes 0 MS 256 Bytes 
PP512 B E B P 64 64 0.25-1.5 1 KBy tes 0 MS 512 Bytes 
_ ^ 0 2 4 B E B P 64 64 0.25-1.5 1 KBy tes 。MS 腦 B — 
intl6 
NUMBER OF NODES : 64 一 . NUMBER OF NODES : 64 
NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 1 'OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC 
THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF 
SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC = J; 
SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 uS SIMULATION TIME : lOOMOO.OO uS . 
PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 0 US PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF ^ ^ "IC ^ERFACE BUS • 
TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : .250 ZF.SRIVAL'CE'^O R JCH ^ T M NODE 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC 
DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 3125.00 KBYTE/SEC ACTIVE NODE : 24131.27 PACKET/SEC 
PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 6032.82 PACKET/SEC PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR ^ C H J^I^^F ' - • 5918. 
NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : 5920. NO OF POLL CYCLE ^KUTED BY TOE HOT PER SEC : GGB 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 5921.00 AVERAGE POLL R E C E L ^ B Y ， 二 二 』 。 冗 5 9 1 8 . 7 5 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY INACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 5920.02 AVERAGE POLL BY I N A C T ^ NODE PER ^EC • 
TOTAL 酬 B E R OF PACKET TRANrMITTED : 5914 PACKET/SEC ^ O ^ H ^ ^ O F ^ E ^ O ^ F ' 3065 52 KBVTE/SEC 
TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 3063 .45 KBYTE/SEC TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE . 
BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY or THE NETWORK : .2051 gripgggg 918.0�PACKET/SEC AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 5914.0�PACKET/SEC ^^ p^ rp H^rLGH^T FOR^CAACTI^  NODE : 3065.5240 KBYTE/SEC average THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 3063.4520 KBYTE/SEC PACKCT L^EING^ EL^ ALL NODES : 0. US 
AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 0. OS ^CCEI^ DEW? OVER ^L. NODES : 143.99 US 
AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 143.79 US NO O ^ P A C ^ ？ F I F O : .701000 PACKETS AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .707000 PACKETS AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC NIRU 
NUMBER OF NODES : 64 ™ ^ ^^^^E^HODE . 1 
NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 1 T ^ ^ I L M THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC 
THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC 1 KB^^ES 
SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES S^^i It ION TIME ' 1000000.00 uS 
SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 US T ^ S F E R TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 0 OS 
PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 0 OS TOT^ LOW) RATIO FOR ALL NODES : 1.250 
TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : .500 NATA APBTVL ^ E FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 15625.00 KBYTE/SEC 
DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 6250.00 KBYTE/SEC ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ G J O ^ F G 30164.09 PACKET/SEC 
PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE = 12065.64 PACKET/SEC 二 二 I 工 ^ 芸 二 二 ; ？H^JJ^B PER SEC = 5918. 
NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : "IS A ^ ^ G ^ R O L L RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 5919.00 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 5919 00 二 = = 二二 RECEIVED BY INACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 59X8.75 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY INACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 5918.75 TOT^ LMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 5918 PACKET/SEC 
TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 5918 PACKET/SEC ？^OUGHPUT S F T L 3065.52 KBYTE/SEC 
TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 3065.52 KBYTE/SEC B ^ I ^ F F ^ C I E ^ ^ OF ？SR^TWORK : .2452 
BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .2452 AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 5918.00 PACKET/SEC 
AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 5918.00 PACKET/STC AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 3065.5240 KBYTE/SEC 
AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 3065.5240 KB^E/SEC PACKCT QUEUEIKG DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 0. US 
AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES： 0. US Avi^GE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 143.99 US 
AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 99 OS AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .701000 PACKETS 
AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .701000 PACKETS U 
NUMBER OF NODES : 64 
NUMBER OF NODES : 64 NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 1 
NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 1 .. THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC 
THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES 
SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES SIMULATION TIME : lOOOOOO.OO uS 
SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 uS PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 0 US 
PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 0 US ^OTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : 1.500 
TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : .750 DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 18750.00 KBYTE/SEC 
DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : ， ] : : 。 二 T C ^ ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 36196.91 PACKET/SEC 
PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 18098.46 PACKET/SEC 如 QF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : 5918. 
NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : „ AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 5919.00 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY INACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 5918.75 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY INACTIVE NODE PER ！!= = "18.75 TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 5918 PACKET/SEC 
TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 5918 PACKCT/SEC TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 3065.52 KBYTE/SEC 
TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 3065.52 KBYTE/SEL BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .2452 
BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .2452 AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 59X8.00 PACKET/SEC 
AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 5918 00 PACKCT/STC AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 3065.5240 KBYTE/SEC 
AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 3065.5240 KB^E/SEC AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 0. US 
AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 0. US AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 143.99 US 
AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 143.99 US AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .701000 PACKETS 
AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .701000 PACKETS 
• •、 
int2 
NUMBER OF NODES : 64 
NUMBER OF NODES : 64 NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE ! 2 … 内 
NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 2 „„ THE MAXIMUM THROOGHPOT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC 
THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC GIZG QF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES 
SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 uS 
SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 US PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE MIC INTERFACE BOS : 0 OS 
PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 0 US TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : 1.000 
TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES ： .250 KBYTE/SEC DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE ： 
^ T A ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : " " ^ r ^ f ^ I c K C T ^ E C PACKirr ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 12065.64 PACKET/SEC 
PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : LGFI NO OF POLL CYCLE EXEOJTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : „ 
NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : - AVERAGE POU. RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : , AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY INACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY INACTIVE NODE PER SEC : TOTM. NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 9521 PACKET/SEC 
？OT^ ™ OF PACKET TRANSMITTED = "88 TOTM, THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 4934.99 KBYTE/SEC 
TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 3101.78 KBYTE/SEC BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .3948 • � 
BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .2481 AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 4763.50 PACKET/SEC AC^ ™ O^ PAC^  SENT BY EACH NODE = 2994 00 PAC^ -^K AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE = «S7.4«�KB二/SEC 
A ^ G E THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 1550.8920 KB^E/SEC AVERAGE PAOCET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALI. NODES • � . US 
AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 0 . US AVERAGE ACCESS DEIAY OVER ALL NODES : 184 92 US 
L ^ L L ICCLS DELAY OVER ALL NODES = " F AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .761000 PACKETS 
AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN MIC FIFO ： ,272500 PACKETS 
‘ NUMBER OF NODES : 64 
UITUDCB NP MNNPE . 64 NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 2 
^ I I R OF A^I^'NODE : 2 ^ ^ I H U M THROUGHPUT OP THE NETWORK = 12500.00 KBVTE/SEC 
？ O F THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC = 1 KBYTES 
OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES SIMOUVTION TIME : 1000000.00 uS "巴 
i S ^ ；XH. irr.；^  — B - : 0 - = 二 = 0 3 
^ T R RFCEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : „„ . AVERAGE POII RECEIVED BY INACTIVE NODE PER SEC : ^^6^.00 TYI^，二T IY I ^ C T I V E NODE PER SEC : 4764.00 ^ ^ ^ E R OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 9527 PACKET/SEC 
S OF P A ^ ^R^SMIRTED : «27 P A ^ / S E C OF THE NETWORK : " KB^TE/SEC 
^ ^ ^ ^ O ^ H ^ OF THE NETWORK : <934.99 KBYTE/SEC BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : -3948 
BS^S^IOTFEFF^ENCT OR THE NETWORK : .3948 AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : " P A ^ / S T C AO^ E^  OrPAC^S SENT BY EACH NODE : " PACKCT/SK AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVB NODE : 2467.4930 KB^E/SEC AVISL^ROOGHTOT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 2467.4930 KB^E/SEC AVERAGE PACKET QOEUEINO DELAY OVER ALL NODK : 0. OS 
™CKCT WEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES I � • AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : " 4 « OS 
A V I ^ G I I C C E S DELAY OVER ALL NODES ： AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .761000 PACKETS 
AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO = OF NODES : 64 
KNMNPO OP NODES • 64 NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 2 
OF ACTI^ NODE : 2 „ „„ THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC 
？ O F THE NETWORK : 12500.00, KBVTE/SEC SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES 
FIFO IN MIC : 1 KBYTES SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 US 
CTSIIIITTOM TIME • 1000000.00 uS „ PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 0 US 
PA^CT T ^ S F E R TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS •  0 US TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : 1.500 
TOTArOFpW l o w RATIO FOR ALL NODES ： •750 KBVTE/SEC DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVK NODE : 9375.00 KBYTE/SEC DW^  ASRIVL^ ^ FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE = PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 18098.46 PACKET/SEC 
PACKE^ARRIVAR^TE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 9049.23 PACKET/SEC OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BV THE HUB PER SEC : 4764. 
MO ORPOLL CTCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : J'"' . AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 4764.50 
A ^ X S ^ P O L R R E C E I V E D BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 丨”“二 AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY INACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 4 7 6 4 . 0� 
POLL rIcEIVEO BY INACTIVE NODE PER sec = 4764.00 TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 9527 PACKET/SEC 
WIMBPR OP PACKET TRANSMITTED ！ '527 PACK^/F^C TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 4934.99 KBYTE/SEC 
！ZOOGHPOT ORTHE NETWORK : "34.99 KBYTE/SEC BANDWIOTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .3948 
BSDWIOTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETOORK : .3948 AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 4763.50 PACKET/SEC 
A ^ ^ E NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : <'".50 PACKCT/SK AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 2«67.«30 KBYTE/SEC 
^^RA^E THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 2467.4930 KB^E/SEC AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 0. OS 
P^KET QUEUEINO DELAY OVER ALL NODES ： 0- US AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 184.93 US 
A V I ^ E ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES = "J-'J AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : -761000 PACKETS 
AVERAGB NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO ： 
intl6 
NUMBER OF NODES : 64 NUMBER OF NODES : 64 
NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 4 NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : i 
THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC 
SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES 
SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 uS SIMULATION TIME : 1000000 00 uS 
PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 0 US PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS • 0 US 
TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : .250 TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ^J； NODES : 1-000 KBYTE/SEC 
DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 781.25 KBYTE/SEC DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ^CTI^ NODE : 6032 afwCKET^EC 
PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 1508.20 PACKET/SEC PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE ： 6032.82 PACKET/SEC 
NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY TH3 HUB PER SEC : 5 8 9 6 . NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE TOB PER SEC • 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE VODE PER SEC : 5897.0� AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ^CTI^ NODE PER SEC _ \\'21 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY INACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 5896.98 AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY NODE ' ^ ^KET/SEC TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 5986 PACKET/SEC TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TR^S二厂ED : J"" ^ E^^ ic 
TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 3100.75 KBYTE/SEC TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWO^: " " " " "^^^E/SEC 
BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .2481 BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF ^ E N^ORK : .5679 p^ c^KET/SEC 
AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 1496.50 PACKET/SEC AVERGE NO OF PACKETS ^ ^ T BY EACH NODE : 3426 25 PACKET/SEC 
AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 775.1870 KBYTE/SEC AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTI^ -e . 0 o f 
AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES = 0. US AVERAGE PACKET QOEUEING DE^Y ^ ^ 2 L 81 US 
AVERAGE ACCESS DELAV OVER ALL NODES ： 105.76 US = 芸 二 二 ： , J 二 S 
AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .131250 PACKETS AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIF� 
ESiLFSu^^E'or H^H 卿 : 1.500.00 KBVTK.3HC ^ ^ ^ ^ 二 : O ^ ： -SOO.OO 脈EZSEC 
二 品 N I C J二二S 二 NIC :i��二二 
= 二 而 ： 二 = 二 3 , 3 ： 0 US = 二 二 二 二 二 二 二 = ： ° US 
TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : .500 OA^F A ^ L V L ^ E ^ O R EICH ACTI^ NODE 3906.25 KBYTE/SEC 
DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 1562.50 KBYTE/SEC P A R K P ^ ^ ^ R ^ A T ^ T R F O F ^ C H IOTV^ NODE - 7541.02 PACKET/SEC 
PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 3016.41 PACKET/SEC r^r THE TOB PER SEC • 3427. 
NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : 1000958. F RPCE^^D I F AC^ NODI III III : 3427.75 
= = 二 BV 二 . ： = L S i 园 E 【 三 F E 巧 . C O 
二 P A 面 脚 日 ： . 二 
AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE = 1226.1060 KBYTE/SEC A ^ ^ G I ^ ^ Q ^ E L L ^ E ^ F O ^ S NODES : 0. OS AVERAGE PACKET QU^EING DE^V O^R ALL NODES : 0. US a^ G^I ICCS DE^ fo^ R L^ NODES : 266.93 US AVERAGE ACCESS D E ^ ALL NODES : 巧^二 "^^KETS AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : -828750 PACKETS 
AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .221500 PACKETS 
„„ NUMBER OF NODES : 64 
NUMBER OF NODES : 64 NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 4 
NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 4 „ „ 一 ， … THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC 
THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC S l L ^ ^ O T N I C ； 1 KBYTES 
SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : MBYTES SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 uS 
SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 "f �”e „ ,„ PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BOS : 0 OS 
PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 0 US TOT^OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : 1.500 
TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : .750 KBYTE/SEC DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 4687.50 KBYTE/SEC DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : "l^ c^ rsfncKCT^ EC PACKET AiU^IVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : PACKET/SEC 
PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 4524.61 PACKET/SEC cYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : 3427. 
NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : "27 AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 3427.75 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : ^428 00 AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY INACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 3427.00 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY INACTIVE NODE PER F ^ : ^ < 2 7 . 0 0 ^ B E R OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 13705 PACKET/SEC 
TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : ^O^PT^FR TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 7099.19 KBYTE/SEC 
TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : KBYTE/SEC BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .5679 
BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : . 567 9 AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 3426.25 PACKET/SEC 
AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE: ； ^KCT/SEC AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 1774.7975 KBYTE/SEC 
AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 1774.7975 KBYTE/SEC AVERAGE PACKET QOEUEINQ DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 0. US 
AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES: 0. US AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 266.84 US 
average ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 266 76 US AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .828750 PACKETS 
AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .828750 PACKETS 
intS 
NUMBER OF NODES : 64 
NUMBER OF NODES : 64 NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 8 
NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 8 … THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC 
THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC S U E OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES 
SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 uS 
SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 US PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 0 US 
PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BOS : 0 US TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : 1.000 
TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : .250 VUVN-P/CPR DATA ARRIVAL KATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 1562.50 KBYTE/SEC 
DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 10 ^CKET/SEC PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 3016.41 PACKET/SEC 
PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : 2196. 
NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC ： . AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 2196.75 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY INACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 2196.00 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY INACTIVE NODE PER SEC : TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 17552 PACKET/SEC 
TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED ： "86 PA^^/SEC TOTAL THROOGHPOT OF THE NETWORK : 9091.94 KBYTE/SEC 
TOTAL throughput OF THE NETWORK : 3100.75 K B Y T E / B A N D W I D T H EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .7274 
BANDWim-H EFFICIENCY OF THE NETOORK : .2481 AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 2194.00 PACKET/SEC 
AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : " AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 113S. 4920 KBYTE/SEC 
AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 387.5935 KBYTB/BTI. AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEINO DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 0. OS 
AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER AL,L NODES : AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 430.27 OS 
AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : ".SB US AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .883500 PACKETS 
,AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .052875 PACKETS 
NUMBER OF NODES : 64 
NUMBER OF NODES : 64 NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 8 , 一 
NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 8 VT.VTP/CPR THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBRTE/SEC 
THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC gizg QF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES 
SIZE OF FIFO IM NIC : 1 KBYTES SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 uS 
SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 uS „. PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 0 US 
PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BOS : 0 US TOTAI. OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : 1.250 
TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALI, NODES ： .500 KBYTE/SEC D A T A ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE ！ " " ； " ‘ 
DATRARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE = ' ^ I O F O N I C ^ T ^ E C PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 3770.51 PACKET/SEC 
PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 1508.20 PACKET/SEC 恥 ^^ POLL CYCLE EXEOTTED BY THE HOT PER SEC : 
NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : "^！- AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 2196 00 
AVERAGE POOL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC ： " " 00 AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY INACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 2195.12 
Avi^GE POLL RECEIVED BY INACTIVE NODE = . TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : "554 
TOTAL NUMBER OP PACKET TRANSMITTED ： 120" KBCTI/SEC TOTAL THROOGHPOT OF THB NETWORK : 3 = 2 • 97 KBYTE/SEC 
TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : " 3 8 . 7 9 KBYTE/SEC BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK ： -7274 
BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .4991 AVERGE NO OP PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 2194.25 PACKCT/SEC 
A O ^ E N O OR PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : "05.50 PACKCT/STC ^ THROOGHPOT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 1136.6215 KBJ^E/SEC 
A V ^ G E THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE ： 179.9*90 KB^E/SEC AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER M-U NODES : 0. US 
AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES: "S AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : <30.42 OS 
AVERAGE ACCESS DEIAY OVER ALL nodes : " 6 - 5 6 AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .B8987S PACKETS 
AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO ： .226375 PACKETS 
NUMBER OF NODES : 64 
NUMBER OF NODES : 64 NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 8 
NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 8 KBYTE/SEC THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC 
THE MAXIMUM THROOGHPOT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC giZE OF FIFO IN MIC : 1 KBYTES 
SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC ; 1 KBYTES SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 uS 
SIHULATION T I M E : 1000000.00 U S „„ P A C K E T T R A N S F E R TIME OF T H E N I C I N T E R F A C E BUS : 0 U S 
packet t rans fer time o f the NIC INTERFACE BUS : U us TOTAL OFFER WAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : 1.500 
TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES I -750 DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 2343.75 KBYTE/SEC 
DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : ,1 ^RKPT/<!EC PACKET AWIIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 4524.61 PACKET/SEC 
P A C K E H W I V A L RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : " " . 3 1 PACKET/SEC 如 OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : 2195. 
HO OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : , AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 2196.00 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 2217 00 AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY INACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 2195.00 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY INACTIVE NODE ^^R SBC : • TOTAI, NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED ！ 17555 PACKET/SEC 
TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THB NETWORK : 9093.49 KBVTE/SEC 
TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK ： KBYTE/SEC BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .7275 
BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK = O»rifPT/SEC AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 2194.37 PACKET/SEC 
AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : '' AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 1136.6862 KBYTE/SEC 
AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE ！ iv AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DEIAY OVER ALL NODES : 0. US 
AVERAGE PACKET QUEOEINO DELAY OVER ALL NODES: “ AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 430.47 US 
AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES ！ AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO t .889750 PACKETS 
AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NXC FIFO : < .8703"75 PACKETS 
intl6 
NUMBER OF NODES : 64 NUMBER OF NODES ： 64 
NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 16 NUMBER OF ACTIVE MODE ！ 16 KBYTE/SEC 
THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK = 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC 
SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : ^ MBYTES 
SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 uS SIMULATION TIME : lOOOOOO'OO BUS . 0 US 
PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : � U S PACKET TRANSFER TIME MIC INTERFACE BUS 
TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : .250 TOTAL OFFER ^OAD RATIO FOR ^ ^ "O^^S � . � � � „ KBYTE/SEC 
DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 195.31 KBYTE/SEC DATA ARRIVAL ^ ^ ^ " • 1508.20 PACKET/SEC 
PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 377.05 PACKET/SEC PACKET ARRIVAL RATE F O R ^ C H NODE . 
NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : 5896. NO OF POLL CYCLE EXEOTED BY TOE ^ B PER SEC : I 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 5897.00 AVERAGE POLL RECEI^D BY : 12B1.00 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY INACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 5896.98 T ^ ^ ^ ^ B E R O F PACK^ ^R I^SM IT^L ^ 2O!XI PACKET/SEC 
TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 5986 PACKET/SEC TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKCT TF^NILITU „„ KBYTE/SEC 
TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 3100.75 KBYTE/SEC TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETOO ^： KBYTE/B 
B;VNDVNDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .2481 I V L H T ^ L S L ^ B V ^ O D E ' 1275.69 PACKET/SEC 
AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 374.12 PACKET/SEC t^PArP ^ R L G H P u f r O R ^ C H ACTIVE NODE : 660.8061 KBYTE/SEC 
AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 193.7968 KBYTE/SEC PACKE^QULE^L^EL.^O^^K NODES = 0. US 
AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 0. US ^^CESS DE^Y NODES : 754.50 US 
AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 94.55 US NO O F P A C ^ ？ H L C FIFO 7 .931813 PACKETS 
AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .029000 PACKETS AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIL. FI'U 
NUMBER OF NODES = 64 ^ 二??。如3 ： 16 
NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 16 T ^ ^ I L M THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC 
THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORX : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC S I Z E ^ ^ O IN N I F 1 KB^ES 
SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES = 二 二 二 " lOOOOOO^fuS 
SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 US T ^ S F E R TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BOS : 0 US 
PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 0 US S O F ^ [ O L ^ T I O FOR ALL NODES : 1.250 
TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR AL,L NODES : .500 N A T A A B R ^ L ^ E FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 976.56 KBYTE/SEC 
DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 390.62 KBYTE/SEC P A R K P F ^ L T A T ^ T E F O F ^ C H ACTIVE NODE : 1885.26 PACKET/SEC 
PACKET ARRIVAL «ATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 754.10 PACKET/SEC G C G T : ! 工 二 二 I : 卿 SEC : 1278. 
NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : " 5 8 AVENGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 1270.62 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : ^958 69 二二 R^EIVED BY INACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 1278.00 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY INACTIVE NODE : 3958.00 ^O；^ LMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 20420 PACKET/SEC 
TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 12045 PACKET/SEC f THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 10577.56 KBYTE/SEC 
TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 6239.31 KBYTE/SEC B^OTIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .8462 
BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .4991 -VERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 1276.25 PACKET/SEC 
AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 二TC THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 661.0975 KBYTE/SEC 
AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 389.9569 KBYTE/SEC ™CKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 0. US 
AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES: 0. US AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 756.86 US 
AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 1 " ： " "S AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : -934750 PACKETS 
AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .106500 PACKETS AVTIOW^T "U V 
NUMBER OF NODES : 64 
NUMBER OF NODES : 64 NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 16 
NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 16 KBYTE/SEC THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK ： 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC 
THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC GIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES 
SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 uS 
SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 US PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 0 US 
PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BOS : 0 US TQTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : 1.500 
TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL KODES : .750 ,, DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 1171.88 KBYTE/SEC 
DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : ^85 94 KBYTE/^C P A C K E ^ I V A L RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 2262.31 PACKET/SEC 
PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : 1278. 
NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : 2048. AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : "78.06 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 2048 94 AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY INACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 1278.00 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY INACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 2048.00 TQTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 20421 PACKET/SEC 
TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 18014 PACKET/SEC ^OTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 10578.08 KBYTE/SEC 
TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 9331.25 KBYTE/SEC BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .8462 
BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .7465 AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 1276.31 PACKET/SEC 
AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : ^125.87 PACKCT/STC AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 661.1299 KBYTE/SEC 
AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 583.2033 KB^E/BTL. AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING- DELAY OVER ALL KODES : 0. US 
AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 0. US AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 757.57 US 
AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 378.16 US AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .935625 PACKETS 
AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .396937 PACKETS 
int32 
NUMBER OF NODES : 64 
！ O F THE NETVWRK ： 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC GIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES 
ET7E OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 US „ 
“ — BUS : 0 OS ； 四 皿 : 0 -
；：二二 S.C ： 丨IC:挪 - ；“ -
^ ^ B L R ^ L R S C E I V ^ Y ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 5899^00 POLL RECEIVED BY INACTIVE NODE PER ！FC = 
^ C L L ^ BY INACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 纟898.19 NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : ^ 22199 
S 二 T 二 一 : 二 I f 二 二 ； = = 二 二 9 = = 
蹄 丨 - 二 E C L I F H E I H H S : : ” � 『 巧 EZSEC 
•AVERAGE NO or PACKET IN NXC r i r o = ‘ „ OF KODHS ： 6. ^ 
細 Z = . 32 ？ ; N E T W O R K = 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC 
： 二 L T X ^ : 二 ; ’ A I � 卩 二 : 12500.00 KB打E成C H^IZ^.^Z ^ 'XOOJO^^^FUS 
二 •^VrSr -^ - . c .咖：0 US 二 旺 : � 
PACKET TRANSFER TIME OFJ^ E二C I二 F F A C E : ^ ^ A S ^ ^ ^ E FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 488.28 KBYTE/SEC • 
TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR � 1 9 S . 3 1 KBYTE/SEC P A C ^ E F ^ ^ A T ^ T E FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 942.S3 PACKET/SEC DATA ARRIVAL BATE FOR ^ACH A C T ^ NODE^ 377.05 PACKET/SEC = ^ P ^ ^ T T E X E C U T E D BY THE HOB PER SEC : 698. 
PACKET TS^'^B PER SEC : 3959. A ^ O R ^ L T S C E I V E D BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC ： «，Q06 
NO OF POLL C Y C L E K E ^ r o W TOE »u 3959.53 POLL RECEIVED BY INACTIVE NODE PER SEC : S9B.00 
AVERAGE M L L RECEI^D BY PER SEC = 3959.00 = = E R OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 22233 P A ^ / S ^ C 
AVERAGE TOLL : 12042 PACKET/SEC ^ ^ THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : "516.69 KBYTE/SEC 
TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKCT T ^ M I ^ 6237.76 KBYTE/SEC BANDWIOTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .9213 
TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE 二 二 二 狀 . 4 9 9 0 ^ ^ 二 ^ PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 694.78 PACKET/SEC 
BANDWIDTH E F F I C I ^ C L ^ V I I ^ ^ O D E 376.31 PACKET/SEC I ^ O T ^ O O G H ^ F O R EACH ACTIVE NODE : 359.8967 KBYTE/SEC 
； K B . . S . C 二 — 恥 U S 0 . -
二 I I S U - S ^ E N R � : - : U P L 咖 � A磁 肪 NO 0. P.CKKX X. HXC 打 扣 ： 狄 咖 S 
AVERAGE NO o r PACKET IN NIC FIFO : . � B � OF NODES : 64 
NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 32 
NUMBER OF NODES : 64 MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK ！ 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC 
NUMBER OF A C ^ NODE : ^ NETWORK : 12500.00 -KBYTE/SEC SIZE OP FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES 
THE MAXIMUM THROTOHPUT OF TOE Nb SIMULATION TIME ！ 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 us 
SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : J PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 0 US 
SIMULATION T W E ： INTERFACE BOS : � U S TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : 1.500 
PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF TTO NX . . „ � DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 585.94 KBYTE/SEC 
TOTAL OFFER W3AD RATIO FOR ^ ^ ^ : 292.97 KBYTE/SEC PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : U31.15 PACKET/SEC 
DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR ^OT ACTI^ MODE : 565.58 PACKET/SEC OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : 697. 
PACKET ^ B " ？HE HUB PER SEC : 2049. AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 697.16 
NO OF POLL CYCLE EXEOTED^ in p四 s^C : 2049 AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY INACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 691 .OX) 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIYRO BY ^ D E PER SEC : 2 0 4 9 . 0 0 TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 22236 PACKET/SEC 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVRO BY INATI : LAOIL PACKET/SEC TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 11518.25 KBYTE/SEC 
TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKCT T ^ H ^ . ,329.70 KBYTE/SEC BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .9215 
TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE N E W O ^ ^ ^ : 7464 AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE ! 694.88 PACKET/SEC 
BANDWIDTH EFFICI^CY OF THE « 如 加 , 5 6 2 . 8 4 PACKET/SEC AVERAQB THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 359.9453 KBYTE/SEC 
AVERGE NO OF SENT BY 如加. 291.5531 KBYTE/SEC AVERAGE PACKET QUEUKINO DETAY OVER ALL NODES : 0. US 
AVERAGE T H R O U G H ^ F O R EACH ACTIV ^ ^ ^^^^^ ^ 0. OS AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 1409.69 OS 
AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DE^T : 3 3 5 . 4 7 US AVERAOB NO OP PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .96325�PACKETS 
AVERAGE ACCESS D E ^ ？^^IC FIFO : . . H ^ S O PACKETS 
AVERAGE NO or PACKET IN NIC PIF� 
intl6 
NUMBER OF NODES : 64 ^ • % = = 64 
NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 64 ？ ^ ^ ^ L M THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC 
THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC JJIC • 1 KBYTES 
SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES ii^LATION TIME : • 1000000.00 uS „ 
SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 uS ； A ^ T ^ S F E R TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 0 US 
PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 0 US TOT^ OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : 1.000 
TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : .250 FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 195.31 KBYTE/SEC 
DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 48.83 KBYTE/SEC P A C K E F ^ I ^ ^ A T ^ T R F O R ^ C H ACTIVE NODE : 377.05 PACKET/SEC 
PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 94.26 PACKET/SEC KO O ^ P ^ F ^ L ^ E X E C O T E R B Y THE HUB PER SEC ： • 
NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : 5897. POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : <纟 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 5897.31 T ^ ^ ^ B E R ofpA^CT TRANSMITTED : 23160 PACKET/SEC 
TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 5985 PACKET/SEC ； S U G H P O T OF THE NETWORK : 11996.88 KBVTE/SEC 
TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 3100.23 KBYTE/SEC 二NDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .9598 �V„T/<:PR 
BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .2480 NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 361.87 PACKET/SK 
AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : """/ACKET/SEC A ^ ^ G E ^HR^GHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 187.4512 KB^E/SEC 
AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 48.4411 KBYTE/SEC ^^^^^ PACKET QOEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 0. US 
AVERAGE PACKET QOEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 0. US " RAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 2380.68 US 
AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 93.34 US pftCKET IN NIC FIFO : .854141 PACKETS 
AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .006406 PACKETS ‘‘ 
NUMBER OF NODES : 64 
NUMBER OF NODES : 64 NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 64 IRNVTP/QEC 
NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 64 THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC 
THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC GJ^E OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES 
SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 uS „ „„ 
SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 US PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BOS : 0 US 
PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 0 US TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALU NODES : 1.250 _ 
TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : .500 DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 244.14 KBYTE/SEC 
DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 97.66 KBVTE/SEC P A C K E f ^ ^ A T L T E FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 471.31 �^OCET/SEC 
PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 188.53 PACKET/SEC 如 QF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : " B . 
NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : 3958. AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 368.58 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 3958.39 -QTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 23263 PACKET/SEC 
TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 12045 PACKET/SEC C^STAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12050.23 KBYTE/SEC 
TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 6239 .31 KBYTE/SEC BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .9640 
BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : -4991 AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 363.48 PACKCT/SK 
AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 188.20 PACKET/SEC AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE MODE : 188.2849 KBYTE/SEC 
AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 9"7.4892 KBYTE/SEC AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 0. US 
AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 0. US AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 2687.41 US 
AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 151.17 US AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .969375 PACKETS 
AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : -024734 PACKETS 
NUMBER OF NODES : 64 
NUMBER OF NODES : 64 NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 64 ’ … 
NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 64 THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC 
THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES 
SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 uS ” � 
SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 uS PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 0 US 
PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 0 US TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : 1.500 ^NV^^/CPR 
TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : .750 KBYTE/SEC DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : L ； SRPACKET^EC 
DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : PACKCT ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : " 
PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 282.7 = N=CKET/SEC 如 OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : " . 
NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : "49 AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 366.39 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : _ TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 23270 PA^CT/SEC 
T O T ^ NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 18010 PACKET/SEC TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NEWORK : 12053.86 KBYTE/SEC 
TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 9329.18 KBYTE/SEC BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : -9643 
BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : -7463 AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 3 S 3 .� 
AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH MODE : ^81.41 PACKCT/STC AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 188.3416 KBGE/SEC 
AVERAGE throughput FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 145.7684 KB^E/SEC AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES: 0. US 
AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES : � • "S AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 2705 80 US 
AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 3X5.19 OS AVERAGE KO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .976437 PACKETS 
AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .081281 PACKETS . 
binl 
^ ^ % = : 1 _ in. ™ .. 12500.00 KBVT./SKC 
？ ^ ^ ^ L ^ ^ H ^ O G H P U T OF THE NCTWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES 
S l L ^ ^ O W NIC : 1 KBYTES SIMUIATION TIME : 1000000.00 uS 
7 1000000.00 uS „ PACKET _ S F E R TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE W S : 0 US 
I a S ^ T ^ S F E R TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BOS : 0 US TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES ： 1-000 KBVTE/SEC 
r P F r E ^ ^ I ^ A C T I ^ NODE PER SEC : 31689.00 ^ V ^ G E POLL RECEIVED BY INACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 1181.00 
二3 LLRL^ IY I^ OTVE NODE PER SEC : 5486.94 ^ ^ ^ E R OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 17638 PACKET/SEC 
夂 O F ^ I ^ S ^ I T E D : 5998 PACKET/SEC THKOUGHTOT OF THE NETWORK : " 3 6 . 4 8 KBYTE/SEC 
IVLLLT^S 5988.00 PACKET/SEC A^S^GE ^H^OO^H^FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE = 9136.4840 KB^E/SEC 
= 1 S 二 = US = 郎 如 0 . 狄 C K ^ XK HXC 咖： - - 0 0 0 狄CK^S 
AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IK NIC FIFO ： 麟 肪 oP KOOES . ^ 
NUMBER OF NODES ： 64 二 二 ： O F TOE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBTTTE/SEC 
NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 1 . 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC ^ ™ ^ C : 1 KBYTES 
THE MAXIMUM THROOGHPITT OF TH^N^ORK • " i ^ ^ I O N ^ I M E : 1000000.00 uS 
SIZE OF FIFO IK NIC = J; MBYTES TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 0 OS 
SIMULATION TIME : "LERFACE BUS : 0 US ？ ^ S ^ O ^ L ^ RATIO FOR ALL NODES : 1.250 
PACKCT TRANSFER TIME OF THE NICJ^^MFACE BUS ^ F X ^ I ^ ^ E TOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 15625.00 KBYTE/SEC 
TOTAL OFFER U3AD RATIO FOR .500 的 KBYTE/SEC ^ S E ^ ^ ^ A T ^ T T F O R EACH ACTIVE NODE : 30164.09 PACKET/SEC 
DATA ARRIVAL F ^ C F I M V ^ NODE : 12065.64 PACKET/SEC NS O ^ P S ^ ^ L E EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : 300602 
PACKET ARRIVAL rate FOR ^ C H ；J^I二Z^r SEC : 840X99. AVEKACrPOLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 6"71 00 
NO OR POLL CYCLE ^ ^ ^ M E PER SEC : 46142.00 二 ROLL RECEIVED BY INACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 1181.00 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY PER SEC : 3289.00 tOT^ L ^ S OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : " 6 3 8 PACKET/SK 
脚 咖 P I C K C T ： PACKET/SEC OF THE NETWORK : 9138.48 KBYTE/SEC 
TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKCT T ^ M " ' 6238.79 KBYTE/SEC ； W I D T H EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .7309 
TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE . ^PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 17638.00 PACKET/SEC 
BANDWIDTH E F F I C I ^ 12044.00 PACKET/SEC A ^ ^ E EACH ACTIVE NODE : 913S.«40 KB^E/SEC 
AVERGE NO OF P'^CKCTS S E N T B Y ^ C H NO 6238.7920 KBYTE/SEC PACKET OUKUEINO DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 0. OS 
AVERAGE ALL NODES = 0. OS a ^ G E ACCESS DELAY OVEK ALL NODES : , , 
= HOOSS ： U S ^ ^ ^ ~ 如 ^ 狄 咖 X. HXC 咖 . . 1 1 9 0 0 0 PACKETS 
AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO • HUMBEK OF NODES : 64 
,. NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE ！ 1 
NUMBER OF NODES : 64 ^ 挪 MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : IJSOO.OO KBYTE/SEC 
N™抑R OF ' p THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES 
THE MAXIMUM throughput OF SIMUUVTION TIME : 1000000.00 uS 
SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC = US PACKET TRANSFER TIMB OF THE NIC INTERFACE BOS : 0 US 
SIMULATION TIME ： INTERFACE BUS : � O S TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALIL NODES : 1.500 
PACKET T R A N S F E R TIME or THE NX , . „ � DATA ARHIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 18750.00 KBYTE/SEC 
TOTAL OFFER LOAD "ATIO FOR ^ ^ .Q^E : 9375.00 KBYTE/SEC PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 3S196.91 PACKET/SEC 
DATA ARRIVAI. RATE „"CTIVE NODE : 18098.46 PACKET/SEC 如 OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : 300602. 
PACKET R E " THB HUB PER SEC : 300602. AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 64371.00 
NO OF POLL cycle raECOTED^ 如口日 pgR SEC : 64371.00 AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY INACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 1181.00 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVE BY NODE PER SEC : 1181.00 TOTAL NUMBER OP PACKET TRANSMITTED 17638 PACKET/SEC 
AVERAGE POLI, "I-IJ^MITTED : 17638 PACKET/SEC TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 9136.48 KBYTE/SEC 
TOTAL OF packet T ^ M I ^ : ,136.48 KBYTE/SEC BANDWIirrH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .7309 
TOTAL THROUGH^ OF THE N 。狄:.7309 AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 17638.00 PACKET/SEC 
BANDWIDTH EFFICI^^ ； -.pH NODE : 17638.00 PACKET/SEC AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 9136.4840 KBYTE/SEE 
AVEFOB NO OF PACKCTS S E ^ B ACTIVE NODE I 9136.4840 KBVTE/SEC AVERAGE PACKET QOEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 0. US 
AVERAGE T H R O ^ H P O T F O R EAC^A 贴 NODES ： 0. IW AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 11.20 us 
S : ^U^^^O 咖 HO OF WVCKKt XH .XC FIFO : -U,。。。PACKETS 
AVERAGS NO OF PACKET IN NIC RIRU . 
bin32 
NUMBER OF NODES : 64 ™ OF AC^^VE'NOOE : 2 
NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 2 ^ ^ T L M THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC THE " A X I ^ THROUGHFUI VT * 
SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES CJ^L^TION « M E ' 1000000.00 uS 
SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 uS T ^ S F E R TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 0 US 
PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 0 US TOTS O F ^ FOR ALL NODES : 1.000 
TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : .250 n^^A a ^ I v L ^ E FOR EACH ACTIVE MODE : 6250.00 KBYTE/SEC 
DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 1562.50 KBYTE/SEC P ^ R K E F ^ W A T ^ T E FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 12065.64 PACKET/SEC 
PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 3016 41 PACKET/SEC NO o f p ^ ^ CTCLf^ECOTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : 二 二 . 
NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : 1384446 RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : ^565 ? 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 20838 00 口二 RECEIVED BY INACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 52.00 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY INACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 5414.35 t O T ^ ^ B E R OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 23128 PACKET/SEC 
TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 5988 PACKET/SEC ；^；^ ！^QUGHPOT OF THE NETWORK : 11980.30 KBYTE/SEC 
TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 3 1 0 1 . 7 8 KBYTE/SEC ^ W I O T H EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : . 9 5 8 4 , 广 
BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .2481 AVEME NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 11564.00 PACKET/SEC 
AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 2994.00 PACKET/SEC A ^ S ^ L THROTGHPOT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 5990.1520 KBYTE/SEC 
AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 1550.8920 KBYTE/SEC PACKN QOEUEING DETAY OVER ALL NODES : 0- US 
AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 0. US ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 61.50 US 
AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 61.07 US ^VERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .422500 PACKETS 
AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .114500 PACKETS 
,, NUMBER OF NODES : 64 
NUMBER OF NODES : 64 NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 2 „„ 
NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 2 MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC 
THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC 汪 OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES 
SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 uS 
SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 US PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 0 US 
PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 0 US ^OTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : 1.250 
TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : .500 DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 7812.50 KBYTE/SEC 
DATA ARRIVAL BATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 3125.00 KBYTE/SEC PACKET^RIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 15082.05 PACKET/SEC 
PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 6032.82 PACKET/SEC 如 OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC ！ 11565. 
NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BV THE HUB PER SEC : 834865 AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 11565.00 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 25341.00 AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY INACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 52.00 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BV INACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 3268.00 -QTM, NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 23128 PACKET/SEC 
TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 12046 PACKET/SEC TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 11980.30 KBYTE/SEC 
TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 6239.83 KBYTE/SEC BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .9584 
BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .4992 ^^ AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 11564.00 PACKET/SEC 
AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 6023.00 PACKET/STC AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 5990.1520 KBYTE/SEC 
AVERAGE THROUGHPOT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 3119.9140 KBYTE/SEC AVERAGE PACKET QOEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 0 - US 
AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 0. US AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 61.50 US 
AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 51.67 US AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .422500 PACKETS 
AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .190000 PACKETS 
NUMBER OF NODES : 64 
NUMBER OF NODES : 64 NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 2 — 
NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 2 THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC 
THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC SizE OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES 
SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES SIMUIATION TIME : 1000000.00 uS 
SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 uS PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 0 US 
PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BOS : 0 US TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : 1.500 
TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : .750 DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : " 7 5 00 M ^ E / S E C 
DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 18098.46 PACKET/SEC 
PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : "FSS. 
NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : 359518. AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : ^^^^^.OO 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC ： 21813 00 AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY INACTIVE NODE PER FTC : ".00 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY INACTIVE NODE PER SEC : TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 23128 PACKET/SEC 
T O T ^ NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 18013 PACKET/SEC TOTAL THROUGHPOT OF THE NETWORK : 11980.30 KBYTE/SEC 
TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 9330.73 KBYTE/SEC BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .9584 
BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .7465 AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 11564.00 PACKET/SEC 
A C ^ G E ^ O ORPACKETS SENT BV EACH NODE : ^006 50 PACK^/SK S G E THROOGHPM- FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 5990.1520 KB^^/SEC 
AVERAGE THROUGHPOT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 4665.3670 KB^E/SEC AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 0. US 
AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES ： 一 � . US AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : “ ： " "S 
AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 49.21 US AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .422SOO PACKETS 
.AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .247000 PACKETS 
bin4 
NUMBER OF NODES : 64 
NUMBER OF NODES : 64 J ^ ^ ^ I L S ' ^ W H P O T ' O F ^HE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC 
NUMBER OF ACTI^ KODE ： 4 : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES 
THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE ^ O R K . liMUlATION TIME ！ 1000000.00 uS 
SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC = „ p a o S T ^ S F E R TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 0 OS 
DATA ARRIVAL R A T E F O R ^CH ACTI^ NODE^ 1508.2。PACKET/SEC NO ^ P O L L CYCLE EXECUTED BY THK HUB PER STC : -
PACKET ARRIVAL RA-TE F O R ^ C H ^CTIVE NODE 1367886. " ^ G E POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC ： =812 00 
NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED B Y ^ E HUB PER ^ 14098.25 POLL RECEIVED BY INACTIVE NODE PER SEC ： ".00 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ^^P-® GGC • 5350.00 T ^ ^ ^ OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 23194 PACKET/SEC 
average POLL R E C E i y ^ B ^ J；二二工咖 H： PER ” 工 : ！ ^ ^ H ^ OF THE NFTWORK : 12014.-19 KBYTE/SEC 
TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET T R ^ M M E D . KBYTE/SEC BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWOBJC : -9612 
TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE N C T W O ^ I ^ E ^ ^ PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 5798.50 PACKET/SEC 
BANDWIDTH E F F I C I E N C Y . S G E ^ I ^ O O ^ H ^ F O R EACH ACTIVE NODE : 3003.6230 KB^E/SEC 
AVERGE NO OF PACKETS "^QOE' • 175.3165 KBYTE/SEC = 二 • PACKCT QUEUEING DELAY OVER M I N O D K : � • US 
AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTI^ . 0. US ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 1*6.79 OS 
AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEINGDEI^V 二 I M X NODES US T 二 I NOOR PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .706750 P A 咖 S 
AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY O V E R ^ L NODES . 。^丨乃。PACKETS 
•AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO . NUMBER OF NODES : 64 
NUMBER OF NODES : 64 ！ ; J j f ' N E T W O R K : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC 
NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : * „ptwork . 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBTTES 
THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK . srmLATION TIME : 1000000.00 uS „ 
SiL OF FIFO IK NIC : 1 KBYTES p a S ^ t S L L E R TIME OF THE NIC INTERFA^ BOS = 0 US 
SIMULATION TIME : TLERFACE BUS : 0 US OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR AU. NODES : 1 . 2 5 0 KBRTS/SEC = - : S ^ T = = E £ N � r £ � , 5 � � 。 酣 二 A 咖 - I 啦二。 R 扣『二二 D � 丨 江 丨 
NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THEJWB PER SEC : 16687.50 ^ ^ Q E POLL RECEIVED BY INACTIVE NODE PER SEC: 29.00 
Z L o B POLL RECEI^O Br ^^TWE^ODE PER SEC^^ : 3109.82 ^ ^ ^ E R OF PACKET T R ^ ™ : 231 7 ^ ^ / g C 
AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DEW* ^ E R ALL uS AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO ： .71025�PACKETS 
AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY W E R ^ t NODES . PACKETS 
AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC Fiiru • NUMBER OF NODES : 64 ^ 
NUMBER OP NODES : 64 ^ J I J ^ ^ ^ ^ L M ^ ^ ^ P U T “ O F THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC 
NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE ： « NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC GIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 .KBYTES 
THE MAXIMUM THROCGHPUT OF THEN^ORK TIMB : 1000000.00 uS 
SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC = „ ^g PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 0 US 
SIMULATION TIME : mERFACE BOS : � U S TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR A ^ NODES : 1.500 
PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC I « I A R R I V A L RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 4687.50 KBTTTE/SEC 
TOTAROFFER LOAD RATIO ^^^"FS^DE : 2343.75 KBVTE/SEC PAC^EH^IVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 90«. 23 PACKET/SEC 
DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR E A W ACTIVE NOUT 4524.61 PACKET/SEC 如 OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : 5803. 
PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE : 314878. AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC t 5800.^ 
NO OF POLL CYCLE E X E C U T E BY THE HUB F : 14217.00 AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY INACTIVE NODE SFC : 29.00 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ^"IVE NODE ^^^ 曰江: 1236.08 TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 23197 PAC^'STC 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY INACT^t • ^gQ^g pACKET/SEC TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : "016.05 KBYTE/SEC 
TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET T ^ M M B • 9332.29 KBYTE/SEC BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .9613 
TOTAL throughput OF THE NETOO^- • AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 5799.25 PACKET/SEC 
BANDWIiyrH EFFICIENCY ^^ ^ODE : 4504.00 PACKCT/SEC AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 3004.0115 KBYTE/SEC 
AVERGE NO OP PACKETS SENT BY EACH NU : 3333.0720 KBYTE/SEC AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 0. US 
average THROUGHPOT FOR EACH ACT! ^deS i 0. US AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 1*1.it OS 
AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEIOT DE^Y ALL 的 AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : -710250 PACKETS 
AVERAGE ACCESS D E I ^ ？^SlC " ^ ^ ： ‘ • -306000 PACKETS 
AVERAOB NO OP PACKET IN NIC FIRU 
bin32 
number of, nodes : 64 " , ^ ^ g l^llz'uo'A : 8 
NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 8 ！ ^ U L T L ™ XHROURHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC 
THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC i H l C 1 KBYTES 
SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES simLATION TIME : "lOOOOOO.OO uS 
SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 uS ^ ^ S F E R TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 0 US 
PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 0 US TOTAF O F ^ " L ^ T I O FOR ALL NODES : 1-000 
TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : .250 NITA A ^ I V L ^ E FOR EACH ^TIVE NODE : 1562.50 KBYTE/SEC 
DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 390.62 KBYTE/SEC FOR M C H ACTIVE NODE : 3016.41 PACKET/SEC 
PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 754.10 PACKET/SEC MO o f P ^ CTCL^ELOTTErBY THE HUB PER SEC : 2936. 
NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : 1355787. ^SPPL^POLFRECE^^D BFACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 2917.87 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 10054.75 = = IY I^CTIVE NODE PER SEC : ".00 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY INACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 5303.00 ^ ^ ^ NUMBER O F P A ^ ^ TR^SMITTED : 23226 PACKET/SEC 
TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 5987 PACKET/SEC t Z ^ H P O T o f ^ E ^ R K : 12031.07 KBYTE/SEC 
TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 3101.27 KBYTE/SEC B^WIOTH ^FI^ENCT OF THE NETWORK : .9625 , 
BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .2481 AV^RGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 2903.25 PACKET/SEC 
AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 748.38 PACKET/SEC A ^ ^ G E THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 1503.8835 KBYTE/SEC 
AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE = 387.6582 KBYTE/SEC 二 = 二 PACKOT OULEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 0. US 
AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 0. US ^ ^ ^ PELAY OVER ALL NODES : 315.95 OS 
AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 88.14 US A ^ ^ G E NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : -344500 PACKETS 
AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .052250 PACKETS 
NUMBER OF NODES : 64 
NUMBER OF NODES : 64 NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 8 „„ •产 
NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 8 THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC 
THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC S I L ^ FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES 
SIZE or FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 uS 
SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 US PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 0 US 
PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 0 US ^OTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : 1.250 
TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : .500 ^ATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 1953.12 KBYTE/SEC 
DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 7 B1.2 5 K B Y T E / ^ C P A C K E V ^ W A L RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 3770.51 PACKET/SEC 
PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 1508.20 PACKET/SEC 如 � � P Q ^ L CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HOB PER SEC : 2909. 
NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : 755539. AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 2906.00 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 10562.13 AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY inact ive NODE PER SEC : 18.00 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY INACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 2958.00 TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 23230 PACKET/SEC 
TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 12044 PACKET/SEC ^OTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12033.14 KBYTE/SEC 
TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 6238.79 KBYTE/SEC BMTOWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .9627 
BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .4991 ” AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 2903.75 PACKET/SEC 
AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 1505.50 PACKET/SEC AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 1504.1425 KBYTE/SEC 
AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 779.8490 KBYTE/SEC AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 0. US 
AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 0. US AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 319.12 US 
AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 120.34 US AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : -853875 PACKETS 
AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .144125 PACKETS 
NUMBER OF NODES : 64 
NUMBER OF NODES : 64 NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 8 ^^ „„ 
NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 8 THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEL. 
THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES 
SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 uS 
SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 uS PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 0 US 
PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 0 US TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : 1.500 . 
TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : .750 DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 2343.75 KBYTE/SEC 
DA?A A^IVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE = ^ " h ^ ^ f ^ C ^ E C AIKJTPLIVM. RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE = 61 PACKET/SEC 
PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : "08. 
NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : 255034. AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 2905.63 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : ""-""NO AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY INACTIVE NODE P^R FEC : 18.00 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY INACTIVE NODE PER SEC ： , TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 23230 PACKET/SEC 
TOTAL KUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 18018 PACKET/SEC TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12033.14 KBYTE/SEC 
TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 9333.32 KBYTE/SEC BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .9627 … … 
BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .7467 AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 2903.75 PACKET/SK 
AVE^E NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 2252.25 PACKCT/SEC AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE = 1504.1425 KB二E/SEC 
AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 1166.6655 KBYTE/SEC AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER AH, NODES : 0. US 
AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 0. US AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 319.12 US 
AVERAGE ACCESS DEIAY OVER ALL NODES : 148.37 US AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : . 854375 PACKETS 
AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : . 277750 PACKETS 
binl6 
NUMBER OF NODES : 64 
NUMBER OF NODES : 64 NUMBER OP ACTIVE NODE : 16 ’ … 
NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 16 THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC 
THE HAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC GI2E OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES 
SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES SIMULATION TIME ！ 1000000.00 uS ,,� 
SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 uS „ PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BOS ！ 0 US 
PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 0 US TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : 1.000 ^^v^c/crr-
TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : .250 DATA ARRIVAL KATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 
D M A AWIIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : ^ E / S E C PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE N O ^ ： 1508.20 PACKET/SEC 
packet arrival rate for each active node : 377 05 PACKET/SEC 恥 � � p o L L CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : " 0 2 
NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : "48862 AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : " 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY INACTIVE NODE ？ ® SFC : 12.00 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY INACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 5275.25 TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 23236 PACKET/SEC 
？ ^ PACKET TRANSMITTED = "86 ^CKET/SEC TOTAL THROOGHPTTT OF THE N E T W ^ "03«.25 KBYTE/SEC 
TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK ： 3100.75 KBYTE/SEC BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .9629 
BM^TM-H EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .2481 , _ AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 1452.25 PACKET/SEC 
！ S ^ I ^ O O ^ P A C ^ SDTT BY EACH NODE : 374.12 PACKET/SEC J V E ^ E THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 752.2655 KBRTE/SEC 
A ^ L active NODE = 193.7960 KB^^/SEC 二 E PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVEK ALL 腳 = : 0. OS 
A ^ ^ G E PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES ： � � • US AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 6*6 35 US 
A ^ ^ G I ICCSS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : " 45 US AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO = . 如 PACKETS 
AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO ： .027938 PACKETS ^ 卯口四 
二 l^ ll^ 'uolt = U ESXE'TE^ H^ P^ 'OK^ K NerWOKX : 12500.00 KB^/SKC 
OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC ： 1 KBYT^ 
FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 uS „„ 
^^IITIO^^IME 1000000.00 US „ PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BOS = 0 US 
T ^ S F O T TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS ： 0 OS TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES = 1.250 KBVTE/SEC 
mS o f p S ^ BY THE HUB PER SEC : AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : "55.88 
AVE^CRROLRRECEIVE^Y ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : ^"3.69 „VEPAQE POLL RECEIVED BY INACTIVE NODE : 12.0� 
^ Y ^ S F ！ P P R P T ^ BY INACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 2840.00 TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 23249 PACKET/SEC 
二 o f p A ^ ^ R ^ ^ T T E D : 12044 PA«^/SEC = THHOUGHPOT OF THE NETWORK : 12042.98 KBYTE/SEC 
OF TOE NETWORK : 6238.79 KBYTE/SEC BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : -9634 
A ^ O E NODE = 389.9245 KBJ^E/SEC ； P 欣 咖 Q 咖 打 如 DELAY OVER M,L 咖 工 ： 0. OS 
PACKCT ^ E I N O DELAY OVER ALL NODES : � • AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES i « 1 58 US 
A S S OVER ALL NODES ： 15 5 US AVERAGE NO OP PACK^ IN NIC RIFO ： - " " 0 0 PACKETS 
AVEKAGE NO OP PACKET IN NIC rXPO : . P 酬 四 OF N O 啦 ： 
™ Z ^^^E'SOOE . 16 ？ _ 0 K K : l.SOO.OO KBVTE/SHC 
？ ^ OF THE NEWORK = 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC SIZE OP FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES 
IN JHC • 1 KBYTES ‘ SIHUIATION TIME : 1000000.00 US 
^L^rixiOM TIME • • 1000000.00 uS „ 丨 P A C K E T TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BOS : 0 US 
TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : � O S TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : 1.500 
n r ^ f ^ L j ^ ^ I ^ F ^ ALL NODES : .750 DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE = 1171.88 KBYTE/SEC 
D A ^ T ^ A ^ R I V L ^ E ^ S ^ E L C H ACTIVE NODE : ^CKIT^EC PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVH NODE : 2262.31 PACKET/SEC 
FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : ITSB. 
n f p ^ L CTCLE CTECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : 206251. AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 1455.31 
^SrSr^r^I ？^RE^IVro BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 5756.81 AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY INACTIVE NODS PER SEC : 12.0� 
TOLL RECEIVED BY A 如郎 PER SEC : 00 NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 23250 PACKET/SEC 
AVERAGE POLL T^SMITTED : 18014 PACKCT/SEC THROOGHPOT OF THE NETWORK : 12043.50 KBYTE/SEC 
？ O F S R K : "31 " KBYTE/SEC BANDWIITTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWRK : .9635 
ppptCIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .746S AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 1453.12 PACKET/SEC 
A O ^ ^ E ^ O ^ P A C ^ SENT BY EACH NODE : PACKCTJ^EC AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 752.71B7 KBYTE/SEC 
W ^ L ?™OUGHPUrFOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 583.2033 KBYTE/SEC AVERAGE PACKCT QUEUEINO DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 0. US 
P S QU^EINO DELAY OVER ALL NODES： O- "S AVERAGE ACCESS DETAY OVER ALL NODES : 662.12 US 
二 ! 二 S 請 OVER AL. NOOES = 『 ， 二 ".^EKKTS 卿 � � NO OP PACKET IN NIC FIFO = - " " 7 , PACKETS 
AVERAGE NO OP PACKET IN NIC . 
bin32 
NUMBER OF NODES : 64 _ . ^ ^ g 二 f t MO 二 ： 32 
HTJMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 32 ！ ^ ^ ^ L ^ ^ H ^ U G H P U T OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC 
THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC C T Z E ^ FIFO IN NIC • 1 KBYTES 
SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES SI^LATION TIME ！ ' 1000000.00 uS „ 
SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 uS ""kCT TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 0 US 
PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 0 US TOTAR OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : 1.000 , ^ TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : .250 DAT^ 'a^ IVL^ E^OR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 390.62 KBYTE/SEC 
DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 97.66 KBYTE/SEC P A ^ E R ^ I V A L ^ T R F O R EACH ACTIVE NODE : 754.10 PACKET/SEC 
PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 188.53 PACKET/SEC NO OF P O ^ CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : 9 U 
NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : 1345557. AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC ： 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 6534.19 :VERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY INACTIVE NODE PER SEC : , __ 10.00 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY INACTIVE NCDE PER SEC : 5263.00 T O T ^ ^ B E R OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 23220 PACKET/SEC 
TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 5981 PACKET/SEC T O T ^ THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12027.96 KBYTE/SEC 
TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 3098.16 KBYTE/SEC BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .9622 
BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .2479 � 。 ， ， A V E R G E NO OF PACKCTS SENT BY EACH NODE : "5.62 PACKCT/SEC 
AVERGE HO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 186.91 PACKET/SEC AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 375.8737 KBYTE/SEC 
AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 96.8174 KBYTE/SEC AVERAGE PACKET QOEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 0. US 
AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 0. US AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 127 6.44 U S � 析 � 
AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 103.88 US AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .909219 PACKETS 
AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .015500 PACKETS 
NUMBER OF NODES : 64 
NUMBER OF NODES : 64 NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 32 … 
NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 32 THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SFCL. 
THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC G U G QF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES 
SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 uS 
SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 US PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 0 US 
PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 0 US TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : 1.250 
TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : .500 卯R DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : = 二 ; ^ ^ 
DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 195.31 KBYTE/SEC PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 942. 63 PACKET/SEC 
PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 377.05 PACKET/SEC 如 QF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : 
NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : 703810. AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : ” 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 5162.69 AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY INACTIVE KODE PER SEC : 9.00 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY INACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 2756.00 TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 23258 PACKET/SEC 
TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 12042 PACKET/SEC TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12047.64 KBYTE/SEC 
TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 6237.76 KBYTE/SEC BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .9638 
BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .4990 AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : ^".81 PACKCT/STC 
AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 376.31 PACKET/SEC AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 376.4889 KBWE/SEC 
AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 194.3299 KBYTE/SEC AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 0. US 
AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 0. US AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 1342.19 US 
AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 191.06 US AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .958281 PACKETS 
AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .060969 PACKETS 
NUMBER OF NODES : 64 
NUMBER OF NODES : 64 NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 32 .. VNYTF/SEC 
NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 32 _____ THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC 
THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC GLZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES 
SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 uS 
SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 uS PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 0 US 
PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 0 US TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : 1-500 
TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : .750 V„VTF/SEC DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 
DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : "^R.F^IRKFT/SEC PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 1131.15 PACKET/SEC 
PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : = 二CKET/SEC OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : 
NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : " " 4 6 AVEKAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : ； OO 
A^RAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ac t ive NODE PER SEC ： 3446_81 AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY INACTIVE NODE PER二= : 9.00 
AVENGE POLL RECEIVED BY INACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 652.00 TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 23261 PA^CT/SEC 
TO?^ ^ B E R OF LCKET TRANSMITTED : 18010 PACKET/SEC TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETOORK : 1 = 9.20 KBYTE/SEC 
^OTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 9329.18 KBYTE/SEC BANDWUXTH EFFICIENCY OF THE KETWORK : -9639 
^FICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .7463 AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : "6.91 P A ^ / ^ K 
^ R G E MO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 562.81 PACKET/SEC AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE ！ 376.53” KB=E/SEC 
A ^ ^ L ?HRLGHP!^FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE = 291.5369 KB^E/SEC AVERAGE PACK^ QOEUEING DELAY O^R ALL NODES: 0. US 
AVENGE PACKET QOEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES ： � . US AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 
AVI^GI LCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES ： 425-68 US AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .961906 PACK^S 
AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .226219 PACKETS 
bin64 
= 6 . E E C ^ L ^ ' T S ^ " H i r ' o / ^ H H . .^OKK : X.500.00 KBVTE/SBC 
OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES 
™ NIC : 1 KBYTES . SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 US 
恥 R ^ O L L ^ F ACTI^ N ^ PER SEC : 5897.31 T ^ NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED = 23183 P A ^ / S E C 
AVERAGE RO^ : 5985 PACKET/SEC TOTAL THROOGHPOT OF THE NETWORK : 12008.79 KBYTE/SEC 
TOTAL NUMBER OF PA^CT T ^ M ^ t u ,, 23 KBYTE/SEC i ^ i u r H EFFICIENCY OF TOE NETWORK : .9607 
TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE N ^ O ^ 二 ？ O P P A ^ S SENT BY EACH NODE : 362.23 PACKET/SEC 
BANDWIOTH E F F I C ^ I y ^ ^ O D E " 93.52 PACKET/SEC S G S ^ H ^ F O R EACH ACTIVE NODE : 187.6374 KBWE/SEC 
=^如作0二二 : 肪脚 = = = = = 仙 L 如 €5^2、US 0 . -
= 二 S 沾 - - - - K ^ . = - 0 . 狄 面 XK HXC 咖 = — = 
AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO ： OP NODES : 64 
NUMBER OF NODES ： 64 ？I^^^^IL^^S^TCS^'OF^^HE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC 
NUMBER OF ' ^ C T ^ node ： 64 ^ ^ 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES 
THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NBNRRUW^ SIMUIATION TIME : 1000000.00 US 
SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC :, TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BOS : 0 OS 
SIMOLATIOM TIME : ifrrERFACE BUS : 0 OS ioTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : 1.250 PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF ^^  S^^A^^ RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 2 4 4 �， = ^ ^ 
TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ' . 5卯 97.66 KBYTE/SEC P A C ^ E ^ ^ I ^ RATB FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 471.31 PACKET/SEC DATA ARRIVAL rate !工VH; : 188.53 PACKET/SEC 二Cf = CVCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB P^  SEC : "8 • 
PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH SEC : 690836. J ^ ^ Q E POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : "8.48 
NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY M B TOB PER SEC 3958.50 ^ PACKET TRANSMITTED : 23263 P A ^ / ^ 
AVERAGE POLL 12044 PACKET/SEC 二 : ZoOGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12050.23 KBTTE/SEC 
TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET T W ^ I T T E D 238.79 KBYTE/SEC ^^NDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .9640 _ 
TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE N E T W ^ ISGL ！ O F P A ^ S SENT BY EACH NODE : 363.48 PACKET/SEC 
BANDWIIRRH EFFICIENCY 188.19 PACKET/SEC A ^ L ^ S ^ ^ R EACH ACTIVE NODE = 188.2849 KB，/SEC 
AVKRGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE . 37.4911 KBYTE/SEC PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES : � • OS 
AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH A C T ^ : 0. US DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 2691.51 OS 
AVERAGE PACK^ S^SJr'oVEfk^L 二 s i 211.21 US t 二 I NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : •970«3 PACKETS 
AVERAGE ACCESS D E ^ FIFO • .035969 PACKETS 
AVERAGE NO OF PACKET in NIC FIFO . ^^ 卯 ！ S4 
NUMBER OF NODES ： 6* ？ ‘ O F THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC 
NUMBER OF ACTI^ node = 64 , 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES 
THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF SIMUIATION TIME : 1000000.00 uS 
SIZE OF FIFO IM NIC : J 冗*^ FUS PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE TOS : 0 US 
SIMULATION TIME ： INTERFACE BUS :. ‘ 0 US YOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES ! 1.500 
PACKET TRANSFER TIME。〜二^  口C 二二 .750 OWAA^IVAI. RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NOOB : 292.97 KBYTE/SEC 
TOTAL OFFER W A D RATIO F W 二二加： 146.48 KBYTE/SEC PACKETARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 565.58 PACKET/SEC 
DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR NODE : 282.79 PACKET/SEC 如 OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : 371 • 
PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR ^ C H P四 GEC : 131148. AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 366.39 
NO OF POLL CYCLE " ^ " D M ^ ^ GEC : 2051 TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 23270 PACKET/SEC 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED B* ACTIVE . igoo4 pACKET/SEC TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12053,86 KBYTE/SEC 
TOTAL NUMBER OF ^'^^KCT T R ^ N ^ I • 9326.07 KBYTE/SEC BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .9643 
TOTAL THROUGHPUT OP THE N E T O O ^ ^ : AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 363.59 PACKET/SEC 
BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY (,OOE : 281.31 PACKET/SEC AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 188.3416 KBYTE/SEC 
AVERGE NO OF PACKETS ^QDE : 145.7199 KBYTE/SEC AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 0. US 
AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR BACH Al-i HODES : 0. US AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 2706.04 OS 
AVERAGE PACKET OUEUEINO DEWY = 685.91 US AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO ！ .976531 PACKETS 
AVEHAGB ACCESS D E ^ OVER ALL NO .185625 PACKCTS 
AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO 
nl 
NUMBER OF NODES : 1 
NUMBER OF NODES : 1 NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 1 „„ K„ytf/SEC 
NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 1 VUVTP/C^R THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC 
THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC gj^E OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES 
SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 uS ，,,� . „_ 
SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 uS PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS ： U US. 
PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 0 US TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES ： 1-000 KBYTE/SEC 
TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : .250 , DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 12500 00 KBYTE/ 
DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 3125.00 KBYTE/SEC ， P A C K E f ^ ^ A T ^ T r F O R EACH ACTIVE NODE = 24131^27 PACKET/SEC 
PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 6032.82 PACKET/SEC NO CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC ： „ 
NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC ： 87307577 RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : OO 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC ： TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED ： KB^^I^SIF 
TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 5989 PACKET/SEC ^OTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 10359.48 KBYTE/i>l.(, 
TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 3102.30 KBYTE/SEC BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .8288 
BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .2482 AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE ： 00 PACKET/SEC 
AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 5989.00 PACKET/SEC ^VE^GE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE ： ""9.4820 KBYTE/SEC 
AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 3102.3020 KBYTE/SEC AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 
AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 0. US AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 1. 
AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES 1-04 US AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : 0. PAL-IUIIA 
AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : 0. PACKETS 
NUMBER OF NODES : 1 
NUMBER OF NODES : 1 NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 1 „„ VBVTF/SEC 
NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 1 THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC 
THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC GIZG QF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES 
SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 uS 
SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 uS PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : “ us 
PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 0 US TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : 1.250 ^_______ 
TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : .500 DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 
DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 6250.00 KBYTE/SEC pACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 30164 09 PACKET/SEC 
PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 12065.64 PACKET/SEC 卯 OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC ： 
NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HOB PER SEC : ^8779194 AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 00 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 253339.00 TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 19999 PAC^/SEC 
TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 12044 PACKET/SEC TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 10359 ••18 KBYTE/SEC 
TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 6238.79 KBYTE/SEC BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .8288 
BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .4991 � A V E R G E NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 19999 00 PACKCT/SEC 
AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 12044.00 PACKET/SEC AVEFAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE KODE : 10359.48=0 KBYTE/SEC 
AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 6238.7920 KBYTE/SEC AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 0. US 
AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES ： 0. us AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES ： 1.03 us 
AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES ： 1-02 us AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : 0. PACKETS 
AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : 0. PACKETS 
NUMBER OF NODES : 1 
NUMBER OF NODES : 1 NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 1 
二 B E R OF ACTIVE NODE : 1 THE MAXIMUM THROOGHPOT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC 
THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES 
SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 uS -
SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 uS PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BOS : 0 OS 
PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 0 US TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : 1.500 KBYTE/SEC 
TOT^OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : .750 DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : ^CKCT^EC 
A ^ I V L RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 9375.00 KB^E/SEC ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 3 6196』$1 j$CKET/SEC 
PAC^R^RIVARRATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 1 8 0 9� F QF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : ^ 
N O ^ P ^ L CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : ^^"ISS AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY A C T I ^ ^ D E PER SEC : .00 
AVERAGE POLO RECEIVED BY ACTIVE HODE PER SEC : 131053.00 TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED ： 19999 PAWCT/SEC 
TOT^ ^ E R OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 18015 PACKET/SEC TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : J " " " " KB^TE/SEC 
I Z l l T^OUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : "31.77 KBYTE/SEC BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY = ' ��pACKET/SEC 
B^DWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .7465 AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 19999.00 PACRET/B^ 
！ ^ M E NO OF FACETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 18015.00 PACKET/SEC AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 10359.48=0 KB"E/SEC 
A V I S L FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE = 9331.7700 KBJ^E/SEC AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY ALL NODES : 0. US 
A ^ ^ G E PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES ： 0- "S AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES ： 1.03 us 
A ^ ^ G I ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES ： I-03 US AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN KIC FIFO ： O. PACKETS 
AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : 0. PACKETS _ 
n2 “ 
OF THE NCTWRK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC SIZE OP FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES 
、 二 二 二 T 二 “ 抵 — 0 ： 0 us 
！ ^ ^ ^ JSLSFCT ；IME O^THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : � U S TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : 1-000 KBYTE/SEC 
二L二 t T二二 二 ： PEK IEC = 18S683.00 ^^。二 ^ PACKET TRANSMITTED = 23? 
AVERAGE TOLL : 598B PACKET/SEC TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 1205<；.45 KBTTTE/SEC 
TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKCT TR^I^I-"^ 3101.78 KBYTE/SEC IIJLWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .9645 
TOTAL THROOGHPOT OF THE . J^GI O ^ P A ^ S SENT BY EACH NODE : 11637.50 PACKET/SEC 
BANDWIDTH EFFICI^Y 2994.00 PACKET/SEC A ^ G E ^ H ^ F O R EACH ACTIVE NODE : 6028.2250 KBJ^E/SEC 
AVERGE NO OF NODE : 1550.8920 KBYTE/SEC PACKET QUEUEING DEIAY OVER ALL NODES : 0. US 
= ： 二 c us = 二 二 = 二 - ： .‘二 ： 
AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO ： OP NODES : 2 ^ 
‘NUMBER OF NODES : 2 ？ I I ^ ^ ^ L M ' ^ T ^ O G H ^ ‘ O F ^ NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC 
？; r ;二工二 : 12500.00 KBVTH.SHC ：丨二工 ;^ ^ O o J o ^ ^ f u S 
SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : ^ S F M TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 0 US 
二 � � ^ c H i � ^ 二 ： H r l b ^ 二二 - � Y A 二 S . : 1蘭•丨�了啦 
PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ^EC : 24434047. A ^ ^ G E POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 11664.00 
NO OF POLL 1 工二冗� A工二 二 • SIC ； 126649.�� OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 23"6 ^ ^ / S ^ 
average P O ^ ^ f " ^ ™ : 12046 PACKET/SEC TOTAI. THROOGHPOT OF THE NETWORK : " 
TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKCT T R ^ ^ L 6239.83 KBYTE/SEC BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .9846 
TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWOR^ . » I G ^ B NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 11638.00 PACKCT/SEC 
BANDWIDTH E R F I C I ^ 6023.00 PACKET/SEC ^ ^ K ^ H ^ O ^ F O R ^ C H ACTIVE NODE = 6028.4840 KBRTE/SEC 
= I 二 0 二 "PLK^s = : 滅 灯 - 肌 咖 . . - 0 0 0 狄 C 咖 
AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO . ^^ 卯 ： 2 
NUMBER OF NODES = 2 ！ T O E NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTK/SEC 
NUMBER OF ACTWE N O M . ^ NCTWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC ！ 1 KBYTES 
THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE " SIMULATION TIME I 1000000.00 US SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC ： 二 P a S J ^ T^SFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 0 US 
SIMUUATIOH TIME ！ ^ ^ 二 F NIC INTERFACE BOS : ‘ � O S TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : 1.500 
PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE Nil. i • ^ ^ ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE MODE : 9375.00 KBYTE/SEC 
TOTAL OFFER w a d RATIO FOR g 二 , 4687.50 KBYTE/SEC PACJ^E^^WATRATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 18098.46 PACKET/SEC 
DATA ARRIVAL RATE „ '—IVE NODE : 9049.23 PACKET/SEC QF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : 13693. 
PACKET A R R I V A L ^ ^ F O R ^ C H A ^ B PER SEC ！ 8958014. AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : U67<.00 
NO OP POLL "CLE ^ W T E D ^ 卯DE PER SEC : 65537.00 TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 23275 PACKET/SEC 
AVERAGE POLL " E C E I ^ B Y ^ I . 18014 PACKET/SEC TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12056.45 KBYTE/SEC 
TOTAL NUMBER : 9331.25 KBYTE/SEC BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .9645 
TOTAL THROUGH^ OF THE G^NETWORK ！ .7465 AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 11637.50 PACKET/SEC 
BANDWIDTH EFFICI^CY OF THE NODE : 9007.00 PACKET/SEC AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 6028.2250 KBYTE/SEC 
AVERGE NO ACTIVE NODE : 4665.6260 KBYTE/SEC AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEINO DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 0. US 
AVERAGE T H R O W H ^ FOR EAC^A 0卯R ALL NODES : 0. US AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : so.94 US 
AVERAGE PACKET QU^EING U : 31.90 us AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : -418000 PACKETS 
AVERAGE ACCESS DE^V FITO • .154500 PACKETS AVERAGE NO OP PACKET IN NIC FIFO . 
n4 
, NUMBER OF NODES : 4 
NUMBER OF NODES : 4 miimbfu np & m V E NODE ； 4 
NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 4 ^ ^ i L M THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC 
THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC S l L ^ FIFO IN NIC . 1 KBYTES 
SIZE or FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 uS „ 
SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 uS TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 0 US 
PACKCT TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 0 OS LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : 1-000 KBYTE/SEC 
TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : .25� DATKARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 3125.00 KBYTE/SEC 
DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 781.25 KBYTE/SEC P A C K E F ^ W A T ^ T E FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 6032.82 PACKET/SEC 
PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 1508.20 PACKET/SEC CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : . 
NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : 21679016. "" -- poLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE KODE PER SEC : 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC = 94341.50 OFPLKET TRANSMITTED : 23271 ^CKET/SEC 
TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 5988 PACKET/SEC ^ ^ ^ TH^UGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12054.38 KBYTE/SEC 
TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 3101.78 KBYTE/SEC BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : -9644 
BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .2481 ^ AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 5817 75 PACKET/SEC 
AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 1497.00 PACKET/SEC A ^ ^ L THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 3013 ‘59=5 KB^E/SEC 
AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 775.4460 KBYTE/SEC AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 0. US 
AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 0. US AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 145.92 US 
AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL nodes ! 13.46 US AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .704000 PACKETS 
AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .011750 PACKETS 
NUMBER OF NODES : 4 NUMBER OF NODES : 4 NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 4 VNVTIR/SEC 
NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 4 THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/StL. 
THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : X KBYTES 
SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 US 
SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 uS PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 0 US 
PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 0 US TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : 1.250 ，= 
TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : .500 DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : o f PICKIT/SEC 
DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 1562.50 KBYTE/^C PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 7541.02 PACKET/SEC 
PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 3016.41 PACKET/SEC NO QF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : 
NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : 11905038. AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 63334.75 ^OTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 23275 PACKET/SEC 
TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 12044 PACKET/SEC ^OTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12056.45 KBYTE/SEC 
TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 6238 _ 79 KBYTE/SEC BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .9645 � • � 
BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .4991 AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 
AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 3011.00 PACKET/SEC AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 3014.1125 KBYTE/SEC 
AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE MODE : 1559.6980 KBYTE/SEC AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 0 • US 
AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 0. US AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 
AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 28.88 US AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .709000 PACKETS 
AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .057500 PACKETS 
NUMBER OF NODES : 4 
NUMBER OF NODES : 4 NUMBER OF ACTIVE KODE : 4 … 
NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 4 THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC 
THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES 
SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 US . „_ 
SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 uS PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 0 US 
PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 0 US TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES ： 1-500 KBYTE/SEC 
TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : .75� DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : "！ ^ r ^ l ^ ^ E T / S E C 
DATA A ^ I V L BATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 2343.75 KBYTE/SEC ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 9049.23 PACKET/SEC 
PACKET^RIVM, RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : QF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER STC : " " 
NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : 3907 427 AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTI^ NODE PER S K : 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : ^ ^ 3 2 7 5 8 . 2 5 TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TR^MITTED : "274 ^ ^ ^ / S E C 
TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 18016 PACKET/SEC TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12055.93 KBYTE/SEC 
TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : "32.29 KBYTE/SEC BANDWIOTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NE™ORK : .96« 
B^DWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .7466 AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 5318 SO PACTCT/SEC 
AC^GE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 4504.00 PACKCT/STC AVERAGE THROOGHPUt FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 3013.9830 KBYTE/SEC 
A ^ G E THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 2333.0720 KB^E/SEC AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEINO DEIAY ALL NODES: 0. US 
A ^ ^ G E PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 0. US AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 
I Z ^ l ICCE^ DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 60.23 US AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .708750 PACKETS 
AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .200750 PACKETS 
n8 
NUMBER OF NODES : 8 
NUMBER OF NODES ： 8 ！ ^ ^ ^ ^ L ^ ' S O ^ ^ ' O F THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBVTE/SEC 
溫 SEC = 47173.75 ？ O F PACKET TRANSMITTED ： 22267 
AVERAGE W L L ： 5987 PACKCT/SEC TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORX : 120=2.31 KBYTE/SEC 
TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET T ^ M I ^ T U J? KBYTE/SEC ^^INWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .9642 
TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE N E T W O ^ " ^  ？ ^ ^ ^ OF P A C S S SENT BY EACH NODE : 2908.37 PACKET/SEC 
BANDWIDTH E F F I C I ^ " L ^ V I I S ^ O D E - 748.38 PACKET/SEC ^ H ^ O U ^ H ^ ' O R ^ C H ACTIVE NODE : 1506.5382 KBJ^E/SKC 
= 二 二 STv.^^- - - _ 0 U S = 1 以 NIC 咖 ： . 3 « 0 0 0 狄啦S 
AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO = .008U5 画 肪 ^^ »0DES = 8 
MILMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 8 NUMBER OF NODES : 8 THE MAXIMUM THROOGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC 
NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE ： 8 : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC gizE OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES 
THE MAXIMUM THROOGHPOT OF ^ E NETWORK ii^LATION TIME : 1000000.00 uS 
SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC = ^ f ^ f ^ g T^SFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE TOS : � U S 
SIMULATION TIME : TLERFACE BUS : 0 US OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : 1.250 , 
PACKOT TRANSFER TIME OF ，〔 = 二 ^ A A ^ I ^ RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : " " . 1 2 M ^ E / S E C 
TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR = = 二 D^DE • 781-25 KBYTE/SEC P A S E ^ W A L R A T E FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : "70.51 PACKET/SEC 
DATA ARRIVAL RATE : 1508.20 PACKET/SEC N S ^ P S ^ CYCLE EXEOTTED BY THE HUB PER STC : ‘ 
PACKET ARRIVAL RATE F O R ^ C H ^ 二 N G ^ 5772997. ^ ^ G E POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 2"8" ^ ^ 
NO OF POLL CVCLE ^ C U R R O BY ^ E ^ B PER ^ : 31659.75 = NUMBER OF PACKET TRAHSMITTED : " " S 
AVERAGE POLL RECEI^D BY 12047 PACKET/SEC TOTAL THROOGHPOT OF THE NETWORK : « KBYTE/SEC 
TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKCT T ^ M E D . 35 RBYTE/SEC EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : -9645 
TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWOW. - R ^ ^ E „O OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 2909.37 PACKET/SEC 
BAHDWIIM, EFFICIENCY "SOS-SB PACKCT/SEC J ^ G E ^ H ^ FOR E^CH ACTIVE NODE = 1507.0562 KBJ^E/SEC 
AVERGE NO OF = ！ ^ ® A C T m N o L : 780.0432 KBYTE/SEC PACKET QUEOEINO DELATf OVER ALL NODK = 0 . 肪 
AVERAGE THROOGHPOT FOR EACH A C T ^ ： 0. OS AVEHAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 318.36 US 
average PACKET ' ^ . 3 1 U3 J ^ o l NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : PACKTTS 
AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALb Nuu« 0450�0 PACKETS 
AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO . 剛 B 肪 QF NODES : 8 
NUMBER OF NODES : 8 T H ^ ^ I ^ ^ ^ W H ^ “ O F THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC 
NUMBER OF ACTL^ NODE ： 8 NFTOORK : 12500.00 KBVTE/SEC SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES 
THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 US 
SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC = , PACKET TRANSFER TIME OP THE NIC INTERFACE BOS : 0 US 
SIMULATION TIME : lOO^ou.u BUS : 0 US TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : 1.500 
PACKCT TRANSFER TIME ^ ^ ' ^ f 750 S w A A ^ I ^ RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 2343.75 KBYTE/SEC 
TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR 二 二 D g g ^ : U71.88 KBYTE/SEC p^cKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE i <S2«.S1 PACKET/SEC 
DATA ARRIVAL FOR » C H ACTIVB 2262.31 PACKET/SEC NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC •  
PACKET ARRIVAL RATE F O R ^ C H ； ^ ^ ^ : 1581091. AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 2914.75 
NO OF POLL CYCLE ^ NODE PER SEC : 1S374.13 TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 23276 PACKET/SEC 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED B* ^CTIVb « • ^gQig PACKET/SEC TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12056.97 KBYTE/SEC 
TOTAL NUMBER OF . • 9333.32 KBYTE/SEC BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THB NETWORK : .9646 
TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE N E W O ^ .7467 AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 2909.50 PACKET/SEC 
BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETO ^^^^ ^ 2252.25 PACKET/SEC AVERAGE THROOGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE KODE I 1507.1210 KBYTE/SEC 
AVERGE NO OP PACKETS SENT BY ^ ^。加： 1166.6655 KBYTE/SEC AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEINO DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 0. US 
AVERAGE THROOGHPOT FOR EACH A NODES : 0. US AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 318.45 US 
AVERAGE PACKET Q"EUEING DE^* " PJ-G , 106.20 US AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO I .853750 PACKETS 
AVERAGE ACCESS DEHM ^ .192750 PACKETS 
AVERAGE NO or PACKET IN NIC FIFO • 
nl6 
NUMBER OF NODES : 16 NUMBER OF NODES : 16 
NUMBER OF ACTIVE "NODE : 16 ！ T O M U G H P U T ' OF"HE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC 
THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC THE MAXIMUM THROUOHFUI UT 
CTTT NIR PTPO TN MTF . 1 KBYTES； SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 ^BYTBB 
SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC • 1 KBlfTliS cTMtlT ATTOM TIME : 1000000.00 US 
SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 uS PA^CT T ^ S F E R TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 0 US 
PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 0 US ROT^ O F ^ LOWJ^TIO FOR ALL NODES : 1.000 
TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : .250 N K L ^ I P O T V A L ^ E FOR EACH ^ I V E NODE : 781.25 KBYTE/SEC 
DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 195.31 KBYTE/SEC P A C K E ^ ^ A T ^ T R F O F ^ C H ACTIVE NODE : 1508.20 PACKET/SEC 
PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 377.05 PACKET/SEC ！« o f p ^ T H E HUB PER SEC : 1550. 
NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : 5384571 A ^ ^ G ^ P O L ^ R E C E I ^ ^ F A C ^ L " NODE PER SEC : "84.31 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 23587.44 ？OT^ L^BER OF PACKCT TRANSMITTED : 23255 PACKET/SEC 
TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 5987 PACKET/SEC ^ ^ ^ ？ ^ O u L ^ T O F ^ E ^ O R K : 12046.09 KBYTE/SEC 
TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 3101.27 KBYTE/SEC B ^ I O T ^ F F I C I E N C Y OF THE NETWORK : .9637 
BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .2481 AV^GE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 1453.44 PACKET/SEC 
AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 374.19 PACKET/SEC a ^ ^ G E THROTGHPOT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 752.8806 KBYTE/SEC 
AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 193.8291 KBYTE/SEC S F O ^ E I ^ DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 0. US 
AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 0 • US ^VE^QE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 642.47 US 
AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 32.89 OS 二如 OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : -398563 PACKETS 
AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .005687 PACKETS AVtKAoe. u 
NUMBER OF NODES : 16 NUMBER OF NODES ： 16 NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 16 — 
NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 16 „„ THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC 
THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC IN NIC : 1 KBYTES 
SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 uS 
SIMUIATION TIME : 1000000.00 US PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BOS : 0 US 
PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 0 US ^OTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : 1.250 ^ 
TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : .500 ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 976.56 KBYTE/SEC 
DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : , PACKEH^IVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 1885.26 PACKET/SEC 
PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : "4.10 PACKET/SEC NO O F P ^ CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : 
NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : 2818710. AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 1460.12 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 15831.31 -Q-AL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 23274 PACKET/SEC 
TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 12046 PACKET/SEC ^OTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12055.93 KBYTE/SEC 
TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 5239.83 KBYTE/SEC BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .9645 
BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .4992 AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 1454.63 PACKET/SEC 
AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : . 87 PACKET/SEC AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 753.4957 KB^E/SEC 
AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 389.9893 KBYTE/SEC AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 0. US 
AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 0. OS AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 660.37 OS 
AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : "74.95 US AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .924933 PACKETS 
AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .043000 PACKETS 
NUMBER OF NODES t 16 
NUMBER OF NODES : 16 NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 16 
NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 16 THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEX： 
THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC GIZG QF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES 
SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 uS 
SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 uS PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 0 US 
PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 0 US ^OTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : 1.500 
TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : .75� ，。^^  KBYTE/SEC DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : .R^RKET/SEC 
DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 585 94 KB^E/SEC pACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 2262.31 PACKET/SEC 
PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : “®®" „ 
NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 1458.50 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 23275 P A I^/S E C 
TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 18017 PACKET/SEC TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12056.45 KBYTE/SEC 
TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 9332 .81 KBYTE/SEC BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .9645 
BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETOORK : .7466 AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : PACKCT/SK 
AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : "26.06 PAC^/SEC AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 753.52” KB二E/SEC 
AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 583.3004 KBYTE/SEC AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES : � . 
AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 0. US AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : SSI. 4 2 US 
AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 193.63 US AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .926438 PACKETS 
AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .194625 PACKETS 
n32 咖 M 
NUMBER OF NODES : 32 I R I X ^ L ^ ^ O ^ H ^ P ^ R ' O F ' T H E K ^ R K : 12500.00 KBVTK/SEC 
NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE ： 32 . GG GG KBYTE/SEC SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES 
二 I 二 。 = ” . 二 ；XH. 二 二 — ： ： 0 CS 
S A L OFFER LOAD KATIO FOR ； ^ ； -"O ^^ ^^ KBYTE/SEC P A S ^ X V A L RATB FOR E A ™ A C T I ^ K O ^ . "4.X0 PACKET/SEC 
DATA ARRIVAL rate FOR ^ C H A C T ^ ^ O D E ^ 188.53 PACKET/SEC 如 OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED M TOE P ^ STC • 75-,. 41 
PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH NODE . 2689636. AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE W D E PER SEC . 
NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE TOB PER SEC • U797.19 ？ ^ ^ NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : "231 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY A C T I ^ ^ D E PER S E ^ p^^KCT/SEC ？^AL THROUGHPUT OF THE N E T W ^ ： 12033.66 KBYTE/SEC 
TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKCT T ^ M m E D . KBYTE/SEC BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY 725.97 PACKCT/SEC 
TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE N ^ O ^ ^ . 2479 AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE . KBYTE/SEC 
BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY 0 二 N 二 加 1B6.91 PACKET/SEC AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ^ ^ " ^ ^ O D E S • 0. US 
AVERGE KO OF PACKETS S E ^ ^ F • 96.8174 KBYTE/SEC AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DE^Y NO^G • 
AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH A C T I ^ " R , „;R,ES • 0 . US AVERAGB ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 
AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DE^Y O ^ J ^ ^ 如 啦 • ^^ 二 郎 NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO ： . S O S M PACKETS 
AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY ^ ^ f ^ T ^ ^ g D E S . PACKETS „ 
AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO . DUMBER OF NODES : 32 
• 丽 卿 or KOOES ： 32 : i « o o . o o KBrrH/SKC 
NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE = 32 „ETWORK . 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC ： ^ 
THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE N^ORK . SIMULATION TIME : I^ERFACE BOS : 。US 
SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE ^IC I ^ ^ A C E BUS. 
llZlriOU TIME : 1000000^00 u ^ BUS : 0 US TS^M, offer LOAD R A T I O F ^ 488.28 KBVTE/SEC 
PACKET TRANSFER TIME " E NIC LOTERFAC OATA ARRIVAL WV^B FOR ^ A C T ^ ^ O D E ^ 942.63 PACKET/SEC 
TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL ^DES . 195.31 KBYTE/SEC PACKET ARRIVAL RATS FOR ^ C T 二 二 • 752. * 
DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH A C T ^ NODE . 377.05 PACKET/SEC NO OF POU, "^LE E ^ ^ BY TOK^【孟 ： 733.91 
PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR ^ C H ^ ^ ^ ^ SEC : 1392466. AVERAGE POLI, ： 33268 PACKET/SKC 
NO OF POLL CYCLE P L SEC : 7917.87 TOTAL NUMBER OF 12052.82 KBYTE/SEC 
AVERAGB POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PACKET/SEC TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE N E T W O R ^ or : 6238°" V^TH/SEC ；IDTH EFFIC^  ^L I^v^SS^ODe' 737.13 PACKCT/SEC 
TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETOO^- AVERGE NO OF P A C K E T S SHOT B Y ^ O T NOTE 376.6SO8 KBYTE/SEC 
BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCV OP " ^ H O D E 376.34 PACKET/SEC AVERAGE THROUGHPOT ^ R EACT A C T ^ Q. US 
AVERGE MO OF PACKETS S E ^ F ^ C H NODE 194.9461 KBYTE/SEC AVERAGE PACKET = ， 1^0.89 OS 
AVERAGE t h r o u g h ^ FOR E A C ^ A C T ^ AULNODES = 0. OS AVERAGE AKESS ^ F ‘ 958063 PACKCTS 
AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DE^y . 122.79 US AVERAGE NO OP PACKET IN NIC Fllru 
AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY O^f J J ^ ^ D E S . PACKETS 
AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO • NUMBER OF NODES : 32 
麵 O. .  3. : KB 而 SKC 
二 : -00.00 KB.-.C S i 二 = • ； ^  BUS : 0 US 
CT7P OF FIFO IN NIC ： 1 KBYTES* PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTBRTAUE OVO rX^ lTIO^ IME : 1000000^00 uS OUS ；S^ OF 咖 U^AD RATIorOR ；^ NOD^ ：^ 5,5.94 KBYTE/SBX： 
PACKET TRANSFER TIME J F ^ ^ ^ ^ . O S E I T .750 DATA ARRIVAL BATE ^^^ F ™ G . 1131.15 PACKET/SEC 
TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR = � 2 9 2 . 9 7 KBYTE/SEC PACKET ARRIVAL ^ ^ ^ B PCT SEC : 742. 
D M A ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH A C T ^ NUUT . 565.58 PACKET/SEC NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PTO S ^ • 
PACKET^IVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTI^ NODE . 2834X0. AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE ^ D E PER SEC : 
NO ORPOLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB ^！" ^  4097.97 TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : P ^ ^ / S T C 
S a 二 。 � 二 二 � j i H r / 二 . 丨 丨 細 狐 二 二 二 。 二 F 巧 赃 
AVERAGE PACKET QUEOEINO DE^Y O^R ALL NODE US AVERAGB NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .361688 PACKETS 
AVERAGE ACCESS DEI^ ？ ^ ' ^ I F O F . .19059* PACKETS 
AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC Flfu 
i 
n64 
NUHBER OF NODES : 64 % M I L = 64 
NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 64 ！ ? ^ ^ I L M THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC 
THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC C T 7 P ^ « F 0 IN NIC • 1 KBYTES 
SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : I KBYTES S I ^ T I O N TIME : 1000000.00 uS „ 
SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 uS PACKCT T ^ S F E R TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BOS : 0 US 
PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 0 OS ^OTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : 1.000 
TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : .250 DATA A ^ I ^ W T E FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 135.31 KBYTE/SEC 
DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 48.83 KBYTE/SEC S ^ S F ^ G I ^ ^ T R ^ O R E A C H ACTIVE NODE : 377.05 PACKET/SEC 
PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 94.26 PACKET/SEC NO OF POU^ CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : " ^  
NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : "43074. "" POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : , 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 5897.31 TOT^ LMBER OFPACKET TRANSMITTED : 23183 PACKET/SEC 
TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 5985 PACKET/SEC TTOOUGHPOT OF THE NETWORK : 12008.79 KBYTE/SEC 
TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 3100.23 KBYTE/SEC L^DWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .9607 ， 
BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .2480 AVEME NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 362.23 "CKET/SEC 
AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 93.52 PACKET/SEC S L THROUGH^ FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 107.63:4 KBYTE/SEC 
AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 48.4411 KBYTE/SEC PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 0. OS 
AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 0. US AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 2432.80 US 
AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 104.50 OS AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .873922 PACKETS 
AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .007812 PACKETS 
NUMBER OF NODES : 64 
NUMBER OF NODES : 64 NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 64 „„ vovTP/<!Pe 
NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 64 THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SET 
THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT- OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC GJ^E OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES 
SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 US 
SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 US PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 0 US 
PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 0 US ^OTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : 1.250 
TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : .500 DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : ^ 4 4.14 ^ ^ E / S E C 
DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 97.66 KBYTE/SEC PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 471.31 PACKET/SEC 
PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE MODE : 188.53 PACKET/SEC 如 QF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : 378 
NO OF POOL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : 6 9 0 8 3 6 A V E R A G E POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 368.48 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 3958.50 ^^AL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 23263 PACKET/SEC 
TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 12044 PACKET/SEC ^OTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12050.23 KBYTE/SEC 
TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 6238.79 KBYTE/SEC BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .9640 
BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .4991 AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 363 . J 巧【厂二巧广它它� 
AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 188.19 PACKET/SEC AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 188.2849 KB^E/SEC 
AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 97.4811 KBYTE/SEC AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 0. US 
AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 0 • US AVERAGE ACCESS DEIJVY OVER ALL NODES : 2691.51 US 
AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 211.21 US AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .970953 PACKETS 
AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .035969 PACKETS 
NUMBER OF NODES : 64 ‘ 
NUMBER OF NODES : 64 NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 64 … 汽 
NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 64 � THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC 
THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES 
SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 US 
SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 uS PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 0 US 
PACKET TRANSFEH TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 0 "S TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : 1.500 ；,„VTF/SEC 
TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : .75� ^YTP/SEC DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : " 2 97 K B ^ E ^ C 
DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE UODE : 565.58 PACKET/SEC 
PACKEVW«IVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 282 ;^:CKET/SEC 如 OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : 
NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED B* THE HUB PER SEC ： , AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : J , " " " 
AVEWORPOLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 2051.42 NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 23270 PA^CT/SEC 
T O T ^ ^ B E R OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 18004 PACKET/SEC TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12053.86 KBYTE/SEC 
TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 1126.01 KBYTE/SEC BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE "ETOORK : .9643 -.^KET/SEC 
NAMNWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .7461 AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 363.59 PACKCT/STC 
S E ^ O O ^ P A C ^ S SENT BY EACH NODE : 281.31 PACKET/SEC THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 188-3416 KB^E/SEC 
A ^ G E ?HROU^Hpl^ FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 145.7199 KB 二 E/SEC AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES: 0. US 
S G E PACKET QOEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES: � . AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER NODES : 2706_04 US 
AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 635.91 US AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .976531 PACKETS 
AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : . PACKETS 
,, - “••• CE — - • “ • 
nl28 
NUMBER OF NODES : 128 
NUMBER OF NODES : 128 l ^ ^ ^ L ^ ^ S u G H ^ ' o ^ T O E NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC 
NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 128 . 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES 
THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE ^ O R K . lijonATIOM TIME : 1000000.00 uS 
SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BOS : 0 US 
SIMULATION TIME : tOTERFACE BOS : � U S TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR AU, NODES ： 1-000 KBYTE/SEC 
PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTROFACE BUS, N ^ ^ AMIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : " . 6 6 TOTL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ^^ DES = .250 “ KBYTE/SEC PaSe^ ^^ AT^ TE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 188.53 PACKTT/SEC 
DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH A C T ^ NODE^ 47.13 PACKCT/SEC W ^ F P O L L CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB P ^ ^ ： " 3 
PACKET ARRIVAL RATE F O R ^ C H SEC : 670677. ^ G E POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE UODZ PER STC : " " 
NO OF POLL CYCLE ^ Y TOE HOB ？E : 2948.98 TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TR^MITTED : "085 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACT I ^ ^NODE PACKET/SEC TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE N E T W O ^ J " ! ® " 四 饥 " E C 
TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET T R ^ M E D . KBYTE/SEC BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETOORK : -9566 „ _ _ . _ „ 
TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWO ^： 2479 ^ G E MO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE ： 180.35 P A ^ ^ T C 
BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE .2479 PACKET/SEC A ^ Q B THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : " . 4 2 2 1 KBgE/SEC 
AVERGE NO OF PACKETS S ^ T BV E A « NODE 24.2125 KBYTE/SEC AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEINO DELAY US 
AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH A C T ^ ALLNODES : 0. OS AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : «67 35 "S 
AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DEWY ALL 卵卩 ^^ AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : ."1742 PACKETS 
AVERAGE ACCESS DEIM O W R ^ L NODES . PACKETS 
AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO - NUMBER OF NODES ； 128 
‘ _ H R OF NODES : 128 ； T 二 。 二 二 E HKTWOKK : 1^00 .00 KBVTE/SEC 
？ 口 N ^ O a K ： 12500.00 KBV../SKC f 二 ！ 二 二 ， 。 肪 
二 s e e - • 
TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKCT T ^ ^ E D • 33 KBYTE/SEC BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY C L T L ^ ^ D E 181 SB PACKIT/SEC 
TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACT NOTE . " L ， “ 
BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF "^""^ODE 94.11 PACKCT/SEC AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR = „ . Q US 
AVERGE NO OF PACKETS S E ^ ^ F ： 48.7487 KBYTE/SEC AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEINO DEWY ^ J ^ ^ 06 US 
AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE • : 0. US AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER WDES : 5323.06 US 
AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DEWY ^ E R ALL US AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IM NIC FIFO . .965234 PACKETS 
AVERAGE ACCESS DEIAY OVER ALL MODES . 033930 PACKETS 
AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIF" • NUMBER OF NODES : 128 
卿四 OP 賺S : 128 二LTtTOOTP^:��冊 _狀：1250.0  KB饥/孤 
S I I E ^ ^ O IN NIC : J; KBY^S , TRANSFER TIMB OF THE NIC INTERFAX BOS : 0 OS 
ii^LATION TIME : "ntERFACE BUS = � U S TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR A I ^ ^ D K : 1.50� 
PACKET TRANSFER TIME o f 二 C ^S^RFA DATA ARHIVAL RATE FOR EACH '^CT^ NODE : I F L L C ^ S E C 
；OTAL OFFER U)AD RATIO FOR A ^ NODES . 73.24 KBYTE/SEC PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 282.79 PACKET/SEC 
DWRARRIVAU RATE FOR EACH ACTWE NODE . 141.39 PACKET/SEC 如 OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC ! 190 
PACKCT ^ I V A L RATE FOR EACH A^IVE NODE . 63138. A ^ G E POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SBC : 18«.98 
NS O ^ P S ^ C^C^^ executed M the hub per sec . 1027.44 ^ ^ NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 23258 P A ^ / S ^ 
A V E ^ E POLL RECEIVED ACTIVE NODE I„93 PACKET/SEC TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12047.64 KBYTE/SEC 
TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET T R ^M I ^E D . 3, KBYTE/SEC BANDWIOTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : -9638 
？^aL THROUGHPUT OF THE N E W O W ： y AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 181.70 PACKCT/STC 
I^SwiDTH EFFICIENCY OF ^HE N ^ O R K . pACKET/SEC AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 9*.1222 RB^E/SEC 
！O^^E NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE . 73.8154 KBYTE/SEC AVERAGE PACKET QOEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 0. US 
JveS^E THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE^ : � us AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES = 5397 02 US 
A^RAGE PACKET QUEUEING DE^Y ALL NO ^ ^^ YG AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .979328 PACKETS 
AVERAGE ACCESS DEI^V f & 二 D ” • PACKETS AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO 
f l 
NUMBER OF NODES : 64 - NUMBER OF NODES ： 64 
NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 4 ™ E NETWORK = 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC 
THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF 
SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC = ^  . 
SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 uS SIMULATION TIME : lOOOOOO"®" BOS . 0 US 
PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : � U S PACKET TRANSFER ^IME OF THE NIC LOTERFACE BOS 
TOTAL OFFER LO^D RATIO FOR ALL NODES : .250 ACTIV^NODE 3125.00 KBYTE/SEC 
DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 781.25 KBYTE/SEC 二二二 = 二�O^F二 -。-^；^，^口^它： 6032.82 PACKET/SEC 
PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 1508.20 PACKET/SEC PACKET ARRIVAL ^ T E FOR » C H ACTI^ NUU . 5332. 
NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : 1367896. NO OF POLL "CLE EXEOTTED BY TOE HOB PER SEC : 二 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 14098.25 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^^I^V^^NOOF PE^ SEC = 23.00 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY INACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 5350.00 TO T^ L ^ R O O F ^R I J^ S^^D : 23194 PACKET/SEC 
TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 5987 PACKET/SEC 二 = ！^O^HPOT S F ^ H E ^ O ^ ： 12014.49 KBYTE/SEC 
TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 3101.27 KBYTE/SEC ^ I ^ H EFFL^E^CY OF ？^NETWORK : .9612 
BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .2481 ？ o r p A c ^ T S S L T BY EACH NODE i 5798.SO PACKET/SEC 
AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 1496.75 PACKET/SEC T^PARP ^HRLGHPOT F O R ^ C R A C T I ^ NODE : 3003.6230 KBYTE/SEC 
AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 775.3165 KBVTE/SEC Q ^ E ^ N G ^ ^ Y ALL NODES : 0. US 
AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 0. US ^ C C ^ DE^Y O ^ R ALL NODES : 146.79 US 
AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 77.01 US = 二二^  NO OF P A C ^ FIFO : .706750 PACKETS 
AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .084750 PACKETS AVERAC^E NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO 
NUMBER or NODES : 64 G 二 f ^ N o S : 4 
NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 4 _„„ MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC 
THE MAXIHUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC IN NIC 1 KB^ES 
SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC ： 1 KBYTES "^IIT I O N ^ i L = ' 1000000.00 uS 
SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 uS PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 0 US 
PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : � U S T O T A ^ O F ^ L O L ^ ^ I O FOR ALL KODES : 1.250 
TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : .500 DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 3906.25 KBYTE/SEC 
DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 1562.50 KBYTE/SEC � ^ ^ g NODE : 7541.02 PACKET/SEC 
PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 3016 =H=，CKET/SEC ： 工 二 HUB PER SEC : 5803. 
NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : " " 6 6 ^ ^ ^ G E POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 5800.75 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : I ^ M G E POLL RECEIVED BY INACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 29.00 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY INACTIVE NODE PER SEC : TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 23197 PACKET/SEC 
TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 12044 PACKET/SEC THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12016.05 KBYTE/SEC 
TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 6238.79 KBYTE/SEC BANWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .9613 � 
BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .4991 AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 5799.25 PACKET/SEC 
AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SEKT BY EACH NODE : ^OLL 00 PACKET/SEC AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 3004.0115 KBYTE/SEC 
AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 1559.6980 KBYTE/SEC AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 0. US 
AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 0. OS AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 147.44 US 
AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 82^6 AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .710250 PACKETS 
AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : -184000 PACKETS 拟 
NUMBER OF NODES : 64 
NUMBER OF MODES : 64 NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 4 
NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 4 „„ THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC 
THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC GIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES 
SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 US 
SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 uS PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 0 US 
PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 0 US TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : 1.500 
TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : .750 ^^ DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 4687.50 KBYTE/SEC 
DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 2343 .75 KB^E/SEC PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 9049.23 PACKET/SEC 
PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : ^ NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : 5803. 
NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : 314878. AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 5800.75 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : NO AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY INACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 29.00 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY INACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 1236.08 ^OTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 23197 PACKET/SEC 
TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 18016 PACKET/SEC ^OTAL THROUGHPOT OF THE NETWORK : 12016.05 KBYTE/SEC 
TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 9332.29 KBYTE/SEC BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .9613 
BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .7466 一 ， … AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 5799.25 PACKET/SEC 
AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 4504.00 PACKCT/STC AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE 3004.0115 KBYTE/SEC 
AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 2333.0720 KB^E/IFCT. AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 0. OS 
AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 0. US AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 147.44 US 
AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 88.96 US AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .710250 PACKETS 
AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .306000 PACKETS 
— — ~ 一 
f 4 
NUMBER OF NODES : 64 
™ 11 = • 4 ？ ; ; F S X I L S ' S U ^ H ^ ' O F RAE N 咖 R X : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC 
RT^TION'?IME : 100 OOO^FUS P A ^ TIME OF THE SIC INTERFACE BUS : � U S 
'P^S^THLS^HK TIME 0° THE N X C ^ C E B U S ： � U S ^ " R ^ . ' O ' E I C S ^ C ^ X ™ " 3X25.00 KB.TH/SHC 
TOTAI, OFFER IX^ AD H A T I O F ^ S I R ; ‘ • 781.25 KBYTE/SEC L L ^ ^ ^ ^ Z A ROF^：^^^!^ NODE : 6032.82 PACXET/SEC 
DATA ARRIVAL FOR ^ C T A C T ^ ^ O D E ^ 1508.20 PACKET/SEC N S ^ P O S ^ L E EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : 5832 
PACKET ARRIVAL ^ T E ^ ^ C H SEC : 1369105. RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 5812 00 
NO OF POLL CYCLE PER SEC : 14023.75 AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY INACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 29.00 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SbL . 5355.00 J C J； ^ ^ , ^ ™ ^ PACKET TRANSMITTED : 23194 PACKET/SEC 
AVEHAGE POLL R E C E I ^ B Y I N A C T ^ N O D E 卿 ^EC ^ ^ ^ ^^^^^ ^ ^ ！ ^ ^ H P ^ ' S F ^ E ^ ^ ： "014.49 KBYTE/SEC 
TOTAL NUMBER OF P^CKCT T ^ M M E D . = KBYTE/SEC I ^ I S S WFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK ： .9612 
TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE N E T W O ^ ^ ？ O F PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 5798.50 PACKET/SEC 
BANDWir/TH EFFICIErKnr 1496.75 PACKET/SEC A ^ G E ^ L G H ^ F O R ^ C H ACTIVE NODE : 3003.6230 KBYTE/SEC 
； r 二 如 〜 . 3 . 3 . S . . . S K C 溫 ^ STHS 贴卿 “ US 亂，，卯 
= S 二 J - ^ O "P^CK^S = - - P 咖 X . 咖 咖 ： 狄 C K K X S 
AVERAGE NO OF PACKITT IN NIC FIFO : .09950 脚四 OF NODES 遍 
NUMBER OF NODES ： 64 ^ ^ ^ I ^ ^ T H ^ G H P U T ' O F THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC 
NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 4 : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : « KBYTES 
THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 US 
SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC = „ < ；A^CT TRANSFER TIME OF THK NIC INTERFACE 二S : 0 US 
SIMULATION TIME : "00000 00 � U S ^ ^ OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL MODES : 1.250 
PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF ^"''^SOO S^TA A ^ V A L RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 3906 25 TO^STC 
TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR 二了二^DE • 1562.50 KBYTE/SEC PACLHRRIVAL RATS FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 7541.02 PACKET/SEC . 
DATA ARRIVAL RATE G J L G V F : ； ： : 3016.41 PACKET/SEC LO " ^ ^ CYCLE EXEOTTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : " 0 3 
PACKET ARRIVAL RATE F O R G O T I：^ M B PER SEC : 798206. J ^ G E POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : ^800 75 
NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED B Y ^ J W B PER « . 16460.50 = = = pOLL RECEIVED BY INACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 29.00 
AVERAGE POLL R E C E I ^ BY : 3124.95 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^PACKET TRANSMITTED : 
AVERAGE POLL R E C E I V E BY I N A C T ^ NOD ^^^^^ pACKCT/SEC TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : "016.05 KBYTE/SEC 
TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKCT T ^ M ^ T " 6238.79 KBYTE/SEC BANDWIOTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETMORK : .961^ 
TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE . 4991 NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 5799.25 PACKBT/SEC 
BANDWI咖 EFFICIENCY 011.00 PACICCT/SEC A ^ E ^ O U ^ H P U T FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 则 4 . � 5 
AVERGE NO OF P'^^KCTS S E ^ B Y ^ C ^ N O D E 1559.6980 KBYTE/SEC A ^ E PACKET QUEUEING DEIAV OVER AU, NODK : OS 
AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTI^ NODES : 25.31 US AVERAGE ACCESS DELA* OVER ALL NODES : 1”.<0 US 
AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DE^Y ALI^  85.12 OS ^ OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : 3.710000 PACKETS 
AVERAGE ACCESS D ^ "I^FIFO : • .268000 PACKETS 
AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO ^ODES : 64 
NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE ! 4 
NUMBER OF NODES : 64 逸 ^HE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC 
NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE = ；' NETWORK : 12500.00 KBIRRE/SEC SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 4 KBYTES 
THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NBWOK SIMULATION TIME ！ 1000000.00 uS 
SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC ： QQ ^G PACKET TRANSFER TIMB OF THE NIC INTERFACE BOS : 0 US 
SIMULATION TIME : INTERFACE BUS : � U S TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : 1.500 
PACKET TRANSFER ^IME OF THE NIC I^ERF 力 $� 队TA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODS , "87.50 KBYTE/SEC 
TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ^ "" Qpg , 2343.75 KBYTE/SEC pACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODK : 9049.23 PACKET/SEC 
DATA ARRIVAL RATE „"CTIVE NODE : 4524.61 PACKET/SEC 如 OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : 5803. 
PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR^^CH « P^R SEC : 319072. AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 5800.75 
NO OF POLL CYCLE E X E C U T E D ^ ^ ^ O E PER SEC : 13963.25 AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY INACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 29.00 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ^QOG PER SEC : 1253.00 TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 23X97 PACKET/SEC 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED . 18016 PACKET/SEC TOTAL THROOGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12016.05 KBYTE/SEC 
TOTAL NUMBER OP . 9332.29 KBYTE/SEC BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .9613 
TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE • .746$ AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 5799.25 PACKET/SEC 
BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY NODE : 4504.00 PACKET/SEC AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVB NODE : 3004.0115 KBYTE/SEC 
AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT B Y ^ 如邱： 2333.0720 KBYTE/SEC AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 491.97 US 
AVERAGE THROUGHPOT FOR EACH ^ ^^^ NQDES : 72.18 OS AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 112. TO OS 
AVERAGE PACKET DE^Y ^QQCS : 99.10 US AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO ！ 3.710250 PACKETS 
AVERAGE ACCESS D ^ SIR FIFO • .669250 PACKETS 
AVERAOE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO • 
f8 
NUMBER OF NODES : 64 一 NUMBER OF NODES : 64 
NUMBER OF ACTIVE MODE : 4 -. ！ ? T H ^ U G H P O T ' O F THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC 
THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC ™ E MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OT 
SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 8 KBYTES SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC = „ 
SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 uS ilME OfZbVxC I^ERTACE BUS : 0 US 
PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 0 US PACKET TH^SFER TIME OF THE NIL. . 
TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES = .250 J i ^ f E I C H ^ T I ^ NODE 3125.00 KBYTE/SEC 
DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 781.25 KBYTE/SEC 厂 = F ^ 。 工 6032.B2 PACKET/SEC 
PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 1508.20 PACKET/SEC MN^'OF P ^ C ^ U F ^ E C O T E ^ B Y T H ^ T O B PER SEC : 5832. 
NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : 1369105. i ^ p I r r P O L r R E L ^ r o ^ f ACTI^ NODE PER SEC : 5812.00 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 14023.75 巧 ^OLL RECEIVED BY ^CTI^^O GGC ： 29.00 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY INACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 5355.00 T ^ L^BER OFPACKET ^TJJ^SMITTED : 23194 PACKET/SEC 
TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED . 5987 PACKET/SEC ^ ^ ^ I^OULPOT S F T O E T T W O ^ : 12014.49 KBYTE/SEC 
TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 3101.27 KBYTE/SEC ^ ^ I D T H EFFI^E^YOF T ^ N ^ O R K : .9612 
BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .2481 ™ QP P^R^TS SQJT BY EACH NODE : 5798.50 PACKET/SEC 
AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 1496.75 PACKET/SEC t^narP THRLcHPOT F O R ^ C H ACTIVE NODE : 3003.6230 KBYTE/SEC 
AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 775.3165 KBYTE/SEC PACK^ Q ^ E ^ N G ^ E L Y " ^ ^ NODES : 1141.71 OS 
AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 7.61 US ^CCEII DE^Y O V E R ^ L NODES : 171.64 US 
AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 80.77 US 5二二芸 N ^ O F P A C ^ ITNIC FIFO : 7.477500 PACKETS 
AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .099500 PACKETS AVERAGE NO OF 
, … ,. NUMBER OF NODES : 64 
NUMBER OF NODES : 64 NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE . 4 
NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 4 „„„ MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC 
THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC C I L ^ ^ O I H L C 8 KBYTES 
SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC ： 8 KBYTES SIOTLATION TIME = ' 1000000.00 uS 
SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 US ^ , � PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 0 US 
PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 0 US T O T ^ O F ^ LOMJ RATIO FOR ALL NODES : 1.250 
TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : .500 „�VTP/CC<- DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 3906.25 KBYTE/SEC 
DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 二 PACKEHRRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 7541.02 PACKET/SEC 
PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 3016.41 PACKET/SEC NO OF P ^ CYCLrEXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : 5803. 
NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : ^98206 AVEBAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 5800.75 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BV ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : ‘ AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY INACTIVE NODE PER SEC : . 29.00 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY INACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 3124.95 NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 23197 PACKET/SEC 
TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 12044 PACKET/SEC ^OTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12016.05 KBYTE/SEC 
TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 6238.79 KBYTE/SEC BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .9613 
BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .4991 AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 5799.25 PACKET/SEC 
AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 3011.00 PACKCT/SK AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 3004.0115 KBYTE/SEC 
AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 1559.6980 KB^E/SEC ^VERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 1179.64 US 
AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 25.54 US AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 172.40 US 
AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 89.12 US AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : 7.704750 PACKETS 
AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : -269000 PACKETS 
NUMBER OF NODES : 64 
NUMBER OF NODES : 64 NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 4 
NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 4 „„ THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC 
THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 8 KBYTES 
SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 8 KBYTES SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 uS 
SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 uS PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 0 US 
PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BOS : 0 US TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : 1.500 
TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : .750 ，= DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 4687.50 KBYTE/SEC 
DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 二^？。… PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 9049.23 PACKET/SEC 
PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : ；：：„„ NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : 5803. 
NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : 319072 AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 5800.75 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY INACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 29.00 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY INACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 1253. UU TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 23197 PACKET/SEC 
TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 18016 PACKET/SEC TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12016.05 KBYTE/SEC 
TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 9332.29 KBYTE/SEC BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .9613 
BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .7466 … … AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 5799.25 PACKET/SEC 
AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 4504.00 P^^KCT/STC AVERAGE THROOGHPOT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 3004.0115 KBYTE/SEC 
AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 2333.0720 KBCTE/SEC AVERAGE PACKET QOEUEINQ DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 1180.38 US 
AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 82.4 4 US AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 172.40 US 
AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 99.10 US — AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : 7.709000 PACKETS 




t n 4 
NUMBER OF NODES • 64 I NUMBER OF NODES : 64 
NUMBER OF ACTIVE" NODE : 4 I ？ T O E NE1V0RK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC 
THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC THE MAXIMUM THROUOHIRU UR 仰打它^ 
SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES T I ^ • ' 1000000.00 US , 
SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 uS PA^CT ^ ^ S F r o TIME O^THE NIC INTERFACE BUS = 150 US 
PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 0 US J ™ f nVn PITTO FOR ALL NODES : 1.000 ” 
TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : 1.000 n ^ I f ^ p P t v L ^ E ^ O R EICH ^ T I ^ NODE : 3125.00 KBWE/SEC 
DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 3125.00 KBYTE/SEC " ^ ^ v J ^ n a ^ ^ r n L E F O r ^ C H ACTIVE NODE : 6032.82 PACKET/SEC 
PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 6032.82 PACKET/SEC NO o f P ^ L C^Lr^ECUTED BY THE HOB PER SEC ： 
NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : 5832. ivrpar^POLL R E C E ^ D BY ACTIVE KODE PER SEC : 20795^25 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BV ACTIVE NODE PER SEC = 5812 00 二 l ^ l ^ l BY INACTIVE NODE PER SEC ： «3.00 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY INACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 29.00 丨 二 ； ^ 二 T R A N S M I T T E D ： PAC^/SEC 
TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 23194 PACKET/SEC 丨 ；^二。？^OTOHPOT OF THE NETWORK : 9931.1�KBYTE/SEC 
TOTAI, THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12014.49 KBYTE/SEC ； B^^WI^H EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK ： ."45 PACKCT/SEC 
BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .9612 | AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE ： ^^“：?® ^„E/SEC 
AVERGE MO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 5798.50 PACKET/SEC ‘ A ^ ^ G E THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 2482.7740 
AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 3003.6230 KBYTE/SEC ： AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES "" 
AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 0. US AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : US 
AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 146.79 US MEL^AGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .040750 PACKETS 
AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .706750 PACKETS | 
； NUMBER OF NODES : 64 
NUMBER OF NODES : 64 NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 4 _,„�„• I，•；00 KBYTE/SEC 
number OF ACTIVE NODE : 4 1 THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 r ^ t i c ' 
THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE HETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC gj^E OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES 
SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 uS 
SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 US PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS - 2UU US 
PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 50 US , TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : 1-000 KBYTE/SEC 
TOTAL OETER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : 1.000 , ^ 丨 DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : ！ P A C K E T / S E C 
DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 3125 00 KBYTE/SEC P^CKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 
PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 6032.82 PACKET/SEC 如 OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : 
NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : 5834 AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : ^^ \C->\ QO 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 5813 50 AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY INACTIVE NODE ^ ^ = .-„™ 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY INACTIVE NODE PER SEC: " . 0 0 TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 12138 P^^ET/SEC 
TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 23194 PACKET/SEC 丨 ^OTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 6287.48 KBYTE/STL. 
TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE HETWORK : 12014.49 KBYTE/SEC J BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : -5030 
BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .9612 ！ AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE ： ^034 二 P 二 � � G G 
AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : ^798 50- PACKCT/SEC AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 1 5 7 1 . K B Y T E / S E C 
AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 3003.6230 KBYTE/SEC | AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES: 0. US 
AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES: � . US AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : '8.83 US 
AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 96 88 US AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .240250 PACKETS 
AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .419250 PACKETS 
NUMBER OF NODES : 64 
NUMBER OF NODES ： 64 NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : < „„ KBYTE/SEC 
NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 4 .. V=YTP/SEC THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE KETWORK ： 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC 
THE MAXIMUM throughput OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC gj^j. QF FIFO IN KIC : 1 KBYTES 
SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES 1 SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 uS „-
SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 uS „ „, 1 PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 250 US 
PACKCT TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : • 70 US TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : X-OOO KBYTE/SEC 
TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : 1.000 DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : "GN；^ S F W C ^ ^ E C 
DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE ： , P^CKCT^EC PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : "；^LSF 
PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 6032.82 PACKET/SEC ^ QF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : ^ 
NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : "02 ^ ^ G E POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : "603 50 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 5830_50 = 扣 L L RECEIVED BY INACTIVE NODE = 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY INACTIVE NODE ^ER SEC : 30.00 NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 
TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 23188 TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : "39.39 KBYTE/SEC 
TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12011.38 KBYTE/SEC BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF TOE NETWORK ： 
BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .9609 AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE: ^866 50 PACKCT^K 
AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : ^797 00 PACKCT/SEC THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTI^ ^ODE : 1484.84=�KBGE/SEC 
AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 3002.8460 KBYTE/SEC AVERAGE PACKET-QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES: 0. US 
AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES: 。• "S AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 25 OS 
AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES • IF AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .138000 PACKETS 
AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .<17250 PACKETS 
NUMBER OF NODES : 64 
NUMBER OF NODES ： 64 ！ ? ‘ O F THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBRTE/SEC 
NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : « ^^ iicnn nn KBYTE/SEC C T 7 P OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES 
THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 125��.��KBYTE/SEC ^^t ItION Tlffi : 1000000.00 uS SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTK PA^CT T ^ I F W TIHE OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 300 US 
TOTAL�FFER LOAD RATIO FOR A ^ NODES : 1.00� KBYTE/SEC P A C K E ^ ^ ^ A T ^ T E FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 
DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : " 603^82 ^ C ^ / S E C ‘ CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : 
PACKET ARRIVM- RATE FOR EACH NODE = 6032.82 PACKET/SE 二 G r g t l T R E C E I V E D BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC 二 00 
NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB P ^ SEC . 二二. ： POU, RECEIVED BY INACTIVE NODE PER SEC : <"4.00 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY . 30 00 ^ ^ ^ E R OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 8660 ^ ^ / S E C 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY INACTWE NODE 卩四 PACKET/SEC TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : <"5.89 KBYTE/SEC 
TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET T R ^ I ^ E D : ^3136 P^^ET/SEC ^ W I D T H EFFICIENCY OF THE NETOORK ： -3589 P^CKET/SEC 
TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE ^ E T W O ^ J^OXO.SS KBYTE/SEC gp PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : " 6 5 00 P A ^ ^ T C 
BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE : .9608 P^CKET/SEC AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 1 1 2 1 K B ^ E / S E C 
AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY W O E : "96^50 PACKCT^^ B PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODK : � . US 
AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTI^ NODE = 3002.5870 KB AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : " 5 73 US 
AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES . AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .239250 PACKETS 
AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES ： 6二孟 二 AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .3 62000 PACKETS OP NODES : 64 
NUMBER OF NODES : 64 ？ T H E NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC 
NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : I __ ,,-00 00 KBYTE/SEC SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK ： 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC SIMUUVTION TIME : 1000000.00 us 
SIZE OP FIFO IK NIC : 1 KBYTES PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE'S ： 400 US 
SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 uS . YG TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : 1.000 R-RVTF/SEC 
IA^CT TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC I^ERFACE BUS ： 90 US ^ ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : s f W C ^ ^ E C 
TOTAL OFFER W A D RATIO FOR ALL NODES : 1.000 KBYTE/SEC PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE N O M : " ； ? L O F 
DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH A C T ^ NODE : ''"32 SF^CKET/SEC NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY T H S J ^ = ！ ^ ： " 7 二 [ 5 0 
PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE N O ^ ： AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC ： " ：,；! „ 
N S ^ P O L L CYCLE EXECUTED B Y ^ E ^ B PER SEC ： J:OO J L ^ G E POLL RECEIVED BY IN^XVE^NODE PER = " " 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY 二 J E : J E ^ C . 31.00 TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET T I ^ I T T E D : "02 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY I^ACT^NODE ^枕 F G ^ PACKET/SEC TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THB N E T W O ^ >«打=/5£0 
,TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET T R A N S M I，： .,,"35 RBrTE/SEC BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE N^TW'^ = " " , „ „ parKET/SEC 
TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWOW : "998.95 KBYTE/ 恥 QP PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : " 0 0 50 P A ^ ^ T C 
BANDWII7TH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : . 9599 PAOCET/SEC AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE ： " 8 8 . 0 5 9 0 K B 7 / S E C 
二 E NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE = ' AVERAGE PACKET QOEUEINQ DE^V ^ AI^ . � • US 
AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTI^ . 0. OS AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALLUDES : 
AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES . AVERAGB NO OF PACKCT IN NIC FIFO : .053750 PACKCTS 
AVERAGE ACCESS D E ^ ？ H I ^ F I T : .301750 PACKETS . . 
AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO - OY NODES : 64 書 
NUMBER OF ACTIVK NODE : ‘ 
NUMBER OF NODES : 64 THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC OF TOE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC SIZE OP FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES 
THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 uS 
SIZE OF FIFO ^ NIC = ^ PASJCT TWNSFER TIME OP THB NIC INTERFACE BUS : 600 US 
SIMULATION TIME : T„TERFACE BUS : 100 US TOTAI. OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : 1.000 PACKET TRANSFER TIME $FJ^ E:C jg�RFA” S^^ASL^E FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 3125.00 KBYTE/SEC 
TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR [ 3125.00 KBYTE/SEC P A C ^ E T ^ ^ R A T B FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 6032.M PACKET/SEC 
DATA ARRIVAL F ^ C H ^ O T V ^ N O D E : 6032.82 PACKET/SEC N S ^ P ^ ^ L E EXEOTTED BY THB HUB PER SEC : 1395363. 
PACKET ^ ^ HUB PER SEC : AVE^ORTOLL RECBIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 
NO OF f ACTIvfNODE PER SEC ： 5982 75 AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY INACTIVE NODE PER fTC: 5457.00 
AVERAGE POLL R E C E I ^ BY T G G I PER SEC : 32.00 PACKET TRANSMITTED : 5486 PACKET/SEC 
AVERAGE POLL : 23152 PACKET/SEC ？ ^ ^ THROUGHPUT OF THB NKTOORK : 2841.75 KBYTE/SEC 
TOTAL NUMBER OP . 11992.74 KBYTE/SEC BANDWIOTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .2273 
TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE • „ „ NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 1371.50 PACKET/SEC 
BANDWIirrH EFFICIE^Y ^ L T L S^H^ODE" 5788.00 PACKET/SEC S L ^H^OO^H^FOR BACH ACTIVE NODE : 710.4370 KBYTE/SEC 
AVEKGE NO O^JJI^^L A C T M NODE : 2998.1840 KBJ^/SEC AVE^GE PACKET QOEUEING DELAY OVER M.L NODES : 0. US 
AVERAGE THROWH^ FOR EACH A C T ^ ^^^^^ ^ 0. US AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 103.12 US 
AVERAGE PACKCT DE^Y : 47 .42 us AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO = .106000 PACKETS 
AVERAGE ACCESS DELM ^ ^ ^ . .131250 PACKETS 





NUMBER OF NODES : 64 NUMBER OF NODES ！ 64 
NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 4 NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 4 
THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC THE MAXIHUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC 
SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES 
SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 uS SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 uS • 
PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 0 OS PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS . "S 
TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : .250 TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : 1-000 KBYTE/SEC 
DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 781.25 KBYTE/SEC DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 
PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 1508.20 PACKET/SEC PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTI^ NODE ： 6032.82 PACKET/SEC 
NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : 1367886. NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE TOB PER SEC : 二 ^ 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 14098.25 AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY '^CTI^ NODE PER SEC . J 00 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY INACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 5350.00 AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY INACT^NODE “ 
TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 5987 PACKET/SEC TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMMED : M ^ S E C 
TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 3101.27 KBYTE/SEC TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWO^ : J " " ' " 
BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY or THE NETWORK : .2481 L ^ Z R M O ^ P A C ^ S S L ? " ™ ™ ' 5798.50 PACKET/SEC 
AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 1496.75 PACKET/SEC AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT B Y ^ C H MUUFC . � 6,30 KBYTE/SEC 
AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 775.3165 KBYTE/SEC AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH A C T ^ O D E : 3003.6230 KBYTE/SEC 
AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 0. US AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DE^Y ^ F S 79 US 
AVERAGE ACCESS DEUVY OVER ALL, NOOES : 77.01 US 二 二 芸 二 二 ？ R S L ^ R I F ^ : . 0 ； PACKETS 
AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .084750 PACKETS AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO . 
= L NETWORK : U500.00 K B而 S E C ^ ^ X 二 ^ 二 ； 二 ~ O H K ： 12500.00 KBV.H/SEC 
OF FIFO IN NIC • 1 KBYTES SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES 
机c . 1 � � 二 = = 二 溫 “ loooooo^oo US � � ^ 
PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 0 US P A ^ ^ ^ F T J I ^ S『 二 二 二 二 E二 C二 ; 
TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : .500 N A ^ F A ^ I V L ^ E ^ O R EICH T^TIV^NODE 3906.25 KBVTE/SEC 
DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 1562.50 KBYTE/SEC S C R I G L V T ^ D E : 7541.02 PACKET/SEC 
PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 3016.41 PACKET/SEC = 1 = � ^ ^ T ^ TOB PER SEC : 5803. 
NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : " " 6 6 A ^ ^ G ^ P O L L RECE^^I^FACTI^ N ^ I III SEC : 5800.75 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 16687 50 POLL R K E I ^ D BY INACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 29.00 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY INACTIVE NODE PER SEC : ” 09.82 ？ O T ^ ^ B E R OF PAC^T TRANSMITTED : 23197 PACKET/SEC 
TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 12044 PAC^T/SEC ！^OOGHPOT OF THE NETWORK : 12016.05 KBYTE/SEC 
TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 6238.79 KBYTE/SEC I^SWIS^H EFFI^ENCY OF THE NETWORK : .9613 
BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK .4991 A^RGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 5799.25 PACKET/SEC 
AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 3011.00 PACKET/SEC AVENGE THROOGHP^ FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 3004.0115 KBYTE/SEC 
AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 1559.6980 KBYTE/SEC AVI^GI PACKCT Q ^ E ^ S G ^ E L Y ILL NODES : 0- US 
AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES: 0. US A ^ ^ G I ACCE^ DE^Y OVER ALL NODES = 147.44 OS 
= 二 = 二 工 = 二 S 二 臓 - O F — - - C FIFO = . 7 1 0 2 5 � 一 
„ ,, NUMBER OF NODES : 64 
NUMBER OF NODES : 64 NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 4 
NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 4 … 汽 … … … THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC 
THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC S L L ^ FIFO NIC . 1 KBYTES 
SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 uS 
SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 "S „_ PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 0 US 
PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 0 US ^OTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : 1.500 
TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : .750 KBYTE/SEC DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 4687.50 KBYTE/SEC 
DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : " I H L FIF PLRKLT/SEC PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 9049.23 PACKET/SEC 
PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : .61 PACKET/SEC 卯 QF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : 5803. 
NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : „ AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 5800.75 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 1 4 2 ^ ; ^�� AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY INACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 29.00 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY INACTIVE NODE P ^ R F E C : 1236.08 TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 23197 PACKET/SEC 
TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 18016 PACKET/SEC ^OTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12016.05 KBYTE/SEC 
TOTAL THROUGHPOT OF THE NETWORK : 9332.29 KBYTE/SEC BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .9613 
BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .7466 AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 5799.25 PACKET/SEC 
AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 4504 00 PACI^/SEC AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 3004.0115 KBYTE/SEC 
AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 2333.0720 KBYTE/SU. AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 0. US 
AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 0. US AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 147.44 US 
AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 88.96 US AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .71025�PACKETS 
AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .306000 PACKETS 
. 11 , -r-rz-
t200 
O^ = : . _ E I I L F X E ^ I R Z O R ~ : U500.00 KBV^/SA： 
！ ^ ^ I L ^ ^ ^ O G H P U T OF THE N ^ O R K : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC ： 1 KBYT^ 
？ R L ^ FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 US 
； ； 挪 A C S BOS : .00 US 如 二 = ° J 
E f : 王 ？ 二 ： 二 二 - ： � £ C — C 二 ： 二 ： 二 二 ： 说 ； 6 工 ; 
NNR ROPRRTV^ BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 15693.75 AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY INACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 2634.00 
II I ^ O T V E NODE PER SEC : 5244.00 OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 12138 PACKET/SEC 
二 二 H ^ I I 三 R : 31。二G 二二 C ； = 二 二 ： 二 欣 ： — 
, S O E S ^ O ^ NOOES ： A 碰 G E NO OK PACKET IH NIC FIFO = .240250 P A 咖 S 
AVKKAOH NO OR PACKET IN NIC FIFO : " O " " " ^ ^ H R OF NODES • 名 
NUMBER OF N^ES ： 64 ？ T ^ I ^ ' S U O T ^ ^ O ? TOE NETWORK = 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC 
NIC 四 面 二 S : .00 us 
PACKET TRANSFER TIME F J F F A C E 二 S ^ ^ A ^ ^ ^ E FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 3906.25 KBYTE/SEC • 
TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ^ ..沖 1562.50 KBYTE/SEC P T ^ E F ^ I V A L RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 7541.02 PACKET/SEC 
DATA ARRIVAL FOR ^ ^ C T ^ ^ O D E ^ 3016.41 PACKET/SEC N S ^ P S S ^ L E EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : 6"098 
packet ARRIVAL f T E F O R G O T pER SEC : 692337. ^ ^ G E POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 
NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY TOE HUB 23089.75 J ^ Q E POLL RECEIVED BY INACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 2593.00 
AVERAGE POLL RECEI^D BY 二 E R SEC : 2711.00 肪 OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : "247 P A ^ / ^ 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY INACT^b • PACKET/SEC THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : S343.95 KBYTE/SEC 
TOTAL NUMBER OF PA^K^ ED . KBYTE/SEC B ^ I D T H ^ F ^ E N C Y OF THE NETWORK : .5075 
TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE N ^ O ^ " . „ A ^ E NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 3061.75 PACKET/SEC 
BANDWIDTH E F F I C I ^ 2990.50 PACKET/SEC A ^ L ^ O O ^ H ^ F O R EACH ACTIVE NODE : 1585.9865 KBJ^E/SEC 
AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SHOT B Y ^ ^ N O D 1549.0790 KBYTE/SEC J ^ G B ^CKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER AU, MODES : 0. US 
AVEBAGE THROOGH^T FOR EAC^ACTI^ NODES : 0- US A ^ E ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 96.03 US 
= = ： US^^^^ A 誰 G E .0 OP 狄 咖 IN .XC 咖 • • .238750 P A 咖 S 
AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO . 画 肪 OP ^ODES : 64 
„ NUMBER OP ACTIVE NODE ! * — 
NUMBER OF NODES ： 64 the MAXIMUM THROUGHPOT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC 
HUMBER OF ACTI^ NODE ! • NCTWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC 。p IN NIC : 1 KBYTES ' 
THE MAXIMUM THROWHPOT OF THE SIMULATION TIME = 1000000.00 us 
SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC . 。 = 丫 $ 。 P A C K E T TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 200 US 
SIMULATION TIME ： 二 F NIC INTERFACE BOS : 200 US TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES I 1.500 
PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE : 75� DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 4687.50 KBYTE/SEC 
TOTAL OFFER L O ^ RATIO FOR = NODE : 2343.75 KBYTE/SEC PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 9049.23 PACKET/SEC 
DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR ^ ^ FT ACTIVE NODE : 4524.61 PACKET/SEC 如 OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : 662098. 
PACKET R S Y THE HUB PER SEC : 659104. AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 23400.50 
NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED 如卩^； PGR SEC : 23417.00 AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY INACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 2593.00 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ^^ NODE PER SEC : 2581.00 TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 1J247 PACKET/SEC 
AVERAGE POLL : 12279 PACKET/SEC TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : S343.95 KBTTE/SKC 
TOTAL NUMBER : 6360.52 KBYTE/SEC BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .5075 
TOTAL THROOGHP^ OF THE NETWORK : .5088 ^ AVEROE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 3061.75 PACKET/SEC 
BANDWIDTH EFFICI^Y VRI NODE : 3069.75 PACKET/SEC AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 1585.9865 KBYTE/SEC 
AVERGE NO ACTIVE NODE : 1590.1305 KBYTE/SEC AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES ！ 0. US 
AVERAGE THROTCHPOT FOR EAC^ OVER ALL NODES : 0. US AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALU NODES ！ 96.03 US 
AVERAGE PACKCT OUJ^EINO U , 95. 86 US AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO ！ .238750 PACKETS 
AVERAGE ACCESS OELA* W E R ABB .23X250 PACKETS 
AVERAOB NO OF PACKET IN NIC FI.RO 
t400 
NUMBER OF NODES : 64 NUMBER OF NODES : 64 
NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 4 NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 4 
THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC 
SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : I KBYTES SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES 
SIMULATION TIME •  1000000.00 US SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 US 
PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BOS : 400 US PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 卿 US 
TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : .250 TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : 1.000 
DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 781.25 KBYTE/SEC DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : ？„；, „ ILRV^^/CTR 
PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 1508.20 PACKET/SEC PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE ： 
NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : 1340546. NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 15717.75 AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC ： •；7 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY INACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 5243.00 AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY INACTIVE NODE PER : • 5' 
TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 5984 PACKET/SEC TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : " 0 2 P A ^ ' S E C 
TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 3099.71 KBYTE/SEC TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 4352.24 KBYTE/BFCU 
BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .2480 BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : -3482 
AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 1496.00 PACKET/SEC AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 2100;冗 J 二 ^了二，；^圧。 
AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 774.9280 KBYTE/SEC AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 1088.05=0 KBYTE/SEZ 
AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 0. US AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES: 0. US 
AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 83.38 US AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 50 SB US 
AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .101250 PACKETS AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .053750 PACKETS 
NUMBER OF NODES : 64 NUMBER OF NODES : 64 
NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE . 4 NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 4 
THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT'OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC 
SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES 
SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 uS SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 uS „_ 
PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 400 US PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 400 US 
TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : .500 TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR NODES : 1-250 VBVTE/SEC 
DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 1562.50 KBYTE/SEC DATA ARRIVAL RATE " ^ H ACTI^ NODE : " " . ^ ^ f ^ c ^ ^ E C 
PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 3016.41 PACKET/SEC PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTI^ N O M : JO^LNF 
NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : 1074942. NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE ^ P ^ SEC : 
AVENGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 18912.50 AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY 'ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY INACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 4205.32 AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY INACTIVE NODE PER F K : 4204.57 
TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 8400 PACKET/SEC TOTAL NUMBER /^CKCT T ^ M I T T E D : 8402 PA«CT/SEC 
TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 4351.20 KBYTE/SEC TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE N ^ O ^ K : "52.24 KBYTE/SEC 
Z L ^ L NO FR P S I ^ L C FIFO • .055O"O PLKETS AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .053750 PACKETS 
NUMBER OF NODES : 64 二 ^ 二 ： 二 . 4 
THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBVTH/SKC ^ B ^ ™ : " = "^HE/SEC SIZE or FIFO IN NIC ： 1 KBYTES s^ T^Iof^ IME f "lOoSoOO.OO uS 
SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 uS ,’� p.cKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 400 US 
PACKET T 腳 S 『， : T 二』 F 二 E 二 『 F A C E ^ S : 400 US l o f ^ o l ^ K ^ ^ O FOR ALL NODES : 1.50。 
TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : .750 DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 4687.50 KBYTE/SEC 
DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 2343.75 KBYTE/SEC P A C ^ F ^ W A T ^ T E FORSCH ACTIVE NODE : 9049.23 PACKET/SEC 
PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : ^524 61 PACKET/SEC N S ^ THE HUB PER SEC = 1074686. 
NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : A ^ E ^ C R P O L R R E C E ^ B Y ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 18913.50 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : = 芸 P O ^ RECEIVED BY INACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 4204.57 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY INACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 4205.00 T ^ ^ B E R OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 8402 PACKET/SEC 
TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET T^SMITTED : 8402 PA^^/S^C THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 4352.24 KBYTE/SEC 
TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : "52.24 KBYTE/SEC GANDWIOTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETOORK : .3482 
BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : -3482 AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 2100.50 PACKET/SEC 
AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACHNODE : ^100 PACK^/S^ A I ^ L H^KOOGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 1088.0S9。KBYTE/SEC 
AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 1�88.�5=0 KB^E/SEC AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 0. US 
AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES: 0. US AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 50.99 OS 
AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 51.00 US AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .053750 PACKETS 
AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .054750 PACKETS 
t600 
NUMBER OF NODES : 64 
NUMBER OF NODES : 64 NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 4 
NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 4 THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC 
THE HAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC GIZE OP FIFO IN NIC I 1 KBYTES 
SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES SIMULATION TIME ！ 1000000.00 uS 
SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 uS PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 600 US 
PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS ： 600 US TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : 1.000 
TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : .250 ^^VN-R/CPR DATA ARRIVAL BATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE . 3125.00 KBYTE/SEC 
DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : "；» ^oK^/opr PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 6032.82 PACKET/SEC 
PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : 1395363. 
NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HOB PER SEC : ICNIPT； AVERAGE： POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 15061.00 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : c^ei nn AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY INACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 5«7.00 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY INACTIVE NODE PER SEC ： TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 5486 PACKET/SEC 
TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 5469 ====|，£： TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 2841.75 KBYTE/SEC 
TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 2832.94 KBYTES SEC BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .2273 
BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NEWOPJC : .2266 AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 1371.50 PACKCT/STC 
AVERGE HO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : "67.25 PACKCT/SEC AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 71。.《厂 KBT^E/SEC 
AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 708.2355 KBYTE/SEC AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 0. US 
AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 0. US AVEBAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 103.12 US 
AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 101-85 OS^ AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .106000 PACKETS 
‘ AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .104750 PACKETS 
NUMBER OF NODES : 64 
NUMBER OF MODES : 64 NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 4 , ’ … 一 , 
Z B E R OF ACTIVE NODE : 4 KBYTE/SEC THE MAXIMUM THROOGHPtTT OF TOE^ORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC 
THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC GLZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES 
SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 uS 一 
S I ^ T I O N TIME . 1000000.00 uS PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 600 US 
PAPKCT T ^ S F E R TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BOS : 600 US TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : 1.250 
TOT^FOF^ J^TIO FOR ALL NODES : .500 DATA ；^IVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE 3906.25 KBYTE/SEC 
^ T ^ A ^ I v L ^ E ^ O R EIct ACTIVE NODE = ^CKFT ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 7541 02 PACK^/SEC • 
P A ^ E N ^ ^ A R ^ T E FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : ""；JL^F NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : "95454. 
n S ^ p S ^ CTCLrEXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC ： "95454 AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : n , 
AVEWCrroLL RECEIVED BV ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : ^5057 SO AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY INACTIVE NODE PER ！ ^ "57.07 
l l ^ a l TOLL ^CEIVED BY INACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 5457.98 TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 5485 PACKET/SEC 
^OT^ L ^ B r o ^ TRANSMITTED : 5483 P A ^ / ^ C WTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 2841.23 KBYTB/SEC 
TOT^ ？ ^ O S H ^ SRTHE NETWORK : 2840.19 KBYTE/SEC BANDWIIMI EFFICIENCY OF THE NEWORK : .2273 
B ^ l S ™ EFF^IENCY OF THE NETWORK : .2272 AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 1371.25 PACKET/SEC 
= 1 = O^PAC^^ ^ SENT BV EACH NODE : " 7 0 . 7 5 PACKCT/SK AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE HODE : 7 " . 3 0 7 5 KB二E/SEC 
A ^ W G E THROUGH^ FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 710.0485 KB^E/SEC AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEINO DEIAY OVER AU. N O D ^ : 0. US 
^VE^EE P"CKCT QOEOEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES ： o. US AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 103.57 us 
AV I^G I S E OVEH AL. NODES : us AVERAGE NO OF PACKKT IN NIC FIFO : .107»0 PACKETS 
AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO ： .108750 PACKETS 
NUMBER OF NODES : 64 
MIIMBFU OP MODES • 64 NUMBER OP ACTIVE NODE : * 
I^BER OF ACTI^ NODE : 4 , V R W C M THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC 
？ O F THE NETWORK : 12500.06 KBYTE/SEC SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC = 1 KBYTES 
OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES SIHUIATION TIME ！ 1000000.00 uS 
5TMIIATI0M TIME • 1000000.00 uS PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 600 US 
li^CT TW^SFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 600 OS TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : 1.500 
TOTAROFFRA LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES ： •750 KBYTE/SEC DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : « 8 7 ‘ 50 KBYTE/SEC 
D M A ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : ISIL 61 P A C ^ ^ E C PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 9049.23 PACKET/SEC 
PACKET ^ I V A L RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : <"4.61 PACKET/SEC NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : 1396774. 
NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : ' AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 15041.50 
IUPRARP TOLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC I I^；, NN AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY INACTIVE NODE PER SEC ! 5463.00 
A V L ^ L TOLL RICILVED BY INACTIVE NODE PER ^^C ： 5457.00 TOTAL KUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 5472 PACKFT/SEC 
？OT^ NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 5486 PA«CT/SEC TOTAL T冊OUGHPOT OF THE NETWORK : 2834.50 KBYTE/SEC 
T^OOOHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 2B41.75 KBYTE/SEC BANDWIOTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .2268 
B^DHIDTH EFFICIENCY OP THE NETWORK : • 2273 ^CKET/SEC AVKRGB NO OF PACKFTS SENT BY EACH NODE : 1368.00 PACKET/SEC 
A^RGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE： KIYTE/SEC AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 708.6J40 KBYTE/SEC 
AURP^P TOROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 110.4210 KBYTE/SEL. AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEINO DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 0. US 
WPBAGE PACKCT QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES ： AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES ！ 105.58 US 
AVEWSE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES ： U S ^ ^ AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .110000 PACKETS 
AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN MIC FIFO : 
p32 
NUMBER OF NODES : 64 NUMBER OF NODES ： 64 
NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : I NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 4 , KBYTE/SEC 
THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE N ^ O R K . 12500.0� 
SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC = ^  , 
SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 uS SIMULATION TIME ： -RFACE BUS : 0 US 
PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 0 OS PACKET T R A N S ” ， = ! ： ”<： 
TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : .250 TOTAL OFFER LOM RATIO FOR ^  W^ES _ 1.���，：之，.。。KBYTE/SEC 
DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 781.25 KBYTE/SEC DATA ARRIVAL F*；® ' M O D E . 97656.25 PACKET/SEC 
PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 2^4.06 PACKETT/SEC 'S'OFPS^ C ^ L ^ E ^ E ^ ™ ^ H E ^ B PER SEC = 452993. 
NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC = 452993. ^LpL^POLL RECE^^BfACTI^ NODE PER SEC : 77118.00 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 77118.00 ^LU RECEI^D BY A C T ^ ^ O D SEC : 1776.00 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY INACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 1776.00 T ^ ^ L ^ E R OF P I^CT ^R^S^TTED ： 66382 PACKET/SEC 
TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 66382 PACKET/SEC = = = ^OUGHPOT S F 2 1 2 4 . 2 2 KBYTE/SEC 
TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 2124.22 KBYTE/SEC b ^ d W I ^ F F I ^ E ^ C T OF ^^^^狀:.1699 
BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .1699 ！C^RGE^O O ^ P A C ^ SLT^BY EACH NODE : 16595.50 PACKET/SEC 
AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 16595.50 PACKET/SEC a^ragE ^ H R ^ G H P ^ F O R ^ C r A ^ I ^ NODE : 531.0560 KBVTE/SEC 
AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 531.0560 KBYTE/SEC ALL NODES : 0. US 
AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES ： 0. US ACCESS DE^Y S^R NOLS ： 23.55 us 
AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL MODES : 23.55 US NO O F P A C ^ FIFO : .16875�PACKETS 
AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .168750 PACKETS AVERAGE NO OF PACKET XN riru 
NUMBER OF NODES : 64 ^ ^ $ = . 4 
NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 4 „„_ V^I^™ THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC 
THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC i H l C 1 KB^ES 
SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES il^LATION TIME . "lOOOOOO.OO uS 
SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 uS PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 0 US 
PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 0 US ？OT^ O F ^ LOM3 • � F O R ALL NODES : 1.250 
TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL MODES : .500 DATA A^IVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 3906.25 KBYTE/SEC 
DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 1562.50 KBYTE/SEC p a C K E T ^ W A T ^ T E FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 122070.31 PACKET/SEC 
PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 48828 12 PACKET/SEC ^ ^ P ^ ^ L T ^ 二 E T S THE HUB PER SEC : 452993. 
NO OF POLl, CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : <"993 M E ^ Q E POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 77118.00 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : ？？！丨^^ ^ V E ^ G E POLL RECEIVED BY INACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 1776.00 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY INACTIVE NODE PE'^JEC ; 177 6.00 PACKET TRANSMITTED : 66382 PACKET/SEC 
TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 66382 PACKET/SEC ^OTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 2124.22 KBYTE/SEC 
TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 2124.22 KBYTE/SEC BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .1699 
BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .1699 AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 16595.50 PACKET/SEC 
AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH HODE : 16595.50 PACKET/SEC AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 531.0560 KBYTE/SEC 
AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 531.0560 KBYTE/SEC AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 0. US 
AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 0. US AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 23.55 OS 
AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : " 55 US AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .168750 PACKETS 
AVERAGE MO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .168750 PACKETS 
NUMBER OF NODES : 64 
NUMBER OF NODES : 64 NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 4 
NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 4 THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC 
THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC gj^^ OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES 
SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 uS 
SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 uS PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 0 US 
PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 0 US TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : 1.500 
TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALU NODES : .75� DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : !" 
DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : "43 75 KB^E/SEC PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : U6484.二JFKET/SEC 
PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 73242 �JN^CICET/SEC 如 OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : 452993. 
NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : <"993 . AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 77118.00 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 771 二；？。幼 AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY INACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 1776-00 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY INACTIVE NODE PER SEC : J;776.00 TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 66382 PACKET/SEC 
TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 66382 PACKET/SEC TOTAL THROOGHPOT OF THE NETWORK : 2124.22 KBYTE/SEC 
TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 2124.22 KBYTE/SEC BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .1699 
BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .1699 AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 16595.50 PACKET/SEC 
AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 16595.5�PACKCT/SEC AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 531.0560 KBYTE/SEC 
AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 531.05= KBYTE/SEt. AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 0. US 
AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 0. US AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 23.55 US 
AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 23.55 US AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .168750 PACKETS 
AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .168750 PACKETS 
p64 
NUMBER OF NODES : 64 
NUMBER OF NODES -. 64 NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE ； 4 , … 
^ ^ or ACTIVE NODE : 4 „„ THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC 
THROOGHPOT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES 
SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 uS 
S T A T I O N TIME : 1000000.00 uS PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 0 US 
P A ^ T^SFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 0 OS TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : 1.000 
^^^^ i^An MTIO FOR ALL NODES = .250 nATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 3125.00 KBYTE/SEC 
DATA A ^ I V L ^ E ^ O ^ E I C H ^ I V E NODE : 781.25 KB^E/^C P A C ^ E ^ I V M , RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 48828 12 PACKET/SEC 
P A ^ E ^ W A r ^ T r F O R EACH ACTIVE NODE : ^2207^03 PACKET/SEC NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECOTED BY THE HUB PER STC = 218435 
NO O F P ^ ^ L R E X E C U T E D BY THE HUB PER SEC : 6"530 AVERAGE POLI, RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 6"23 25 
！ , BP^PTvri BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 57831.50 AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY INACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 860.00 
二汁 II i^OTV^ NODE PER SEC : 2407.00 ？ ^ ^ LMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED = 73089 PACKET/SEC 
: 3二5� ;二二c 二 ； = 二 ： 《 ； = : c 
ACTI^^ NODE : 776.5920 KBJ^E/SEC PACKET QUEUEINO DELAY OVER ALL NODES = � • US 
l^^ l l p H c t ^ U E I N Q DELAY OVER ALL NODES : � . US AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : “ ； " "f 
A X ^ E I S Ts^ O ^ Nooes : us AVKKAGE NO OP PACKET IN NIC FIFO : - O " " " PACKETS 
AVERAG. NO OP PACKET IN NIC FIPO : .21B750 PACKET 麵肪 or 恥啦：64 
NUMBER OF NODES : 64 'OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC 
SIZE OF FIFO IH NIC = ^ ^ MBYTES T^SFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BOS : 0 OS 
PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR^CH 二 S E C : 218435. ^ ^ G E POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 65323.2S 
NO OF POLL C V C L E ^ ^ E D W TOE^B PER : 65323.25 ^LL RECEIVED BY INACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 860.00 
AVERAGE POLL RKEI^D BY PER SEC : 860.00 OP PACKET TRANSMITTED : 73089 PACKET/SEC 
AVERAGE POLL ： 73089 PACKET/SEC ？ ^ ^ TZUGHPOT OF THE NETWORK : "77.70 KBYTB/SEC 
TOTAL NUMBER OF P，IK= T ^ ^ F 4677.70 KBYTE/SEC BANDWIOTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .3742 
TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE ^ ^ E NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 18272.25 PACKET/SEC 
BANDWIDTH E F F I C I ^ 18272.25 PACKET/SEC J ^ ^ G S FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : U69.4240 KBYTE/SEC 
AVERGE NO ^^ P^^KCTS SEOT B Y ^ C ^ " : 1169.4240 KBYTE/SEC AVEKAGE PACKET QOEUEINQ DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 0. OS 
AVERAGE THROUGHPOT FOR EACH A C T ^ NODES : 0 • US AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 21.10 OS 
AVERAGE PACKCT N ^ S : 21.10 US AVERAGE NO OF PACKCT IN NIC FIFO ： -079250 PACKCTS 
AVERAGE ACCESS D E ^ FIFO • .079250 PACKETS 
AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO . HUHBER OF NODES : «4 
一 。 NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODB : 4 NUMBER OF NODES ！ , THE HAXIHUM THROUGHPUT OP THE NETWORK ! 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC 
THE NCTWRK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES 
THE MAXIMUM TTOOUGHPUT OF SIMULATION TIME ！ 1000000.00 uS 
SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC . 1 ^  uS PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BOS : 0 US 
SIMULATION TIME ： 二 二 INTERFACE BOS : � U S TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : 1.500 
PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NL . . „� DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 4687.50 KBYTE/SEC 
TOTAL OFFER LOAD FOR NODE : 2343.75 KBYTE/SEC PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 73242.19 PACKET/SEC 
DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EA^ ACT^ MODE : 36621.09 PACKET/SEC 如 OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : 218435. 
PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR ^CH ^ ^ 卩四 SEC : 218435. AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 65323.25 
NO OF POLL cycle EXECUTtu oi 如卩^ pgR SEC : 65323.25 AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY INACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 860.00 
AVERAGE POLL received BY ftCli NODE PER SEC : 860.00 TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 73089 PACKET/SEC 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED ^ . 73089 PACKET/SEC TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : <677.70 KBYTE/SEC 
TOTAL NUMBER OF P 二 二 . 4677.70 KBYTE/SEC BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .3742 
TOTAL through^ OF THE NBI ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ : 3,42 AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE t 18272.35 PACKET/SEC 
BANDWIDTH EFFICI^T or ' 以CH NODE : 18272.25 PACKET/SEC AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 1169.4J40 KBYTE/SEX： 
AVERGE NO OF P^^KCTS SENT BY 如口日： 1169.4240 KBYTE/SEC AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEINO DELAY OVER ALL NODES ！ 0. US 
AVERAGE THROTWHPUT FOR EACH « ^^ ^^  NODCS : 0. US AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 21. XO US 
AVERAGE PACKET NODES : 21.10 US AVERAOB NO OP PACKET IN NIC FIFO ！ .079250 PACKETS 
AVERAGE ACCESS D E ^ ？„ Src FIFO . . -079250 PACKETS 
AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO 
pl28 
NUMBER OF NODES : 64 NUMBER OF NODES ; 64 
NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 4 NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE ： 4 „„ KBYTE/SEC 
THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.UU 
SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES 
SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 uS SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 ^^ f • „„ 
PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 0 US PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTTOFACE BUS . 
TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : .250 TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : 1. KBYTE/SEC 
DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 781.25 KBYTE/SEC DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTI^ NODE : 2^14 OrPACKET^EC 
PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 6103.52 PACKET/SEC PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTI^ NODE . . 24414.06 PACKET/SEC 
NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : 990984. NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED ^  THE TOB PER SEC : 22351'50 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 35702.75 AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC ^ & 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY INACTIVE NODE PER SEC ： 3878.00 AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY INACWE NODE PER 巧 • . 
TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 24319 PACKET/SEC TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TR^SMI^ED : '8976 PACKET/SEC 
TOTAL throughput OF THE NETWORK : 3112.83 KBYTE/SEC TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWO^: " J f " " KBYTE/SEC 
BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .2490 1 = 二 g I V l l l ^ l 9744.00 PACKET/SEC 
AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 6079.75 PACKET/SEC = = = ， f 2 5 2 7 . 2 3 2 0 KBYTE/SEC 
AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 778.2080 KBYTE/SEC AVERAGE THRO^H^H^^nE^^^^l^jj^^: ^^ ODES . 0 US 
AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 0. US AVERAGE PACKET Q"EOEING DEWY O^R ALL NODES . 
AVEHAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 57.84 US 二 二 g S S ' ^ P 二 二 .0 4500 PACKETS AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .238500 PACKETS AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN titu 
NUMBER OF NODES : 64 NUMBER OF NODES : 64 
NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 4 ？IJ^^^LL^'^TI^UGHPOT‘OF TOE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC 
THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC I R L ^ MTR 1 KBWES 
SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES IT^TITION ^IME ' 1000000 o f uS 
SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 uS P A ^ C T T ^ S F E R TIME G F 二CNG IOTERFACE BUS : 0 US 
PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC interface BUS : 0 US ？S二;二冗L 二 I 二二 NODES : 1.250 
TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : .500 D A T ^ A ^ I V A L ^ E FOREKCH ACTIVE NODE : 3906.25 KBYTE/SEC 
DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 1562.50 KBYTE/SEC : 30517.58 PACKET/SEC 
PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 12207 03 PACKET/SEC NO O F P ^ ^ T H E ^ B PER SEC : 24958. 
NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : 352322 AVENGE POLL ^ CEI^D BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 22351.50 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED By ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 42121 25 g 二 ^ c i l ^ BY I^CTIVE NODE PER SEC : 104.00 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY INACTIVE MODE PER SEC : 1383.00 TOT^ LMBER OF PAOTCT TRANSMITTED : 78976 PACKET/SEC 
TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED = 48542 PACKET/SEC = = ？^OUGHPOT O F ^ E ^ O ^ : 10108.93 KBYTE/SEC 
TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 62 3 .38 KBYTE/SEC OF THE NETVORK : .8087 
BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : -4971 AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 19744.00 PACKET/SEC 
AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT B Y ^ C H NODE : ^ ^135 50 PACKET/SEC A ^ ^ G E ^HRLGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 2527.2320 KBYTE/SEC 
AVERAGE THROOGHPOT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 1553.3440 KBYTE/SEC AVERAGE： PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 0. OS 
AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES: 0. OS 二 |二芸 ^ ^CE^ DE^Y OVER ALL NODES : 22.53 US 
AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY : 34 00 US AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : -014500 PACKETS 
AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .179750 PACKETS 
NUMBER OF NODES : 64 
NUMBER OF NODES : 64 NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 4 
NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 4 … � … … 咖 THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC 
THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC S I L ^ ^ O IN NIC : 1 KBYTES 
SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 uS 
SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 uS PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 0 US 
PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 0 US ^QTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : 1.500 
TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : .750 DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 4687.50 KBYTE/SEC 
DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : ： PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 36621.09 PACKET/SEC 
PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : 24958. 
NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC ： „ AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 22351.50 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY INACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 104.00 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY INACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 224.00 TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 78976 PACKET/SEC 
TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 72722 PACKET/SEC ^QTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 10108.93 KBYTE/SEC 
TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 9308.42 KBYTE/SEC BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .8087 
BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .7447 … … AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE ！ 19744.00 PACKET/SEC 
AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 18180.50 PACKCT/STC AVERAGE THROOGHPOT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 2527.2320 KBYTE/SEC 
AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 2327.1040 KB^E/SEC AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 0. US 
AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 0. US AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 22.54 US . 
AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 24.19 OS AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .014500 PACKETS 
AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .039500 PACKETS 
p256 
NUMBER OF NODES : 64 
vntMOCTa np NrtDES • 64 NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE ； 4 
二 ^ OF AC?I^'NODE : 4 ^ MAXIMUM THROOGHPOT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC 
？ T H ^ O G H ^ OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC siZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES 
SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES SIMULATION TIME 1 1000000.00 uS “� 
I^^liriON TIME : 1000000.00 uS PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS ！ � U S 
PAOCCT T^SFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : � " S TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES ： 1-000 ”^^ 丨 
？二bN二.C： , 2 � 丨 b i 二 二 c ^ f r r , 二 二 � 3 ； 
NODE PER SEC : 22021 00 AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY INACTIVE NODE PER fEC : 50.00 
o E C E I ^ BY INACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 4786.05 NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : <4216 PACKET/^ 
= : 二 = 二 。 S p ™ 0 H K : . 冗 广 3 。 K B咖 /啦 
S NODES ： l l - l l gcKTTS 肌 臓 HO OF PACKET IN 咖 FIFO : .4«000 PACX^S 
•AVERAGE HO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO = .152000 PACKTT ^^ =^^64 • ‘ 
NUMBER OF NODES ： 64 ？I^T^ILM^HMUGHPOT‘OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC 
= = = 二 ： 12500.00 K B 鄭 EC 咖 � � 二 
咖 £ � 啦 A C E 咖：0 US 於咖?： 0 肪 
PACKET TRANSFER TIME 旺ACE: ^ T ^ A ^ ^ ^ T E FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 3906.25 KBRTE/SEC 
TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR 二 二 D ^ E 1562.50 KBYTE/SEC P A S E ^ W A T L T E FOR EACH ACTIVE KODE : 15258.79 P ^ / S E C • 
DATA ARRIVAL RATE 6103.52 PACKET/SEC NS O F P O S CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : 
PACKET ARRIVW, rate FOR^CH NO^ 615422. POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : " " 5 . 2 5 
NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECOTTO BV TOE TOB P ^ 265S5‘5� ^LL RECEIVED BY INACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 50.00 
AVERAGE POLL RECEI^D BY SEC : 2410.37 = = 3 OF PACKCT TRANSMITTED : "217 
AVERAGE POLL BY INACT^ NODE 24320 PACKET/SEC W A L THROUGHPUT OF THE NETVTORK : 11319.55 KBYTE/SEC 
TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET T I ^ M I ^ E D • KBYTE/SEC I ^ I D T H EFFICIENCT OF THE NETWORK : .9056 
TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE N E W O ^ J ' f " ' ^ E ^ ^ Q SENT BY EACH NODE : 11054.25 PACKET/SEC 
BANDWIDTH EFFICI^Y 6080.00 PACKCT/SEC S L FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : "29.8880 KBJ^/SEC 
AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SEOT B Y ^ C ^ N W 1556.4800 KBYTE/SEC ^ ^ R A G B PACKET QUEUEINO DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 0. US 
AVERAGE THROUGHPUT AURNOOES : 0. US ICCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 65.48 US 
AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DEWY US NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .««000 PACKETS 
AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES • PACKETS ‘‘ 
AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO . 随BER OF NODES : 64 
NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : i NUMBER OF NODES : 64 哪 HAXIMUH THROUGHPUT OF THB NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC 
NUMBER OF NODE : ；J NETWORK : 12500.00-KBYTE/SEC SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES 
THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE ^  SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 US 
SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC ： J^BYT^ PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 0 US 
SIMULATION TIME ！ ^IC INTERFACE BUS 0 US TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : 1.500 
PACKET TRANSFER time of THE NIC i .750 DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : «B7 . 5。KBTTE/SEC 
TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NU : 2343.75 KBYTE/SEC pACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 18310.55 PACKET/SEC 
DATA ARRIVAL RATE ^^"TIVE NODE : 9155.27 PACKET/SEC 如 OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : 11056. 
PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR MCH AC PER SEC : 185693. AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC ！ U0S5.25 
NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY 1 如卩^； PER SEC : 20"6.00 AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY INACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 50.00 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIV^ BY HCT^ PER SEC : 732.00 TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : <4217 PACKET/SEX： 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY • 36361 PACKET/SEC TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 11319.55 KBYTE/SEC 
TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET T R ^ I ^ . ,308.42 KBYTE/SEC BANDWIPTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .9056 
TOTAL THROOGHPOT OF THE ^ ^ . .7447 AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 11054.25 PACKET/SEC 
BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY " NODE : 9090.25 PACKET/SEC AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 2825.8880 KBYTE/SEC 
AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SEOT B Y ^ ^^ NQDE ： 2327.1040 KBYTE/SEC AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEINO DEUV* OVER ALL NODES : 0. US 
AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR E^HAV. ^^ ^^  NODES : 0. US AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES t 65.48 US 
average packet QOEUEING DE^ i 51.51 US AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO t .449000 PACKETS 
AVERAGE ACCESS DZLM OVER ALL NOUt:, .271750 PACKETS 
AVERAGE NO or PACKET IN NIC FIFO . . 
p512 
NUMBER OF NODES ； 64 NUMBER OF NODES ！ 64 ^ 
NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 4 tI^^^^^L^'^THMUGHPot'OF THE NETOORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC 
THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC THE "f： • ^ MBYTES 
SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES IJ^LATION TIME : ' 1000000.00 uS „ 
SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 uS pA^CT T ^ S F E R TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 0 US 
PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 0 US ncB^ LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : l.OOO 
TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : .250 ^ ^ A ^ g ^ 工 E I S ^TIVE NODE : 3125.00 KBYTE/SEC 
DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 781.25 KBYTE/SEC 纟 � ^ EACH ACTIVE NODE : 6032.82 PACKET/SEC 
PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 1508.20 PACKET/SEC MO O F P O ^ CTCLREXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : 5832 
NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HOB PER SEC : 1367886 A ^ ^ C R P O L L RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC ： 5812 00 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 14098.25 POLL RECEIVED BY INACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 29.00 
AVERAGE POLI, RECEIVED BY INACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 5350.00 IOTM ^ B E R OF PACKCT TRANSMITTED : 23194 PACKET/SEC 
TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 5987 PACKET/SEC THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12014.49 KBYTE/SEC 
TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 3101.27 KBYTE/SEC B ^ I D T H EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .9612 � 广 
BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETOORK : .2481 A V ^ E NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 5798.50 PACKET/SEC 
AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 1496.75 PACKET/SEC A S E FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 3003.6230 KBYTE/SEC 
AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 775.3165 KBYTE/SEC RVE^GE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 0. OS 
AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 0. US TVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 146.79 US 
AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 77.01 US AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .706750 PACKETS 
AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .084750 PACKETS 
,, NUMBER OF NODES : 64 NUMBER OF NODES : M NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE ! 4 „„ ,UVTIR/QPR 
NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 4 THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC 
THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC GJ^E OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES 
SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 uS 
SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 US PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 0 US 
PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 0 US ^OTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : 1.250 
TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : .500 ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE KODE : 3906.25 KBYTE/SEL. 
DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 1562.50 KBYTE/SEC PACKET^IVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 7541.02 PACKET/SEC 
PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 3016.41 PACKET/SEC 如 OP POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : 5803. 
NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : 794366. AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 5800.75 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 16687.50 AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY INACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 29.00 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY INACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 3109.82 total NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 23197 PACKET/SEC 
TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 12044 PACKET/SEC TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12016.05 KBYTE/SEC 
TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 6238.79 KBYTE/SEC BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETOORK : .9613 
BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .4991 AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : ^799 25 PACTCT/SEC 
AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 3011.00 PACKET/SEC AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 3004.01X5 KBYTE/SEC 
AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 1559.6980 KBYTE/SEC AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 0. US 
AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 0. US AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 147.44 OS 
AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES 82.76 US AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .710250 PACKETS 
AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .184000 PACKETS 
NUMBER OF NODES : 64 
NUMBER OF NODES : 64 NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 4 ______ 
NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE 4 , „ THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC 
THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES 
SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 uS 
SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 US PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BOS : 0 US 
PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERF^^E BUS : 0 US TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : 1.500 
TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : .750 DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : ！nil s f ^ c i ^ / S E C 
DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 2 3 ” ;� 5 PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE N O M : 9049.23 PACKET/SEC 
PA^ET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 4 5 2 4 � J F KET/SEC NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : 5803 
NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC ： 314878 AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : ^ ；！ QQ 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC ： "217^00 AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY INACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 29.00 
A ^ ^ G E POLL RECEIVED BY INACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 1236.08 TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : "197 PA«CT/SEC 
TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 18016 PACKET/SEC TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12?^6.�5 KBYTE/SEC 
TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 9332.29 KBYTE/SEC BANDWIRRTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .9613 
B^^IDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .7466 AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE ： 5799.25 PACTCT/SK 
AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 4504.00 PACKET/SEC AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 3004.01=5 KB^E/SEC 
FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 2333.0720 KBYTE/SEC AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NOD^ : � . US 
AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES: 0. US AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ^ ^ NODES : l i l . H f 
AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 88.96 US AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .710250 PACKETS 
AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .306000 PACKETS 
pl024 
NUMBER OF NODES : 64 
number OF NODES : 64 ？ I J S ^ ^ ^ L ^ ' ^ W H ^ ' O F THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC 
^HK NCXWOBK : U500.00 KBVTE/SEC ^ I s ' ^ ' T r o l ^ U.C : I K^^ES 
TOTAL OFFER L O ^ RATIO FOR ^ N O D ^ ^ : .250 爪 „ KBYTE/SEC P A C ^ E ^ ^ ^ ^ T E FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 3051.76 PACKCT/SEC 
DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR ^ C H A C T ^ E ^ O D 762.94 PACKET/SEC NO ^ P O L L CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : 3038 
PACKET A R R I V ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ' m a P ^ SEC : 1432574. RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : ^999 00 
NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTTO M TOE H"" ； gEC . 10220.00 ^ ^ G E POLL RECEIVED BY INACTIVE NODE PER SEC : IB. 00 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIV^ BY 二 日 f k ： 5602.65 ？ ^ ^ ^ ofpACKET TRANSMITTED : 11888 PACKET/SEC 
average POLL 二 N O D E 则 2 pACKET/SEC ？ ^ ^ ？ ^ H P U T OF THE NETWORK = 1 � 3 . 3 1 KBYTE/SEC 
TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TR^SMITTBU GS KBYTE/SEC BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .9739 
TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE N E T W O ^ S E ^ O K P A C ^ SENT BY EACH NODE : 2972.00 PACKET/SEC 
BANDWIDTH E F F I C I ^ NODE 750.50 PACKET/SEC A ^ G E ^ H ^ O U ^ H ^ ^ R EACH ACTIVE NODE : 3043.3280 KB:E/SEC 
AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE . ,68.5120 KBYTE/SEC TVEWVGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 0. US 
AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH A C T ^ NODES . 0. US L ^ ^ S DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 305.58 OS 
AVERAGE PACKET O ^ R ALL NODES US T ^ O L S^^OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : ."3250 PACKTTS 
AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES • PACKETS 
‘ AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO ： .055500 画 肪 ^^ NODES : 64 类 
NUMBER OF NODES : 64 ？ I J ^ ^ ^ L L S ' ^ T O H ^ ' O F TOE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTS/SEC 
NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 4 „FTWORK • 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES 
THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK . g i ^ T I O N TIME : 1000000.00 uS 
SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC = J ; KBYTES p ^ S ^ T ^ S F E R TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BOS : 。 肪 
SIMULATION TIME : t^ERFACE BUS : � U S TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : 1.250 KBYTE/SEC 
PACKET TRANSFER TIME ™ E NIC I^ERFAC 二 RATE FOR EACH ACTIVB NODE : 
TOTAL OFFER U)AD RATIO FOR . 1562.50 KBYTE/SEC p^CKCT ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 3814.70 PACKET/SEC 
DATA ARRIVAL RATE ^^O^^f™ ^"'^V^^HODE = 1525.88 PACKET/SEC NO OTPOLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HOB Pro SEC : 
PACKET ARRIVAL RATE F O R ^ C H NODE 883198. AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE P ® SEC : 
NO OF POLL CVCLE EXECORRO W W E ^ B PER : 11124 00 JVERAGE POU, RECEIVED BY I N A C T ^ N O D E PER STC : 18.00 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY PER SEC : 3456.83 TOTAL NUMBER OP PAOCET TRANSMITTED : " " I ^ ^ ^ 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY I N ^ T ^ N" ggg, pACKET/SEC TOTAL THROOGHPOT OF THE NETWORK : " " 6 . 3 8 KBYTE/SEC 
TOTAL NUMBER OF P ^ F ^ / S ^ R R • 6202.37 KBYTE/SEC BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .9741 P.^^/GEC 
TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK • IMMRSB NO OP PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 2972.75 PACKET/SEC 
EFFICIENCY 151^.25 PACKET/SEC EACH ACTIVE NODE : 3044.0960 K B F / S E C 
AVERGE NO OF "^KETS S E ^ B V ^ C H NODE 1550.5920 ICBYTE/SEC = 加 PACKET QUEUKINQ DELAY OVER AU, NODES: 。• US 
AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTWE ^ 0. US AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 311.28 OS 
AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DE^Y 117.44 OS A ^ O E HO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .850000 PACKETS 
AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY J^L NODEJ. 137500 PACKETS 
AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO • NUMBER OF NODES : 64 
NUMBER OF NODES : 84 T H E ^ ^ I ^ ' ^ O U G H P U T OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC 
NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE ! ；' NETWORK ： 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES 
THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF ™ E N^OKi. SIMULATION TIMB : 1000000.00 uS 
SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC = ^ PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 0 OS 
SIMULATION TIME : r«TERFACE BOS : 0 OS TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR AU, NODES : 1.500 
PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF 750 D M A ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 4687.50 KBYTE/SEC 
TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ^ ^ ' : 2343.75 KBYTE/SEC PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 4577.64 PACKET/SEC 
DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR F^^H ACT^T ^^^^ : 2288.82 PACKET/SEC 卯 OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : 2316. 
PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR » C H A^' PER SEC : 396923. AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC ! 2974.25 
NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECOTTO BY SEC : 9261.25 AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY INACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 18.00 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY A C T ^ ^ " P邸 GEE : 1557.00 TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 11B91 PACKET/SEC 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY INACT^ • JGJJ PACKET/SEC TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 1217S.38 KBYTE/SEC 
TOTAL NUMBER OF P'^CKET T R ^ N • ,238.53 KBYTE/SEC BAKDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .9741 
TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE . . 7 3 5 1 AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 2972.75 PACKET/SEC 
BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF N^^u 如加 : 2 2 5 5 . 5 0 PAOKET/SEC AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE i 3044.0960 KBYTE/SEC 
AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BH , 2309.6320 KBYTE/SEC AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 0. US 
AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH AtlX ^^^ ^^^^^ _ 0. US AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALU NODES : 3U.30 US 
AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DEWT ” . 153.78 OS AVERAGE NO OP PACKET IN NIC FIFO : -850000 PACKETS 
AVERAGE ACCESS DEI^ ？ r i ™ -299250 PACKETS 
AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO 
PP32 
NUMBER OF NODES : 64 NUMBER OF NODES : 64 
NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 64 NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 64 " KHYTP/TJEC 
THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500. OU 
SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC ！ 1 KBYTES 
SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 uS SIMULATION TIME ！ 1000000.00 uS . 
PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 0 US PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUb : “ 
TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : .250 TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES ： 1 •""" ,, KBYTE/SEC 
DATA, ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 48.63 KBYTE/SEC DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 53 PACKET/SEC 
PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 1525.88 PACKET/SEC PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : . " " " jjg '' 
NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : 54525. NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HOB PER SEC . 3427.22 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 5867.28 AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC . ' ' . 
TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 97261 PACKET/SEC TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 2}"65 
TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 3112.35 KBYTE/SEC TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 
BANDWIDTH EFFICIEKCY OF THE NETWORK : .2490 BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK ： -5613 
AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 1519.7�PACKET/SEC AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : " ^YTE/SEC 
AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 48.6305 KBYTE/SEC AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 二G 
AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALU NODES : 0. US AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEINO DELAY OVER ALL NODES . 0. US 
AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 208.29 US AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVERJ^L NODES : 266.13 OS 
AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .281625 PACKETS AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .828609 PACKETS 
NUMBER OF NODES : 64 NUMBER OF NODES : 64 
NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 64 ‘OF THE NETWORK = 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC 
THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NBL-WUI^. 丄“ 
PJPQ IN NIC . 1 KBYTES SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES 
=� T， i g l € y $ i 3 l O o i o 3 ^ uS SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 uS 
二 T = = TIME 0P ?HE N°IC INTERFACE BUS : 0 US PACKET TRANSFER " 二 F 二 C : 二 二 S ： ° US 
TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : .500 N ^ T ^ A ^ I V L ' ^ E ^ O R J C S ACTI^ NODE 244.14 KBVTE/SEC 
DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 97.66 KBYTE/SEC P N C K E F ^ W A T ^ T E F O F ^ C H I O T V Z NODE : 7629.39 PACKET/SEC 
PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 3051.76 PACKET/SEC = P L SEC : 3428. 
NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : 5405. A ^ ^ c f p o L L RECEI^D IfACTIvfN^E PER SEC : 3427.06 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 3925.80 O F P A ^ TR^MITTED : 219273 PACKET/SEC 
TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 194336 PACKET/SEC ^ ^ ^ I^OTOH^UT S F ^ E S ^ O ^ : 7016.74 KBYTE/SEC 
TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 6218.75 KBYTE/SEC IS^IDTS EFFICIESCY OF ？ = .5613 
BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .4975 R ^ E NO OF FACETS SOTT BY EACH NODE : 3426.14 PACKET/SEC 
AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 3036.50 PACKET/SEC = = = ， 1 0 9 . 6 3 6 5 KBYTE/SEC 
AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE) : 97.16=0 KBYTE/SEC 二 P S Q U L E I S O ^ E L ^ O ^ S ^ L NODES : 0. US 
AVERAGE PACKET QOEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES: 0. US ^ ^ ^ ^ ^CCESS DELAY ^ ALL NODES : 266.81 US 
AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 190.34 US ^^E^GE NO O"PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .828656 PACKETS 
AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .502719 PACKETS AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NI^ 
,, NUMBER OF NODES : 64 
NUMBER OF NODES ： 64 NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 64 
NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 64 THP MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC 
THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC S I Z E ^ ^ O I H L C T 1 KBYTES 
SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 uS 
SIMULATION TIME : . 1000000.00 US „ PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 0 US 
PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 0 US TOTAI, OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : 1.500 
TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : .750 DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 292.97 KBYTE/SEC 
DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 48 KBYTE/SEC ARMVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 9155.27 PACKET/SEC 
PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : «S77.64 PACKET/SEC Of POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : 3427. 
NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : ^430 AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 3427.02 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 3427.81 ^Q^AL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 219275 PACKET/SEC 
TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 219235 PACKET/SEC TQTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 7016.80 KBYTE/SEC 
TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 7015.52 KBYTE/SEC BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .5613 
BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .5612 AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 3426.17 PACKET/SEC 
AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 3425.55 PACKET/STC AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 109.6375 KBYTE/SEC 
AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 1 0 9 . K B ^ E / S E C AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 0. US 
AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 0. US AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 266.82 US 
AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 266.70 US AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .828688 PACKETS 
AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .828250 PACKETS 
pp64 
NUMBER OF NODES : 64 
NUMBER OF NODES : 64 NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 64 … … 
NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 64 THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC 
THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC . 1 KBYTES 
SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 US . 
SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 uS PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BOS : 0 US 
PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 0 US TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : 1.000 
TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : .25� KBYTE/SEC DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE N O ^ : 
DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : " F I F O F ^ C ^ ^ E C PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTI^ N O ^ • 3051.76 PACKET/SEC 
PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : '4 PACKET/SEC OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER STC : "99 
NO O " ? ^ CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : ^49764 AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER STC : • " 
AVELVGE POLL rece ived BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC = pACKET/ l i r TOTAI. NUMBER OF T ^ I J ^ E D : l<0*09 ^ C ^ / S E C 
TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 48533 TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 8986.18 KBYTE/SEC 
OF THE NETWORK : U O S . U KBYTE/SEC BANDWIOTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .7189 
EFFICIENCY OF THE NETOORK : .2485 AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 2193.89 PACKET/SEC 
O R P A C ^ S S L ? IV EACH NODE : 758.33 ^AC^/SEC AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : "0.4090 KB^E/SEC 
A ^ ^ G E ?HRLGHP^FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : <18.53=0 KBGE/SEC AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEINO DELAY OVER ALL NODK : 0. US 
AVENGE packet QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES : � . US AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : « 0 24 US 
AVI^GI ICCEII D ^ V OVER ALL NODES = 235^57 US AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : � 8 « 0 0 PACKETS 
AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .162094 PACKETS ^ ^^^^^ ^^ 
- . “ _ ™ : u soo . oo KBVWSSC 
！ o r THE NETWORK = 1 2 5 0 0 . 0 0 KBVTE/SEC SIZE OP FIFO lU NIC ： J ™ 
C T 7 P OP FIFO IN NIC . 1 KBYTES SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 uS „ „ 
. l � � i � M . � � U S „ PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THB NIC IKTERFACE BOS : 0 OS 
T ^ S F r o TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 0 US TOTAL OFFER LOAD PATIO FOR ALL NODES : 1-250 KBYTE/SEC 
NODE : 1525.88 PACKET/SEC P S ^ ^ L R ^ E C U T E D BY THE HUB PER SEC : • 
PACKET ARRIVAL R A ^ ^ ^ „„„ PER SEC : 16110- I ^ Q E POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODS PER SEC : 2195.SS 
NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED ^ THE HUB PER ^ . 3921.83 T ^ ^ E R W PACKET TRANSMITTED : 140425 PACKET/SEC 
O ^ P A ^ ^ ' ^ R ^ M ^ ^ r r ! ^7267 PACKET/SEC 巧 =？ ; S o ^ S p ' ^ ^ R K ： 8987.20 KB^/SEC 
TOI^Y OP ™ E ^ O ^ ： 6225.09 KBYTE/SEC BANDWII^H EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : -7190 
TOTAL THROUGH^ OF THE = : � PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 2194.14 PACKET/SEC 
BANDWII>TH E F F I C I ^ NODE : 1519.80 PACKET/SEC ^ ^ Z THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE “0.4250 KBYTE/SEC 
AVERGE A C T I ^ NODE : 97.2670 KBYTE/SEC PACKET QOEOEINO DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 0. US 
O V W ALL NODES ： 0 • US AVERAGE ACCESS DEIAY OVER M i NODES . <30.43 OS 
= S HOOHS : 二 A 磁 仰 HO OP 狄CKKT NIC FIFO : . … … P A C K E T S 
AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO ： OF NODES : 64 
一 NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 64 
NUMBER OF NODES ！ 64 MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC 
NUMBER OF A C T ^ node ： 64 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES 
THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE ^ O R giMUIATION TIME : 1000000.00 uS 
SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC ： ^ ^ . uS ‘ PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 0 US 
SIMULATIOK T I ^ ： I^ERFACE BOS : � U S ^ X L OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALT NODES , 1.500 
PACKET TRANSFER T ^ ^ f 二E ‘ .750 DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE i 292.97 KBYTE/SEC 
TOTAL OFFER FOR : 146.48 KBYTE/SEC ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 4577.64 PACKET/SEC 
DATA ARRIVAL RATE NODE : 2288.82 PACKET/SEC 如 OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : 2196. 
PACKET ARRIVAL rate for ^ C T ACTI^ SEC : 2228. AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 2195.37 
NO OF POLL C V C L E K E C U T E D B Y THE P^^ ^EC : 2205.97 ^ ^ ^ ^ E R OF PACKCT TRANSMITTED : 140429 PACKET/SEC 
AVERAGE POLL B Y ^ T I 140164 PACKET/SEC TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 8987.46 KBYTE/SEC 
TOTAL NUMBER OP P ^ ^ ^ ^ T ^ G ^ 8970.50 KBYTE/SEC BANDWIOTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .7190 
TOTAL T H R O U G H ^ OF THE : .7176 , _ AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 2194.20 PACKET/SEC 
BANDWIDTH E F P I C l ^ EACH NODE : 2190.06 PACKET/SEC AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : U0.4290 KBYTE/SEC 
AVEROE NO OP P^CKFS S E ^ B Y ^ C ^ 加 ： 140.1640 KBYTE/SEC AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEINO DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 0. US 
AVERAGE THROWHTOT FOR EACTACT^^^ 札 L NODES : 0. US AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 430.51 US 
AVERAaE PACKET DEl^ 425.82 US . AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .890156 PACKETS 
AVERAGE ACCESS D E ^ ？^MIC FIFO . -878234 PACKETS 
AVERAOB NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO 
< 
ppl28 
NUMBER OF NODES : 64 NUMBER OF NODES : 64 
NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 64 NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 64 , 
THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC 
SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC ; 1 KBYTES 
SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 uS SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 uS . 
PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 0 US PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BOS : 0 US 
TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : .250 TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : 1.000 KBYTE/SEC 
DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 48.83 KBYTE/SEC DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE ! PACKCT/SEC 
PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 381.47 PACKET/SEC PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 1525.88 PACKET/SET 
NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : 850529. NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE W B PER SEC • ^"o 98 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 5866.59 AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC . 
TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 24324 PACKET/SEC TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : "644 PACKET/SEC 
TOTAL THROOGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 3113.47 KBYTE/SEC TOTAL THROUGHPOT OF THE NETWORK : ""0.43 KBYTE/ 
BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .2491 BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK ： -8360 
AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 380.06 PACKET/SEC AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : " " " ^BYTE/SEC 
AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 48.6480 KBYTE/SEC AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTI^ ^ODE : "3.2880 ^BYTt/b 
AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 0. US AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY O^R ALL NODES 0. 
AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES ： 144.11 US AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : " 4 95 US 
AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .046203 PACKETS AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : PACKETS 
NUMBER OF NODES : 64 NUMBER OF NODES ： 64 
mtimuph np A m VP Monp . NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 64 ___ 
！ T H E NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC THE MAXIMUM THROOGHPUT OF THENETOORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC 
SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC = MBYTES 
0Tv,rii iTTriM TTMF . nfl ,,<; SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 uS 
I 二 T : = TI«E 0P°THE°N?C "NTER.ACE BUS : 0 US PACKET 一 E R 丁 二 二 二 二 『 A 二 S ： ° US 
TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : .500 TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES ： 1.250 KBYTE/SEC 
二 AKRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 97.66 KBVTE/SEC D ^ G F ^ ^ ^ R ^ R ^ G O F ^ G I G V H ^ : " 0 SF^CKL^^HC 
PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : "762.94 PACKET/SEC mo n f p ^ r^I T r a E ^ E D BY T ^ ^ PER SEC • 1282. 
工=『。=�=； 1丨丨�:。， A=�r3�Y c E - � i 丄 
I^ Xmrr WTTWOCB r^c. D*^广TOAMCMTTTPn • 4A1R parvPT/qpc TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 81674 PACKET/SEC 
TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 48518 PACKET/SEC TMPNIIRHPTRR NP THE NETWORK . 10454.27 KBYTE/SEC TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 6210.3�KBYTE/SEC ^J^TSJ^ 二 G G E ^ K G ？ ^ N ^ O R K • 8363 
= 1 二 : 9 7 . ， = 咖工.s 0 . -
= 二 A g 二 ： 33.30 Up^ Ts = 1 二T X. .XC 咖 : . 9 3 咖 PAC而 
,, NUMBER OF NODES : 64 
NUMBER OF NODES : 64 NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 64 
NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 64 THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC 
THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC S I Z E ^ F^O IN NIC . 1 KBYTES 
SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 二二S SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 uS 
SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 uS „ „ PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 0 US 
PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BOS : 0 US T O T ^ O F ^ LOW RATIO FOR ALL NODES : 1.500 
TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : .75� KBYTE/SEC DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR- EACH ACTIVE NODE : 292.97 KBYTE/SEC 
DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 2288.82 PACKET/SEC 
PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : 1280. 
NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : " " " ^ AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 1278.08 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 1998.17 TQTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 81681 PACKET/SEC 
TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 72680 PA«CT/SEC TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 10455.17 KBYTE/SEC 
TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 9303.04 KBYTE/SEC BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .8364 
BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : ••'442 AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 1276.27 PACKET/SEC 
AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE: .63 PACKCT/SK AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 163.3620 KBYTE/SEC 
AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 145.36= KB^E/SEC AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 0. US 
AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 0. US AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 757.55 US 
AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 388.00 US AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .935594 PACKETS 
AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .412328 PACKETS 
pp256 
NUMBER OF NODES : 64 
NUMBER OF NODES : 64 NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 64 
NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 64 THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPOT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC 
THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00. KBYTE/SEL GIJE OF FIFO IN NIC : X KBYTES 
SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 uS 
SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 uS PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 0 OS 
PACKET TRAKSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 0 US TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : 1.000 
TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : .250 DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 
DATA ARRIVAL BATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : ？;n PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : "762.94 PACKET/SEC 
PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : " ？ N O OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : 727. 
NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 705.64 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 4«18 PACKET/SEC 
TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 12183 PACKET/SEC TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 11371.01 KBYTE/SEC 
TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 3118.85 KBYTE/SEC BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .9097 
BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORX : .2495 AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 694.03 PACKET/SEC 
l ^ Z l uO orPACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : "0.36 PACK^/SK AVERAGE THROUGHPOT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 177.67^ KB二E/SEC 
AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 48.7320 KB^E/SEC AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 0. US 
AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 0. AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 1384.98 OS 
AVENGE A C C ^ SELAY OVER ALL NODES : l l i . i l US AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : PACKETS 
AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .017438 PACKETS 
• NUMBER OF NODES : 64 
MITMNPK OF NODES • 64 NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 64 
OF ACTI^'NODE : 64 „ ？STMAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NB^ORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC 
？ I J ^ ^ I L M ^ U G H P U T OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES 
SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES SIMUUVTION TIME : 1000000.00 uS 
SIOTLATION TIME : 1000000.00 uS „ PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 0 US 
Ia^CT T^SFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BOS ： 0 US TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR AU, NODES : 1.250 
I^N^^RNP^ T ^ ^ ^ T I O FOR ALL NODES : .500 , „ DATA WWIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVB NODE : 244.14 KBYTE/SEC 
DATA A ^ I ^ ^ E ^ O ^ E I C H ACTIVE NODE : ^^I^^^EC ^ ^ E T ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE N O ^ = 953.67 PACKET/SEC 
P A C K E T ^ ^ A T ^ T E FOR EACH active NODE : 381.47 PACKET/SEC poLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : lOS 
nS o f p S ^ ^ L r E L c U T E D BY THE HUB PER SEC : 394924 AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER STC : "8.58 
ASpSIcrroLL RECEIVS BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 3921.31 NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : PACKET/SEC 
TOT^ ^ S S ^ P I ^ TRANSMITTED : 24320 P A ^ C T / ^ C THROUGHPOT OF THE NETWORK : 1 1 3 « . 5 3 KBYTE/SEC 
？ ^ ^ H P O T OF THE NETWORK : 6225.92 KBYTE/SEC BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE KETOORK : -9106 
OF THE NETWORK : .4981 AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH MODE : 694.73 PACKET/SEC 
I C ^ 二 O R P A C ^ SL^ 1Y EACH NODE = 380.00 P A C K M S K S G E THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVB KODB : "7.8520 >CB=E/SEC 
S G E ? H R O T G H P U R F O R EACH ACTIVE NODE : 97.2800 K B ^ E / S E C AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER M«L : 0. US 
AVLWOL P A C ^ QULEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES: 0. US AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : "F 
二 A C C ^ BELAY OVER ALL NODES : 2B2 B6 US AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO ： .MISS PACKETS 
AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO ： .0«484 PACKETS 
NUMBER OF NODES : 64 
inninpn nv nnnPS • 64 NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 64 
A C T I ^ NODE : 64 THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPOT OP THE N E W O R K : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC 
？ T ^ I L S ^ ^ U G H ^ OF THE NE^ORK : 12500.00 KBVTE/SEC SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC ： ! KBYTES 
S t Z E ^ FIFO IN NIC ! 1 KBYTES - SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 uS 
LIMLATION TIME . 1000000.00 US „ „„ PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACB BUS : 0 US 
T^SFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 0 OS TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : 1.500 
T O T A R O F ^ LOM RATIO FOR ALL NODES : .750 ,,, VBVTP/.;ER DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 292.97 KBYTE/SEC 
DA?A FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : U " - " PACKET/SEC 
^ACKEn^^VAT^TE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 572.20 PACKET/SEC 如 OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : 701 • 
NS O F PS^ CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : ^0869 AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 697.25 
^wcolrr^ir BECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 44471 PACKET/SEC 
SFPAC^T TRANSMITTED = 36342 PAC^'SEC TOTAL THROOGHPUT OF THE NETOORK : U384.58 KBYTE/SEC 
IJl'^ 'f ！Zo^HPOT SF THE NETWORK : 9303.55 KBYTE/SEC BANDWIOTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .9108 
^FICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .7443 AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 694.86 PACKET/SEC 
NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : ^67.84 PACKCT/STC AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 177.8840 KBYTE/SEC 
tvPRAM THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE ! "5.3680 KB^E/SEC AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES : � • US 
AVERAGE ^ CKCT QUEUEINO DELAY OVER ALL NODES： O. US AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES ： U09.78 us 
M I ^ I I ACCESS DELAY OVER AI.L NODES : 588.71 ： 啦 ^ AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : -963359 PACKETS 
AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO . 
pp512 
NUMBER OF NODES : 64 NUMBER OF NODES : 64 
NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 64 NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 64 VBVTP/<;PR 
THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPOT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC 
SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC ！ 1 KBYTES 
SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 US SIMULATION TIME ! 1000000.00 "S . 
PACKET TRANSFER TIKE OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 0 US PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS . US 
TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : .250 TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : 1.00卩 KBYTE/SEC 
DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 48.83 KBYTE/SEC DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTI^ NODE _ 3 7 7 ORPAC^T/SEC 
PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 94.26 PACKET/SEC PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH NODE 377.05 PACKE 
NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : 1343074. NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THEJWB PER SEC : • 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 5897.31 AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC . _ 
TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 5985 PACKET/SEC TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMMED : ^^E/GEC 
TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 3100.23 KBYTE/SEC TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12008.79 KBRRT/BJ^L 
BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .2480 BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : -9607 p.rKET/SEC 
AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 93.52 PACKET/SEC AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 2 3 PACKET/SEC 
AVERAGE THROUGHPOT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 48.4411 KBYTE/SEC AVERAGE THROUGHPOT FOR EACH ACTI^ ： . „ . Q u f 
AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 0. US AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY 0 ^ 1 " .Q MO 
AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES ： 104.50 US AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 2432 80 US 
AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .007812 PACKETS AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO = .873922 PACKETS 
NUMBER OF NODES : 64 NUMBER OF NODES : 64 
二 二 肪 NETWORK = ..500,00 K B而 S E C : 1.500.00 KB.TK/S.C 
C T 7 P rtc P T v n T N N T r . 1 v R Y T P q S I Z E O F F I F O I N N I C : 1 K B Y T E S 
二 , 3 0 0 ^^ ^^ " L ^ I S F ^ C ^ ^ S . 
PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 188.53 PACKET/SEC ^N O F P ^ S C ^ L F ^ O T T E ^ B Y PER SEC : 378. 
NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : 690836. F ^ ^ G F J X I ^ N ^ E PER SEC : 368.48 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 3958.50 L ^ E R O F P I ^ T R ^ S M M E D T 23263 PACKET/SEC 
TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 12044 PACKET/SEC ^ ； ^ ？^UGHPUT S F ^ E 12050.23 KBYTE/SEC 
TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 6238.79 KBYTE/SEC B ^ I ^ S EFFICIE^CY SF : .9640 
BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .4991 A ^ G E NO SENT BY EACH NODE : 363.48 PACKET/SEC 
AVERGE MO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 188.19 PACKET/SEC A V E N G E ^ H R L G H P O T F O R ^ C H A C T I ^ NODE : 188.2849 KBYTE/SEC 
AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 97.48? KBY^E/SEC 二 = = PACKCT Q ^ E ^ L ^ E L V ^ O V ^ A L NODES : 0. US 
AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES: 0. US 二 二 G ^CCEII ^ E S F O ^ R ALL NODES = 2691.51 US 
AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 211.21 US NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .970953 PACKETS 
AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .035969 PACKETS AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC t Lir^ 
.„„„„ ,, NUMBER OF NODES : 64 
NUMBER OF NODES : 64 NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 64 
NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE : 64 THP MAXIMUM THROUGHPOT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC 
THE MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC S I L ^ ^ O I H L C T 1 KBYTES 
SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 US 
SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 uS PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 0 US 
PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 0 US ^OTL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : 1.500 
TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : .750 „。妳<：>,„。 DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 292.97 KBYTE/SEC 
DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 565.58 PACKET/SEC 
PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 282.79 PACKET/SEC NO O F P ^ C^LE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : 371. 
NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : "1148. AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 366.39 
AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 2051.42 ^Q^AL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 23270 PACKET/SEC 
TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 18004 PACKET/SEC ^OTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12053.86 KBYTE/SEC 
TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 9326.07 KBYTE/SEC BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .9643 
BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK ： -7461 AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 363.59 PACKET/SEC 
AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 2 81.31 P ACKET/STC AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 188.3416 KBYTE/SEC 
AVERAGE THROUGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 145.7199 K B ^ E / S E C AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 0. US 
AVERAGE PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 0 • US AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 2706.04 US 
AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 685.91 US AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .976531 PACKETS 
AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .185625 PACKETS 
. — — — - “ “ 
ppl024 
™ % N 二 : : ： S4 ^ ™ : U500.00 而 E / S E C 
？ O F THE NETOORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES 
H S H S � i c , ; � 二 S 二 二 ；I冊 二二 — ：。 
^ ^ S F E R TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 0 US TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ALL NODES : 1-000 KBYTE/SEC 
NODE : 47.68 PACKKT/SEC N F ^ P ^ ' ^ L T S E O R T E D BY THE HUB PER SEC : 
PACKET ARRIVAL RA^J^OJJ�^^ PER SEC : 1424854. J ^ ^ G E POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 241.25 
“ “ R S ^ C E ^ F ACTI^ Z SEC : 5896.98 ^ P A C K ^ TPANSMITTED : 1183X P A ^ / S E C 
T Z ^ L ^ E R O F T R ^ M ^ E D : 2993 PACKCT/SEC TOTAL THROUGHPOT OF THE NETWORK : KBVTE/SEC 
TOTAL NUMBER OF PJ^ CKCT T R ^ N I . ' 3064.83 KBYTE/SEC BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .9692 
TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE . 二 ORPACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 184.86 PACKET/SEC 
BAKDWIDTH EFFICI^Y 46.77 PACKET/SEC A ^ G E TOROOGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 183.2960 KB二E/SEC 
= S 二 E 二 - H S " "PLK^S = - - — - 们 C RX.O : •乃3…P.CKK.S 
,AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : 麵 甜 ^^ NODES : 64 
NUMBER OF NODES ： 64 ？ J I ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ' ^ S ^ T O H ^ ' O F " H E NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC 
SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC = ^ ^^ TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BOS : 0 OS 
TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR 二二DGOE . 97.66 KBVTE/SEC 二 L F ^ G A T ^ R V O R EACH ACTIVE NODE : 238.42 PACKET/SEC 
D M A ARRIVAL RATE F • • 95.37 PACKET/SEC KO O ^ P S ^ CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER S ^ : " 8 • 
PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH SEC . 841807. " ^ Q E POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 192.73 
NO OF POLL CYCLE E X E C O T E D ^ ^ E W B PER SEC 3538.36 ORPACKET TRANSMITTED : 11906 P A C K E T ^ 
AVERAGE POLL D E C E I V E D B Y A ^ ^ ^ D ^ PER SEC PACKET/SEC ？^^ ？ ^ ^ H P O T OP THE NEWORK : 12191.7< KBYTE/SEC 
TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET T R ^ I ^ E D . KBYTE/SEC EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .9753 
TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWOW ： 二 ！ ^ E ^ OF PACKCTS SENT BY EACH NODE : 186.03 PACKET/SEC 
BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY�= 二 二 二 。 “ . " ， P A C K E T / S E C A ^ L ™ H P ^ F O R EACH ACTIVB NODE : 190.4960 KBYTE/SEC 
AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT B Y ^ C H NODE . „.8640 KBYTE/SEC ^ V ^ G E PACKET QUEUEING DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 0. US 
AVERAGE THROUGHPUT ^ACH ACTI^ ^^^^ODES = 0. US I C C ^ DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 5194.35 US 
AVERAGE PACKET S O ^ S T 209.88 OS A V ^ G E NO OR 狄 C 咖 IN NIC FIFO : • 964703 PACKETTS 
AVERAGE ACCESS DELM O ^ R ^ ^ .017484 PACKETS 
AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO . OF NODES : 64 
NUMBER OF NODES : 64 ？IJE^^ILM^HMOOT^“OP THE NETWORK : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC 
NUMBER OF ACTIVE NODE ： 64 : 12500.00 KBYTE/SEC SIZE OF FIFO IN NIC : 1 KBYTES 
THE MAXIMUM THROOGHPUT OF THE Nt , SIMULATION TIME : 1000000.00 uS 
SIZE OP FIFO IN NIC = US PACKET TRANSFER TIME OF THE NIC INTERFACE BUS : 0 US 
SIMULATION TIME : INTERFACE BUS : � U S TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO fOR ALL NODES r 1.500 
PACKET TRANSFER ^IME ^HE NIC INTERF ^^^ DATA ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 292.97 KBYTE/SEC 
TOTAL OFFER LOAD RATIO FOR ^^ : 146.48 KBYTE/SEC PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 286.10 PACKET/SEC 
DATA ARRIVAL RATE ^OR EACH ACTlvt 如 加 , 143.05 PACKET/SEC 如 OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY THE HUB PER SEC : 195 ‘ 
PACKET ARRIVAL RATE FOR ^ C H AU 户肪 GEC : 2B9899. AVERAGE POLL RECEIVED BY ACTIVE NODE PER SEC : 189.61 
NO OF POLL CYCLE EXECUTED BY ™ PER SEC : 2035.27 TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKET TRANSMITTED : 11911 PACKET/SEC 
AVERAGE POLL R E C E I V E D BY ACTIVT . g g j , PACKET/SEC TOTAL THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK : 12196.88 KBYTE/SEC 
TOTAL NUMBER OF CC-rwnRK • 9243.65 KBYTE/SEC BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OF THE NETWORK : .9757 
TOTAL THROOGHPUT OF THE N ^ " ^ , . 7 3 9 5 AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT BY EACH NODE : 1 8 6 . 1 1 PACXET/SEC 
BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY OP MODE : 141.05 PACKET/SEC AVERAGE THROOGHPUT FOR EACH ACTIVE NODE : 190.5760 KBYTE/SEC 
AVERGE NO OF PACKETS SENT B T ^ V 如。^； . 144.4320 KBYTE/SEC AVERAGE PACKET QUEUGINO DELAY OVER ALL NODES : 0. US 
AVERAGE THROOGHPUT FOR EACH ^ ^^^ ^^ ^^ ^^  . 0. US AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ALI. NODES : 5261.87 US 
AVERAGE PACKET QOEOEINO DE^R " --G . 562.03 OS ‘ AVERAGE NO OF PACKET IN NIC FIFO : .977937 PACKETS 
AVERAGE ACCESS DELAY OVER ABB NU . .076203 PACKETS 




D . l Network Interface Card 
D.2 R o u t e r / H u b - Ring A Module 
D.3 R o u t e r / H u b - Ring B Module 
D.4 R o u t e r / H u b - Hub Module 
D.5 R o u t e r / H u b - Power Module 
D.6 Concentrator - Back Plate 
D.T Concentrator - Hub Connecting Module 
D.8 Concentrator - Node Connecting Module 
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PLD Source Code 
E. l GAL20V8 for NIC 
E.2 Lattise ispLSI for NIC 
E.3 GAL20V8 for Concentrator 
132 






DESIGNER Ringo Lam; 
COMPANY Lightwave Comm Lab, CUHK; 
ASSEMBLY PDSPC; 
LOCATION ; 
/* ADDRESS DECODER FOR PCNIC */ 
^^ •••••••女 
/* TARGET DEVICES: 20V8 */ 
/* INPUTS */ 
PIN 1 = PCAIO; 
PIN 2 = PCAl l ; 
PIN 3 = PCA.12; 
P I N 4 = P C A 1 3； 
PIN 5 = PCA14； 
PIN 6 = PCA15； 
PIN 7 = PCA16; 
PIN 8 = PCA17； 
PIN 9 = PCA18; 
PIN 10 = PCA19'. 
P I N 1 5 二 P C A 0 9 ; 
PIN 16 = PCA08; 
PIN 17 = PC AO 7 ； 
P I N 2 0 = PCA0 6 ; 
PIN 21 = PCA05; 
PIN 22 二 PCA04; 
/* OUTPUTS */ 
PIN 18 二 BDA; /* dSXXX */ 
PIN 19 = BCA; /* D900X •/ 
/ * D E F I N I T I O N S * / 
/ • L O G I C E Q U A T I O N S • / 
碰 = P C A 1 9 & PCA18 Sc ！ PCA17 & PCA16 S= 
一 PCA15 & 1PCA14 & ！PCA13 & IPCA12 ； 
OCA _ PCA19 Sc PCA18 & 1PCA17 & PCA16 & 
一 PCA15 Sc 1PCA14 IPCA13 Sc PCA12 k 
.PCAII & ！ PCAIO Sc 1PCA09 & 1PCA08 & 














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DESIGNER R i n g o Lam; 
COMPANY L i g h t w a v e Comm L a b , CUHK; 
ASSEMBLY NOOOO; 
LiOCATION ； 
/ * ADDRESS DECODER FOR PCNIC • * / 
/ * TARGET DEVICES: 2 0 V 8 * / 
/ * INPUTS * / 
PIN 1 = POLL; 
PIN 2 = D 8 ; 
PIN 3 = D 7 ; 
PIN 4 = D 6 ; 
PIN 5 = D 5 ; 
PIN 6 = D 4 ; 
PIN 7 = D3 ; 
PIN 8 = D 2 ; 
PIN 9 = D l ; 
PIN 1 0 = DO; 
PIN 1 1 = DNSTB; 
/ * OUTPUTS * / 
PIN 1 8 = BUF; 
PIN 1 9 = XPOLL; / * OUTPUT TO PIN 1 * / 
/ • D E F I N I T I O N S * / 
“ L O G I C EQUATIONS * / 
XPOLL = IDS & D6 & D N S T B ; 

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































G . l The Network Driver : nic.c 



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































H . l Packet Error Rate Testing Program 
H.2 U D P Rate Testing Program 
H.2.1 Datagram Client : dgcli.c 
H.2.2 Datagram Server : dgecho.c 
H.2.3 UDP Client : udpcli.c 
H.2.4 UDP Server : udpserv.c 
H.2.5 The Header File : inet.h 































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































• •：•••.,•,：/,入，、• . •‘ ； 
：,•、〜;:•-:: ： ::: ； 
‘ ； ： … . [ ： ： … v . - ^ V . 
• • ‘ . ••• R 
. ‘ • . • 
‘ '1 
• ,. I. • 
. . . . . . . 
.：：' ：；1. ： “ .’: ‘....： .1. ..... .  ！ • ： ..!丨 
‘ .•.… • • • .： •••• , ‘ 
C U H K L i b r a T T ^ 
圓••llllllllll 
0DD733T50 
